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ABSTRACT

AUTOMATIC BLOCK-MATCHING REGISTRATION TO IMPROVE LUNG TUMOR
LOCALIZATION DURING IMAGE-GUIDED RADIOTHERAPY
Scott Patrick Robertson
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Ph.D., Medical Physics
at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2013
Director: Dr. Geoffrey D. Hugo
Assistant Professor,
Division of Medical Physics
Department of Radiation Oncology

To improve relatively poor outcomes for locally-advanced lung cancer patients, many
current efforts are dedicated to minimizing uncertainties in radiotherapy. This enables the
isotoxic delivery of escalated tumor doses, leading to better local tumor control. The current
dissertation specifically addresses inter-fractional uncertainties resulting from patient setup
variability. An automatic block-matching registration (BMR) algorithm is implemented and
evaluated for the purpose of directly localizing advanced-stage lung tumors during image-guided
radiation therapy.

In this algorithm, small image sub-volumes, termed “blocks”, are

automatically identified on the tumor surface in an initial planning computed tomography (CT)
image. Each block is independently and automatically registered to daily images acquired

xiv

immediately prior to each treatment fraction. To improve the accuracy and robustness of BMR,
this algorithm incorporates multi-resolution pyramid registration, regularization with a median
filter, and a new multiple-candidate-registrations technique. The result of block-matching is a
sparse displacement vector field that models local tissue deformations near the tumor surface.
The distribution of displacement vectors is aggregated to obtain the final tumor registration,
corresponding to the treatment couch shift for patient setup correction. Compared to existing
rigid and deformable registration algorithms, the final BMR algorithm significantly improves the
overlap between target volumes from the planning CT and registered daily images. Furthermore,
BMR results in the smallest treatment margins for the given study population. However, despite
these improvements, large residual target localization errors were noted, indicating that purely
rigid couch shifts cannot correct for all sources of inter-fractional variability. Further reductions
in treatment uncertainties may require the combination of high-quality target localization and
adaptive radiotherapy.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The availability of reliable imaging techniques and the ability to visualize the internal
anatomy of oncology patients has given rise to an almost limitless number of opportunities to
reduce treatment-related uncertainties. These advancements are all comprised within the broad
scope of image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), which is defined as the use of advanced patient
imaging to better diagnose, stage, and treat cancerous lesions and to assess the outcomes of these
treatments. This work focuses on the branch of IGRT dedicated to reducing uncertainties in
treatment delivery specifically through more accurate, precise, and robust patient setup prior to
the delivery of each treatment fraction.
State of the art three-dimensional and even four-dimensional imaging modalities have
become essential to modern radiotherapy treatments, which rely on highly conformal dose
distributions with little room for error. These imaging modalities have contributed to significant
improvements in tumor localization and the ability to position nearby risk structures safely away
from high dose regions. By reducing positional uncertainties, it becomes possible to treat more
conformal target volumes, thereby decreasing the dose to healthy tissues. As a result, escalated
doses can be delivered without a corresponding increase in the risk of treatment-related
toxicities. The importance of dose escalation stems from an established link with improved local
tumor control.1,2 For lung cancer patients in particular, relatively poor outcomes3 have motivated
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more aggressive treatments that have only become possible by reducings treatment-related
uncertainties.
Patient setup and tumor localization errors directly impact the efficacy of radiation
delivery. To ensure that the prescribed dose is accurately delivered, a number of patient setup
correction strategies are currently employed. In some cases, manual alignment of on-treatment
images to an initial planning computed tomography (CT) image has been shown to provide
reliable target localization. Other studies rely on automatic registration algorithms to improve
the reproducibility (and oftentimes efficiency) of patient setup corrections. This dissertation
addresses the limitations of current target localization strategies specifically for locally-advanced
lung cancer patients. For these patients, large changes in primary tumor shape, volume, and
position are commonly observed in response to treatment, which can lead to corresponding
changes in pulmonary anatomy. These changes present a major complicating factor in reliable
target localization for radiotherapy.

Although existing localization techniques can help to

mitigate setup uncertainties, large registration errors often persist.

A more robust target

localization strategy is warranted for efficient, accurate, and robust patient setup corrections
during routine IGRT.
The purpose of the current dissertation is to improve upon existing methods of target
localization by implementing an automatic registration technique known as “block-matching
registration.” In the following sections, the importance of on-treatment imaging for accurate
target localization is emphasized. A summary is then presented on the accuracy, benefits, and
shortcomings of currently available patient setup protocols. In light of this discussion, blockmatching registration is introduced as an attractive solution for many of the current limitations in
lung tumor localization. Finally, an overview of specific aims in this dissertation is provided.
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On-treatment imaging for patient setup corrections
Imaging is an integral and essential component of modern radiotherapy. Before initiating
a treatment course, patients receive an initial CT scan to assess the extent of the gross tumor
volume (GTV) and create a suitable treatment plan. The initial CT is thus referred to as the
“planning” CT. The planning CT provides a snapshot of the patient’s internal anatomy and
represents the reference geometry for future treatment fractions. In the current work, it is
assumed that a static treatment plan will be delivered for all fractions without adaption or
modification.

Therefore, the tumor position must be well-known at the time of radiation

delivery, regardless of potential changes in tumor shape or volume. Uncertainties in tumor
position throughout treatment can reduce the dose to target structures and increase the dose to
neighboring risk structures. These uncertainties must be carefully controlled in order to promote
safe dose escalation.
Inter-fractional uncertainties can be effectively reduced by acquiring images of the
patient at the time of radiation delivery. These images, referred to as “on-treatment” images,
provide new snapshots of the target volume and internal anatomy of patients in the treatment
position. By comparing on-treatment images against the initial planning CT, tumor localization
uncertainties can be identified and corrected by simple couch shifts or, in the case of larger
discrepancies, repositioning of the patient on the treatment couch.4 Numerous studies have
shown the benefit of on-treatment imaging in reducing tumor localization uncertainties, relative
to setup protocols without imaging (e.g., relying on external surrogates of tumor position such as
skin tattoos or immobilization devices).5–10 As a result, IGRT continues to be a very active area
of research for reducing treatment-related uncertainties.
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Throughout the past decade, much work has focused on incorporating three-dimensional
(3D) and even four-dimensional (4D) imaging in the treatment room.11–13

Currently, on-

treatment kilovoltage (kV) or megavoltage (MV) CT images can be acquired using a dedicated
CT scanner within the treatment room14 or using the inherent imaging capabilities of
Tomotherapy units,15 respectively. In addition, cone-beam CT (CBCT) images can be acquired
on conventional linear accelerators by tomographic reconstruction of planar projection images,
either using the gantry’s MV beam16,17 or a separately mounted kV x-ray source on the
gantry.18,19 Research has even demonstrated the feasibility of integrating a linear accelerator
with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for superior soft-tissue visualization during
radiotherapy.20 The assortment of on-treatment imaging modalities further demonstrates the
importance of these images to modern radiotherapy.
On-treatment 3D imaging provides sufficient soft-tissue visualization for numerous
applications to radiotherapy.4,13,21,22 For example, routine imaging provides the means to assess
changes in tumor shape, volume, or position throughout treatment and has been instrumental in
identifying patients that require new or revised treatment plans.23–26 Furthermore, the ability to
directly visualize primary lung tumors has improved the accuracy of patient setup by reducing
uncertainties in target localization.4,17,27 This consequently reduces treatment-related margins,
decreases the irradiation of healthy tissues, and enables the safe delivery of escalated doses. As a
result, it becomes increasingly possible to improve the generally poor outcomes currently
observed for lung cancer patients.
From imaging to target localization
Within the broad scope of IGRT, this dissertation focuses specifically on reducing interfractional uncertainties in target localization. A variety of techniques have been explored for this
4

purpose, with methods that can be classified as either manual or automatic.

Localization

techniques can be further distinguished by their intended region of registration—either direct
alignment of the primary tumor or indirect alignment of surrogates of tumor position. The
following section begins by highlighting the benefits and limitations of surrogate registration.
Current methods of direct target localization are then described, including manual tumor
alignment, automatic rigid registration, and deformable registration.
Tumor surrogate registration
Perhaps the greatest benefit of tumor surrogate registration is the reproducibility that
results from aligning well-defined and relatively stable structures near the primary tumor.
Common surrogates of lung tumor position and motion, for example, include the carina,
diaphragm, and spine. These structures are well-visualized and easily registered due to their high
contrast in on-treatment images. In a recent study by Higgins et al., alignment of either the spine
or the carina provided more reproducible registrations than direct alignment of the primary
tumor.22 Similarly, Mohammed et al. established that bony anatomy registration could be just as
accurate for simultaneous alignment of multiple treatment targets (i.e., primary lung tumors and
involved mediastinal lymph nodes) as direct registration of these targets.28 In retrospective
analyses, surrogate registrations were shown to provide sufficient target coverage during
treatment.
These findings ultimately depend on the stability of treatment targets with respect to the
registered surrogates, an assumption which does not always hold. Lung cancer patients are prone
to substantial variability with respect to the target volume and surrounding anatomy. Many
recent studies have reported the potential for significant target volume regression in response to
treatment, although tumor growth is also possible.29–33
5

The anisotropic nature of tumor

regression can cause apparent GTV shifts with respect to the clinical target volume and other
local anatomical structures.34 Another complicating factor is the presence of atelectasis near the
primary tumor.24,35,36 These regions obscure the surface of lung tumors, leading to uncertainties
in target definition and localization throughout treatment. Furthermore, as regions of atelectasis
progress or resolve, the position of lung tumors may change relative to bony anatomy or other
soft-tissue surrogates.36 Similar effects are observed for patients with pleural effusion, where
changes in pulmonary anatomy lead to systematic offsets in tumor position.24,33 Finally, baseline
shifts in tumor position have been reported as a result of changes in respiratory motion.37–39
Changes in tumor shape, volume, and position limit the accuracy of target localization
based on the alignment of tumor surrogates. To better account for these sources of uncertainty,
direct registration of treatment targets is required.
Manual tumor alignment
Guckenberger et al. were among the first to report positional uncertainties of
intrapulmonary tumors using on-treatment volumetric imaging.40

Their study included 21

patients with early stage non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) undergoing stereotactic body
radiotherapy (SBRT) in 1 to 8 fractions. Patients were first immobilized using a stereotactic
body frame (SBF), with kV CBCT images subsequently acquired in the treatment position. The
on-treatment image was then matched to the planning CT by manual alignment of the gross
tumor volume. Assuming that manual tumor registrations were the ground truth for patient setup
corrections, they retrospectively determined systematic and random tumor positioning errors of
7.8 mm and 1.6 mm respectively relative to the SBF, with respective errors of 5.4 mm and
1.3 mm relative to bony anatomy alignment. Maximum errors exceeded 10 mm in both cases.
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This demonstrated the importance of volumetric image guidance and direct tumor alignment to
improve the accuracy of SBRT.
The group from Princess Margaret Hospital pursued similar end points in two recent
studies. Purdie et al.41 assessed 31 SBRT patients in a protocol similar to that of Guckenberger
et al. above.

During each treatment fraction, patient setup was based on direct, manual

alignment of the primary tumor.

Bony anatomy registrations were also performed

retrospectively. In their analysis, the magnitude of discrepancies between these two localization
strategies averaged 6.8 mm (90th-percentile: 13.9 mm). This illustrates the potential variability
in tumor position relative to surrogates such as the spine.
In a second study, Bissonnette et al.4 stratified a new patient population into two different
cohorts: early stage NSCLC patients prescribed SBRT and locally-advanced NSCLC patients
receiving conventionally fractionated radiotherapy. They instituted an action threshold of 3 mm
and 5°, where patient setup errors exceeding this degree of translation or rotation were repeatedly
corrected until the target was localized to within tolerance. Data was reported only after a single
round of imaging and setup correction for consistency purposes. For early-stage lung cancer
patients, bony-anatomy-based setup resulted in just 16% of all fractions initially within the
tolerance limits, compared to 82% of fractions after manual tumor alignment. Similarly, for
locally-advanced lung cancer patients, only 30% of fractions were within tolerance after bony
alignment. Manual tumor registration increased this percentage to 76% using manual couch
corrections and to 84% using remote (automatic) couch corrections. This study demonstrates the
potential of volumetric on-treatment imaging for improved patient setup correction and
illustrates the feasibility of direct tumor matching.

7

Despite these benefits, manual target registration suffers from several limitations. First,
the studies mentioned above primarily involved SBRT treatments, for which target volume
regression and other internal changes are generally not severe. The similarity between ontreatment images and the initial planning CT would thus be expected to facilitate accurate
registrations.

More substantial changes commonly observed throughout conventionally

fractionated radiotherapy may lead to much greater uncertainties in manual registration. As a
second potential limitation, primary lung tumors are not always well-visualized in on-treatment
images.

Guckenberger et al. reported 3 out of 21 patients with primary tumors near the

diaphragm which were difficult to visualize on free-breathing CBCT images.40 Tumor borders
may also be partially obscured by the mediastinum or surrounding atelectasis. This complicates
the registration in these regions and may lead to increased variability in target localization.
A final limitation of manual target registration is the time consuming nature of this
process. Studies have reported manual registration times averaging four to five minutes, in
contrast to sub-minute execution times necessary for automatic registration algorithms.22,40 An
increase in registration time may lead to subtle changes in the true tumor position relative to that
observed in the on-treatment image. As a result, the final setup correction may contain some
residual uncertainty. Furthermore, an inefficient setup protocol prolongs the duration of each
treatment fraction, which can significantly influence the positional reproducibility of targets by
the end of the fraction.41 Fast and efficient registration algorithms are thus highly desirable to
better control target localization uncertainties.
To summarize, manual tumor alignment can provide reliable target localization, but
primarily for patients with hypofractionated treatments. Major limiting factors for manual tumor
alignment include the time required for registration and large observer variability. For locally-
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advanced lung cancer patients in particular, configurational changes between multiple primary
tumors or metastatic lymph nodes can further complicate manual alignment.42

As such,

automatic rigid and non-rigid registration algorithms provide an attractive alternative for direct
localization of lung cancer targets.
Automatic rigid registration
The group from William Beaumont Hospital is one of several that rely on automatic rigid
registration of the primary tumor between on-treatment CBCT images and the initial planning
CT. Grills et al. describe this protocol in a study of 24 patients with peripheral early-stage lung
tumors undergoing SBRT.43 For each treatment fraction, patients were immobilized using either
a SBF or an alpha-cradle. Initial setup involved the alignment of either SBF coordinates or skin
tattoos with treatment-room lasers.

A CBCT image was then acquired and automatically

registered to the planning CT using a normalized cross-correlation similarity metric.

The

registration volume was limited to the extent of the target volume. Using this protocol, they
found that initial setup errors of 2 to 6 mm could be reduced to 1 mm or less. Corresponding
margins were initially as large as 9 to 14 mm but could be reduced to 1 to 3 mm. This provided
a sufficient level of accuracy for delivering highly conformal SBRT treatments.
In a subsequent study, Galerani et al. reported on dosimetric improvements from online
image-guidance.21 Following the same protocol for a cohort of 20 SBRT patients, the initial
setup would have reduced the dose delivered to 95% (D95%) of the GTV and clinical target
volume (CTV) by 2.1% ± 4.4% and 3.5% ± 7.0%, respectively, relative to the planned dose
distribution. The dose delivered to 99% (D99%) of the GTV and CTV would have likewise been
reduced by 3.2% ± 4.9% and 6.1% ± 10.7%. Using volumetric image-guidance with automatic
target registration, the planned and delivered doses agreed to within 0.5%.
9

Worm et al. further demonstrated the potential for automatic rigid registration during
routine image-guidance.9 Their study included 19 consecutive lung cancer patients treated with
SBRT using a protocol very similar to the William Beaumont group. Patients were immobilized
in a SBF and initially setup according to stereotactic coordinates. A kV CBCT image was then
acquired and automatically registered based on the GTV plus an additional 10 mm of
neighboring soft-tissue. The magnitude of setup corrections averaged 5.6 ± 1.8 mm. Three
patients required additional manual correction following automatic tumor registration, the first
due to a particularly small target volume and the other two due to respiratory motion for tumors
situated near the diaphragm. A similar study has recently been published by Josipovic et al.44 In
their retrospective review, they computed the 3D difference between bony anatomy and
automatic tumor registration to be 3.0 mm, ranging from 0.0 to 8.3 mm. They reported no
registration difficulties, concluding that GTV-based automatic registration ultimately improved
the precision of lung SBRT.
Based on the studies above, automatic rigid registration algorithms provide sufficient
accuracy for patient setup corrections during SBRT. These treatments are executed over a period
of one to two weeks, during which large internal changes are generally not observed.29 The
resulting similarity between on-treatment images and the planning CT facilitates accurate and
robust registration.

For conventionally fractionated radiotherapy patients, however, target

volume regression and other anatomical changes may be substantial. These large-scale changes
complicate automatic rigid registration and can lead to large target localization errors, as
demonstrated by the following studies.
Yeung et al. reviewed daily CBCT scans for 13 lung cancer patients treated with
conventionally fractionated radiotherapy.7

In their retrospective study, each image was
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automatically registered to the planning CT using a sub-volume containing vertebrae at the level
of the primary tumor. After returning the images to their initial orientation, each image was
subsequently registered using a rectangular sub-volume containing the planning target volume
(PTV). Visual inspection of the registration showed that the primary tumor “appeared properly
aligned,” even for patients with substantial tumor regression or reduced atelectasis. Although
direct tumor registration reduced setup uncertainties compared to bony anatomy alignment, final
margins as large as 5 to 14 mm were still necessary for adequate tumor coverage.
Preliminary work to this dissertation confirmed that bony anatomy alignment resulted in
potentially large target localization errors (Appendix I).45

However, in contrast to the

conclusions of Yeung et al., automatic rigid registration failed to significantly improve the
localization accuracy of locally-advanced lung tumors. Briefly, a cohort of 17 patients with
locally advanced NSCLC received CT scans once per week throughout conventionally
fractionated radiotherapy. The initial week-1 CT scan was designated as the planning CT, to
which all subsequent images were registered. Images were manually aligned to bony anatomy
including the spine, sternum, and ribs at the level of the primary tumor. This resulted in mean
3D displacements of 7.3 ± 5.4 mm in the GTV centroid. Next, automatic rigid registration was
performed for the GTV plus a uniform 10 mm margin using a mutual information algorithm
(Pinnacle version 8.1y, Philips Medical Systems, Fitchburg, WI). Centroid localization errors
were reduced to 5.8 ± 6.0 mm, although the reduction was not statistically significant. The most
difficult registration cases were attributed to patients with atelectasis or pleural effusion which
either progressed or resolved throughout treatment.

For this subpopulation, mean centroid

displacements from both bony anatomy and automatic tumor registrations were 9.2 ± 6.9 mm
and 7.8 ± 8.8 mm, respectively. In general, substantial changes in target volume and shape, as
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well as in atelectasis and pleural effusion, were major complicating factors in the rigid
registration of locally-advanced lung tumors.
Several modified registration techniques were explored in this study to improve the
accuracy of target centroid localization. Although significant error reductions were possible,
most of these techniques would require varying degrees of manual interaction in practice, and
thus were no longer considered fully automatic. A more ideal registration algorithm should
provide fast, fully automatic target localization and should be robust against large-scale changes
in target volume and shape, atelectasis, and pleural effusion.

The results of Appendix I

demonstrated that rigid registration does not meet these criteria for lung cancer patients, and that
more sophisticated alternatives must be explored.
Deformable image registration
To better address deforming anatomy and target volume changes throughout
conventionally fractionated radiotherapy, deformable image registration (DIR) algorithms could
be used. However, in general, computing the deformation between planning and on-treatment
images provides much more information than is necessary for simple couch corrections, which
only require translational and rotational degrees of freedom.

Instead, fully deformable

algorithms are much more commonly used for adaptive radiotherapy, where efforts have focused
on modifying the initial dose distribution throughout treatment to better conform to a patient’s
daily anatomy. These efforts in adaptive radiotherapy are outside the scope of the current work.
In this dissertation, it is assumed the initial treatment plan is static and will be delivered for every
fraction throughout the treatment course.
Few studies have actually explored deformable registration for the specific purpose of
patient setup corrections. One example involves the work of Brock et al., who developed a
12

biomechanical model-based algorithm for localizing primary liver tumors.46 These tumors are
poorly visualized on CBCT images without contrast and are difficult to register directly. Instead,
their algorithm relies on finite-element modeling to deformably register liver contours from an
on-treatment image to those of the initial planning CT. The deformation field is then used to
estimate the tumor position on the CBCT, from which the required setup correction can be
computed. For 12 patients treated in 6 fractions, their algorithm effectively localized the GTV
center-of-mass to an average of 1 mm or less in each direction. It is unclear how well this
algorithm would extend to lung tumor localization. Online contouring, whether through manual
or automated segmentation, may be inaccurate for patients with large pathological or anatomic
variability throughout treatment.

Furthermore, baseline shifts in tumor position relative to

nearby anatomic landmarks would likely lead to larger localization errors than were observed for
liver tumors.
Deformable algorithms have several other drawbacks as a potential solution for tumor
localization. In general, these algorithms are designed to be accurate in the registration of highquality images such as diagnostic fan-beam CTs. On-treatment CBCT images demonstrate a
greater degree of noise and reduced image contrast, presenting a major challenge to conventional
DIR algorithms. Another limitation is the ability of DIR to model large local deformations. For
the specific case of primary lung tumors, Guckenberger et al. noted severe deformation artifacts
in 3 of 13 patients, two with dissolving pleural effusion and the third with resolving atelectasis
throughout treatment.47 Deformable registration accuracy may also be reduced for primary lung
tumors that demonstrate “infiltrative” growth patterns. This occurs when a tumor invades or
dissolves from surrounding tissues without substantially displacing them.
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Deformable

registration may incorrectly warp surrounding tissues in favor of tumor alignment, potentially
leading to dosimetric consequences for nearby risk structures.
Deformable registration algorithms are much more computationally demanding than is
necessary for online patient setup corrections. Recent developments have decreased execution
times to several minutes or less, with substantial improvements offered by GPU
implementations.48,49 However, introducing specialized hardware into clinical practice may not
always be practical. The final and perhaps most important limitation of deformable registration
is the lack of effective validation and quality assurance measures for lung cancer targets. These
measures are essential in order to guarantee both adequate tumor coverage and the sparing of
nearby risk structures.50
Block-matching registration
The limitations of manual lung tumor localization include observer variability and the
potential for relatively inefficient registrations. Automatic registration algorithms are therefore
preferable in terms of speed and reproducibility. Rigid registration provides a straightforward
and efficient method for calculating patient setup corrections; however, large localization errors
have been reported for patients with substantial target volume regression or changing
pathoanatomical conditions, including atelectasis or pleural effusion.

Deformable image

registration may be better suited for these patients, but existing algorithms are not robust and fast
enough for this application.
A more ideal registration tool for lung tumor localization should balance the efficiency
and reproducibility of rigid registration with the flexibility of deformable registration. This tool
must also be accurate and robust with respect to the many complicating factors in conventional
lung radiotherapy. These requirements are met by a sparsely-sampled deformable registration
14

technique referred to as “block-matching”. The following section describes the background and
basic formulation of block-matching registration. An overview of block-matching applications
to medical image processing is then presented. Lastly, preliminary results are reported for the
application of block-matching to lung tumor localization.
Background
Block-matching registration is executed in three predominant steps.

The first step

involves the identification of sub-volumes, termed “blocks”, in the reference (e.g., planning)
image. Blocks may be uniformly distributed throughout the image51,52 or placed non-uniformly
according to distinct image features.53,54 The choice ultimately depends on the application.
Next, each block is independently registered to the moving (e.g., on-treatment) image using a
rigid transform, most commonly including translations only. Rotations are typically excluded at
this stage for efficiency purposes. Each block registration results in a displacement vector that
maps local intensity features between reference and moving images. The set of all (rigid) block
registrations yields a sparsely-sampled displacement vector field, illustrating the classification of
block-matching as a sparsely-sampled deformable registration algorithm. The final step in this
algorithm is to compute the global image registration from the raw displacement field. This is
most commonly achieved by regularization and smoothing to obtain a fully deformable
registration.51,55 However, for the specific purpose of tumor localization, the displacement field
is reduced to a global rigid transform that represents the required couch shift for patient setup
corrections.56,57
Block-matching algorithms originated in the 1980s with applications including video
compression and motion estimation.58 More recently, these algorithms have gained popularity in
medical image analysis primarily for fast deformable registration. In a series of studies, Rösch et
15

al. described the development of a block-matching tool for deformable registration of pulmonary
anatomy.59 Their work included the optimization of block placement, including selection and
rejection criteria to further improve registration quality.53 Their algorithm was later used to
measure and compensate for respiratory motion.60 Söhn et al. also explored deformable lung
registration via block-matching.52 In their implementation, a uniform distribution of blocks was
registered throughout the entire thoracic region. The resulting displacement field was then
regularized by minimizing a measure of “deformation energy”, which constrained the transform
vector field to enforce locally smooth deformations. Similar algorithms were developed by Clatz
et al., Bhattacharjee et al., and Liu et al. for deformable registration of cranial and head-and-neck
anatomy.54,55,61 However, none of these studies addressed target localization as a potential
application, and none of them considered CBCT images in their registrations, relying instead on
high-quality MRI scans.
For the purpose of patient setup corrections, block-matching registration must be capable
of computing the nominal rigid registration between images, in which the rigid transform
represents a shift of the treatment couch. Ourselin et al. provided such a tool, although the
application of target localization was not pursued.56 In their work, a uniform distribution of
blocks were registered to obtain a sparsely sampled displacement vector field, similar to the
deformable algorithms above. Then, to obtain the optimal global rigid transform, the authors
implemented a least-trimmed-squares minimization of the displacement vectors. This algorithm
was proven effective in aligning histological slices, computing the mid-sagittal plane for MRI
and SPECT images, and performing general multimodality registration between CT and MR
images.57 This work was recently extended as part of the “NiftiReg” deformable registration
tool, an open source GPU-based algorithm.62
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Block-matching for target localization
To date, two different groups have applied a variant of block-matching registration to
setup corrections for head and neck cancer patients. Birkner et al. relied on the alignment of
manually-identified bony landmarks in two-dimensional MV portal images.63

A principle-

component analysis was applied to the resulting displacement vectors to obtain translational,
rotational, and deformable measures of the setup inaccuracies. The group of Sonke et al.
pursued a similar approach in 3D FBCT-CBCT registrations. Referred to as multiple region-ofinterest (ROI) registration, their implementation began as a method to explore the degree of
deformation present in head-and-neck cancer patients.64 Eight separate blocks were identified to
encompass bony structures such as the mandible and vertebrae. By individually registering each
structure, the authors measured a large non-rigid component in patient setup that could
potentially exceed existing treatment margins. In a second study, this group extended their
registration tool to compute the optimal couch shift for patient setup corrections.65 Indications
for adaptive replanning were also considered. The multiple-ROI registration technique was
implemented clinically and revealed as many as 40% of CBCT scans with at least one ROI
exceeding 5 mm or 5° from the expected position.66
Most pulmonary tumors lack such distinct features to guide block-matching registration.
Even when such features may be available, care must be taken to avoid baseline shifts that can
range from 3 to 4 mm throughout treatment.39,42

Thus, the multiple-ROI approach is not

considered to be directly applicable for lung cancer patients.
Preliminary results
To assess the feasibility of block-matching registration for localizing primary lung
tumors, preliminary data was collected for 15 patients who had received weekly CT scans using
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an active-breath hold protocol.67 Using a similar study design as Appendix I, the first weekly CT
was designated as the planning image, with all remaining CTs designated as on-treatment
images.

Each on-treatment image was registered to the planning CT using manual bony-

anatomy alignment. Then, six blocks approximately 1 to 10 cm3 were manually identified on the
planning CT along the left, right, anterior, posterior, superior, and inferior tumor borders. Each
block was independently registered to the on-treatment image in the Pinnacle treatment planning
system using a mutual information cost function. The final aggregate registration was then
computed as the vector mean of the block transforms, providing a translational patient setup
correction. Rotational corrections were not considered in this study. Target localization errors
were defined in this study as the vector distance between center-of-volumes from the planning
and on-treatment GTV contours.

Initial localization errors from manual bony-anatomy

registration averaged 3.0 ± 2.7 mm to 3.8 ± 3.7 mm. After block-matching registration, these
errors were reduced to 1.4 ± 1.2 mm to 1.9 ± 1.6 mm. For comparison, whole-target rigid
registration resulted in errors ranging from 1.6 ± 1.5 mm to 2.4 ± 2.3 mm for these patients
(Appendix I).
One major limitation in this preliminary analysis was the influence of tumor shape and
volume changes on the reproducibility of the target centroid position. For example, consider a
target volume that demonstrates anisotropic regression in a single predominant direction. A
corresponding offset in the target centroid would be observed, even if the remaining cancerous
tissue is stationary with respect to surrounding normal tissue structures. The potential bias in
centroid position complicates the interpretation of results in this preliminary work..

The

remaining analyses in this dissertation do not quantify target localization errors in terms of
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centroid reproducibility. Instead, studies will rely on measures of target border variability and
volume overlap.68 These analyses will be further described in the following chapters.
Results from this study demonstrated that block-matching registration can potentially
provide accurate lung tumor localization. Further improvements are anticipated for a more
general block-matching tool, for example, by optimizing the distribution of blocks throughout
the GTV. A more reliable set of displacement vectors would be generated, leading to more
accurate tumor registration.
Purpose and novelty
The purpose of the current dissertation is to implement and evaluate a block-matching
registration algorithm to improve upon existing methods of lung tumor localization. All stages
of this algorithm—block placement, block-matching, and target registration—will be assessed
for accuracy and robustness in the final tumor alignment.

Although block-matching is an

established registration technique, the current work is novel in its application of block-matching
to the localization of lung cancer targets for patient setup corrections in image-guided
radiotherapy. The following section highlights the hypothesized advantages and limitations of
block-matching for this purpose.
In contrast to the multiple-ROI registration technique, which relies on bony landmarks in
the head and neck, the proposed registration algorithm will rely solely on the similarity of softtissue features between planning and on-treatment images. Peripheral lung tumors often contain
high-contrast borders with surrounding lung tissue, providing rich image detail for reliable
block-matching and robust target registration. However, portions of the target surface may also
be obscured for tumors extending into the mediastinum, anchored to the chest wall or diaphragm,
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or bordering atelectasis. The lack of contrast between the primary tumor and neighboring tissues
is anticipated to complicate block-matching in those regions.
Another advantage of block-matching is the efficiency that results from rigid registration
of small image sub-volumes.

This assumes that deformations in local anatomy can be

approximated by a rigid transform. The block size must therefore be small enough for this
assumption to apply. However, blocks must also be large enough to contain sufficient tissue
structure for meaningful registrations. The balance between these competing factors may be
challenging to determine for lung cancer patients, for which substantial changes in tumor shape
and volume are possible.
Despite these perceived difficulties, block-matching registration has several key
advantages over existing target localization strategies. The intended algorithm is fully automatic,
requiring no user interaction during the registration process. This eliminates observer variability
and ideally improves the reproducibility of target localization compared to manual tumor
alignment. An efficient block-matching implementation may also reduce the time needed for
patient setup.
In comparison to automatic rigid registration, block-matching is hypothesized to be at
least as efficient by limiting block placement in regions more likely to contribute to an accurate
and robust target alignment. In contrast, rigid tumor registration is typically applied to larger
image regions containing the entire target volume.45 Further efficiency gains may be realized
from the highly parallel nature of block-matching through multi-core or GPU execution,62,69
although this is outside the scope of the current work. Block-matching is also likely to be more
robust against local deformations, such as those arising from changes in target volume,
atelectasis, or pleural effusion. In this case, accurate registration of a majority of blocks is often
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sufficient for detecting and mitigating mis-registration of the remaining blocks. This reduces the
impact of changes in target volume or pulmonary anatomy on the accuracy and robustness of the
final target registration.45
Finally, in comparison to deformable registration, block-matching is again hypothesized
to benefit from faster implementation and increased robustness. Fully deformable algorithms
may provide more accurate registration of deforming regions within or around the primary
tumor, but at the cost of increased computational complexity. This is unnecessary for computing
simple couch shifts, and block-matching is projected to be more efficient in computing patient
setup corrections during image-guided radiotherapy. Another advantage of block-matching is
that neighboring blocks are independently registered. This may help to reduce the impact of
local “discontinuities” between planning and on-treatment images, such as those arising from
tumor regression or resolving atelectasis.

While these complications may lead to regional

failures in deformable image registration,47 only those blocks in the immediate vicinity of these
regions will be influenced, without propagating potential registration errors to other neighboring
blocks. Finally, block-matching may actually be more robust against image noise typical of
CBCT images, whereas deformable registration can suffer in cases of substantial noise, blurring,
or image artifacts.
Overview of dissertation aims
The primary focus of this dissertation is the application and evaluation of a blockmatching registration tool for lung tumor localization during IGRT. Major results, analyses, and
conclusions have been organized into exclusive manuscripts provided in the appendices.
Appendix I includes preliminary work on automatic rigid registration, the limitations of which
have motivated the aims of this dissertation.
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Appendices II, III, and IV provide new

contributions reporting on the three specific aims in this work. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 supplement
the appendices with further details on project development and analysis. It is intended that each
appendix be read prior to its corresponding chapter.
To assess target localization errors resulting from block-matching registration, physiciandelineated target volumes will be used as a gold standard. However, target contours cannot be
used to directly assess registration errors for individual blocks. The first specific aim therefore
involves an important preliminary step to develop a measure of block registration quality.
Chapter 2 and Appendix II describe the motivation and methodology behind a deformable
surface mesh registration (DMR) tool for this purpose. Briefly, this tool is designed to compute
the nominal orientation between tumor surfaces from planning and on-treatment images. This
information can then be used to predict the rigid, intensity-based registration of individual
blocks. Although DMR is capable of validating the local displacements computed by any
general registration algorithm, the focus of Chapter 2 specifically involves the application of
DMR as a gold standard for block-matching accuracy.
With this validation tool in place, the next major milestone is to implement a blockmatching registration algorithm and to optimize its performance for the localization of primary
lung tumors. Chapter 3 and Appendix III describe the major steps involved in this pursuit. First,
because block-matching accuracy depends on the presence of distinct soft-tissue features, initial
efforts focus on the identification of features that best indicate accurate block registrations.
These features will be used to guide block placement on the planning CT. Next, the registration
of individual blocks is addressed, with several developments to improve block-matching
accuracy for locally advanced lung tumors. Finally, registration of the entire target volume is
performed, and the accuracy of lung tumor localization is assessed.
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To better evaluate the potential of block-matching registration to improve the setup of
lung cancer patients, Chapter 4 and Appendix IV include a comparison study between blockmatching and other possible rigid and non-rigid registration algorithms. The primary endpoint
for this comparison is the accuracy with which primary lung tumors can be localized for
treatment, although other clinical considerations are discussed.
Table 1.1. Overview of patient populations. In general, the first study cohort contained highquality fan-beam CT (FBCT) images well-suited for algorithm development, whereas the second
study cohort contained kilovoltage (kV) cone-beam CT (CBCT) images more representative of a
true image guided radiotherapy workflow.
Study Cohort 1
Studies
Patients
Primary Tumor Site
Imaging Protocol

Study Cohort 2

Specific aim 1

Specific aim 3

Specific aim 2
18

16

Locally advanced non-small-cell lung cancer
Active breathing control

4D audiovisual-biofeedback
End-of-inspiration phase only*

Planning Image

FBCT

FBCT

On-Treatment Images

FBCT

kV CBCT

Weekly

Weekly

4 to 7 Weeks

6 to 8 Weeks

Imaging Frequency
Duration of Treatment
*

All registrations were performed for three-dimensional image sets.
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CHAPTER 2. DEFORMABLE MESH REGISTRATION

Introduction
A major preliminary step in the development of a block-matching registration (BMR)
algorithm for target localization is to establish a measure of block registration quality. This
measure quantifies the accuracy of individual block registrations, and it enables the blockmatching algorithm to be intercompared at various stages of development. A deformable mesh
registration (DMR) tool was developed and evaluated for this purpose, the details of which are
provided in Appendix II. The following chapter emphasizes the rationale for DMR in the
specific context of block-matching and expand on the development of DMR as a validation tool.
To better understand the role of DMR in future BMR development, it is important to
briefly introduce the intended block-matching algorithm. Primary lung tumors often contain
distinct, high-contrast borders with the surrounding lung parenchyma. By distributing blocks
throughout the surface of the primary GTV, it is likely that many of these blocks will lie along
distinct borders and will be well-registered between images. The GTV has been delineated by a
physician on all image sets for the current study population to facilitate analysis. However,
block-matching registration only requires target contours on the planning CT, which are always
available as part of the treatment planning process.

Prior to block-matching registration,

contours will first be used to guide block placement along the GTV surface. Then, after
registration, these contours will serve as a gold standard for assessing block-matching accuracy.
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The transform generated by DMR is intended to estimate the expected block displacement,
enabling the quantification of block registration errors. The major underlying assumption in this
validation technique is that changes in the GTV contours are reflective of changes in the local
anatomy and pathology.
Although DMR was chosen as the most suitable method for validating block
registrations, other methods were also possible.

These methods are discussed briefly in

Appendix II but deserve further emphasis in the context of block-matching. One major criterion
for this validation tool was the ability to compute non-uniform displacements for different
regions of the tumor surface. This addressed the anisotropic nature of lung tumor regression.34
Metrics of target registration accuracy such as centroid alignment, border displacement, and
volume overlap indices are therefore not applicable to the task at hand.
A viable alternative and common technique in validating DIR algorithms could be to
identify corresponding landmarks between the images.70

Alignment of these landmarks

represents the ground truth for image registration, and interpolating between the landmarks (e.g.,
using thin plate splines) could be used to estimate the desired block registrations. The biggest
perceived obstacle with this approach, however, was the ability to identify a large enough
distribution of landmarks in a close enough proximity to the GTV to ensure a reliable ground
truth. With the potential for large variations in the GTV and surrounding anatomy, landmark
identification could become a laborious and time-consuming process for some patients. Target
contours were already available for the current study population, and therefore DMR was chosen
as a more practical approach for block-matching validation.
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Figure 2.1. The deformable mesh registration workflow.
separately in succession.
Input 1: Fixed Mesh

Each transform was optimized
Input 2: Moving Mesh

Transformed Moving Mesh
Transform
1. Rigid
2. Affine
3. B-spline

No
Symmetric Euclidean
Distance Metric

Constraints
met?

Yes

Output Mesh

Levenberg-Marquardt
Optimizer

As one final alternative, DIR algorithms could potentially be used as a bronze standard
for assessing block-matching accuracy. In theory, the deformation vector field generated from
DIR of the primary tumor and surrounding anatomy should agree very closely with the
displacements from block matching.

Unfortunately, reliable DIR was not possible for all

patients in the current study population.

Instances of large target volume regression, re-

expanding airways, and changing states of atelectasis or pleural effusion all led to DIR errors
near the GTV. In contrast, DMR is independent of image intensities and is hypothesized to be
more robust against these complications.
As described in Appendix II, the purpose of this work was to implement and assess DMR
as a general validation tool for intensity-based registration algorithms. The true motivation,
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however, was to validate the accuracy of block-matching.

This chapter supplements the

appendix by focusing on DMR in the context of block-matching validation.
Mesh registration: Implementation and technical details
Deformable mesh registration, more accurately referred to as a point-cloud registration
method, requires three major components: a transform, a similarity metric (or cost function), and
an optimizer (Figure 2.1). The transform describes the degrees of freedom available in adapting
the moving mesh vertices to better match those of the fixed mesh; the similarity metric quantifies
how closely the moving mesh agrees with the fixed mesh; and the optimizer updates the
transform parameters to drive the similarity metric to an optimum. Specific details of each
component are briefly presented below.
Transforms
Rigid and affine transforms
As discussed in Appendix II, three transforms were separately optimized to gradually
align a moving mesh,

, with a fixed mesh, . Let

in the moving mesh,

, and define

represent the coordinates of a single point

to be the coordinates of this same point following

transform ( ). For rigid and affine registrations, the transformed point
( )
where

is a rotation matrix,

(

is given by

)

is the center of rotation,

[2.1]
is the translation, and

is an offset

that accounts for the combined effect of both translation and rotation about arbitrary point . For
a strictly rigid transform,

results only in rotations. For the similarity transform actually

employed in this work, a single uniform scaling factor, , is incorporated into the rotation matrix
by scalar multiplication,

. Finally, for the affine transform, the rotation matrix
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includes the effects of rotation, scaling, and shearing in each orthogonal direction.

These

parameters specify the transform of any point in physical space. Application of the transform to
all points in the moving mesh

results in a transformed moving mesh,

.

Figure 2.2. Description of a one-dimensional third-order B-spline curve. (a) An individual thirdorder B-spline curve consists of 4 polynomial segments connected at “knots” (open circles). Its
placement in space is specified by a “control point” (closed circle). (b) A fully summed B-spline
curve (shown in red) is computed as the sum over all individual B-splines curves. For mesh
registration, the B-spline curve represents the transform, (
), applied to point . The shaded
region represents the valid region of the B-spline grid, within which the summed B-spline curve
is properly normalized. (c) Each B-spline has an associated weighting factor, or “coefficient”,
that scales its magnitude. These coefficients are optimized during registration to provide the
final transform of all moving mesh vertices to the fixed mesh surface.

B-spline deformable transform
Unlike the rigid and affine transforms, a B-spline transform is specified within a finite,
predetermined region. The results from computing the transform as the weighted sum of a series
of individual B-spline curves,

[ ( )

( )].71 Here,

( ) represents the an n-th order B-

spline curve evaluated at point . (The current work uses third-order B-spline curves,

( ).)

These curves are positioned in physical space by defining a grid of “control points”, where the kth control point defines the individual B-spline curve
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( ). Each curve contains an associated

weighting factor,

( ), which is referred to as the B-spline “coefficient”. The weighted sum

over all B-spline curves evaluated at point
(

results in the final transform,

)

[ ( )

( )]

[2.2]

Unser et al.71 provides an excellent theoretical review of B-splines. Eilers et al.72 summarize the
important properties of n-th order B-splines “in a nutshell”. Figure 2.2 depicts a third-order Bspline and its application to deformable mesh registration.
The “valid region” of the B-spline grid is defined by the shaded region in Figure 2.2b-c.
By definition, all initial points must lie within this valid support region.72 The B-spline grid is
specified to fully enclose the moving mesh, such that all vertices are contained within the valid
region.

Two parameters are used to compute the spacing between control points in each

direction. First, a grid margin expands the mesh bounding box uniformly in all directions. This
ensures that moving mesh vertices on the surface of the bounding box are not considered outside
the valid B-spline grid region (e.g., due to rounding errors), and this enables the extrapolation of
DMR transform vectors outside the surface mesh. Second, the number of control points per
dimension,

, must be specified. This corresponds to the B-spline grid density, where a

denser grid is capable of deformations on a smaller scale. The least-squares optimization routine
employed in this work constrains the number of B-spline coefficients to be less than the total
number of values in the cost function,

. Given that three B-spline coefficients are required

per control point (one per dimension), and that an equal number of control points were used in
each dimension, the total number of B-spline coefficients required for a given grid density is
equal to

(

) . The B-spline grid density must therefore be specified such that
(

)

Details of the cost function and optimization routine are further discussed below.
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[2.3]

Table 2.1. Summary statistics for tests of two B-spline grid parameters: the grid margin and the
number of control points. In tabulating results, the standard deviation was first computed for
either all grid margins or all grid densities for an individual patient. A small standard deviation
indicated that the given B-spline grid parameter had little influence on the mean, RMS, or
maximum target VRE (artificially-deformed meshes) or SSD (physician-delineated meshes).
Then, the RMS, 90th-percentile, and maximum standard deviations were computed over all test
cases, which included 14 patients from study cohort 1 (Table 1.1).
Standard Deviation (mm)

Standard Deviation (mm)

Mean VRE

RMS VRE

Max VRE

Mean SSD

RMS SSD

Max SSD

RMS

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.2

90%

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.3

Maximum

0.2

0.3

0.7

0.0

0.1

0.4

RMS

0.3

0.4

7.1

0.1

0.1

2.4

90%

0.6

0.6

9.5

0.1

0.2

3.7

Maximum

0.7

0.8

22.5

0.2

0.3

5.3

Margin Test

Control Point Test

Abbreviations: VRE: vertex registration error, SSD: symmetric surface distance, RMS: rootmean-square, 90%: 90th-percentile
Analysis of B-spline grid parameters
The impact of the B-spline grid margin and grid density was evaluated for the primary
tumor from week 4 of treatment for 14 of the 18 patients from Appendix II (Table 1.1: study
cohort 1). Two patients without reliable deformable image registrations were excluded, as were
two patients with too few vertices in the moving mesh for evaluation of more than 53 control
points. The patient with two primary lung tumors was included, with each GTV separately
evaluated. In the first test, a series of registrations were performed with grid margins of 0.5, 2.5,
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5, 10, and 20 mm, each using 43 control points. Then, a second series of registration were
performed with 43, 53, 63, and 73 control points, each using a fixed grid margin of 5 mm.
Otherwise, all registrations were performed and data collected in the same manner as Appendix
II. Vertex registration errors (VRE) were defined for the set of artificially-deformed meshes as
the residual distance between corresponding vertices from fixed and registered meshes. For
physician-delineated meshes, the correspondence of vertices was unknown between fixed and
registered meshes, precluding the computation of VRE. Instead, symmetric surface distances
(SSD) were computed to quantify surface agreement. This measure represented the average over
all nearest-neighbor distances between the vertices of fixed and registered meshes.73
The first aim of this analysis was to determine the variability in registration accuracy
resulting from each B-spline grid parameter. In general, a larger variability in VRE or SSD
indicated that a given parameter influenced the accuracy of deformable mesh registration to a
greater extent. This variability was assessed by computing the standard deviation over all
registration results for each pair of fixed and moving meshes. Thus, for each on-treatment target,
one standard deviation reflected the influence of various grid margin sizes, and a second standard
deviation reflected the influence of different grid densities.

The standard deviation was

calculated directly from the average, root-mean-square (RMS) and maximum VRE (artificiallydeformed meshes) or SSD (physician-delineated meshes). Finally, population statistics were
obtained by computing the RMS, 90th-percentile, and maximum of the individual target standard
deviations. These final statistics are listed in Table 2..
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Figure 2.3. Mean and standard deviation of registration results for B-spline grid parameter tests,
computed over 14 patients from study cohort 1 (Table 1.1) for each tested margin size (left
column, 43 control points) or number of control points (right column, 5.0 mm margins). Top
row: vertex registration errors are shown for registrations of artificially deformed meshes.
Bottom row: symmetric surface distances are shown for registrations of physician meshes.
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The second aim of this analysis was to assess the total registration accuracy from the
combination of a single grid margin and grid density over all patients included in the current subpopulation. This provided a population-based analysis to identify the most accurate set of Bspline grid parameters. The net effects of grid margin size and grid density are provided in
Figure 2.3.
Table 2. shows that the standard deviation in VRE or SSD from B-spline grid margin
tests was less than 1 mm for all patients. The RMS deviation in these results was 0.1 mm or less
across all registrations. As shown in Figure 2.3, the mean and standard deviation of the VRE and
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SSD were approximately equal for all margin sizes. Therefore, the margin size was considered
to have a negligible impact on registration accuracy and was arbitrarily set to 5 mm for all
registrations performed in Appendix II. This provided a reasonable expansion from which the
DMR transform could be extrapolated during validation of the BMR algorithm.
In contrast, increasing the number of control points resulted in increased VRE (Figure
2.3). The magnitude of the effect was subtle for the average and RMS VRE, but the maximum
VRE increased from 4.3 ± 3.6 mm using 43 control points to 12.4 ± 14.5 mm using 73 control
points. Table 2. confirms the presence of large variability in these results, particularly for the
standard deviation of the maximum VRE. Figure 2.4 shows the registration results for the
patient with the greatest degree of variability in the maximum VRE. These observations were
attributed to the fact that a denser B-spline grid provided an increased number of B-spline
coefficients, which could have resulted in a transform that over-fitted the mesh models. Thus,
the majority of points appeared to be well-registered at the expense of a few large point misregistrations. For dense grids, regularization of the B-spline coefficients may be required to
reduce these large errors.
For registrations of the physician meshes, these trends were not observed for the average
and RMS SSD and were less obvious for the maximum SSD. However, it is likely that large
registration errors were not as readily detected by the symmetric surface distance metric.
Because fewer B-spline control points reduced the magnitude of large registration errors, all
registrations in Appendix II were performed using 43 control points.
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73 Control Points

63 Control Points

53 Control Points

43 Control Points

Figure 2.4. Impact of the control point density for an artificially-deformed surface mesh. Left:
registered moving mesh (blue) overlaid on the fixed mesh (red). Center: translation vectors
demonstrate the vertex registration error (VRE) from fixed mesh points to their corresponding
location on the moving mesh. Right: magnitude of VRE on the fixed mesh surface.

Euclidean distance similarity metric
During deformable mesh registration, the transforms described above are optimized to
align the fixed and moving meshes. Assume that the fixed mesh
and that the moving mesh

contains
{

(

points denoted
)}

{
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contains

points denoted

,

:
(

)}

[2.4]

The similarity between these two point clouds, (

), can be quantified by computing the

nearest-neighbor Euclidean distances, as follows.74 The Euclidean distance between a fixed
mesh point,

, and a moving mesh point,

, is equal to the vector norm between these two

points,
(

)

‖

‖

√(

)

(

)

(

From Equation 2.5, the nearest-neighbor ED from any moving mesh point,

)

[2.5]

, to its closest

possible fixed mesh point can be defined as
(

)

(

)[

(

)]

[2.6]

This leads to the (unidirectional) Euclidean distance similarity metric (EDM),

(

),

between fixed and moving meshes, given by the set of nearest-neighbor Euclidean distances for
all moving mesh vertices,
(

)

(

)

{ (

)

(

)}

Of particular interest to the registration process is the similarity (
between the fixed point set and the transformed moving point set,

{

[2.7]
)

{ ( (

}

{ (

)

)}

)}. The

optimal transform of the moving point set occurs when the set of Euclidean distances,
{ ( (

)

)}, is minimized for the given transform. Optimization will be further discussed in

the following section.
For some registrations, EDM resulted in poor agreement of the fixed mesh with the
transformed moving mesh.

Although the EDM included all moving mesh vertices in the

optimization, not all fixed mesh vertices were necessarily considered. This source of error could
potentially detract from the accuracy of DMR as a validation tool for block-matching registration
and was resolved by modifying the existing similarity measure to produce the symmetric
Euclidean distance metric (SEDM), defined as
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(

)

The SEDM is a set of

{ (

) ( (

)

)

(

)

(

)}

[2.8]

elements that includes the nearest-neighbor distances of all fixed

mesh points to the transformed moving mesh and of all transformed moving mesh vertices to the
fixed mesh. Note that (

) is not necessarily equal to ( (

)

).

To assess the impact of the SEDM on mesh registration accuracy, four registrations were
performed for each pair of meshes: the “forward” registration with EDM,
“inverse” registration with EDM, (

(

), the forward registration with SEDM, (

and the inverse registration with SEDM, (

), the
),

). The average, root-mean-square (RMS),

and maximum symmetric surface distance (SSD) were computed between the two meshes after
each registration. Then, separately for EDM and SEDM registrations, the absolute value of the
difference between forward and inverse registration results was computed. Figure 2.5 shows the
mean and standard deviation of these results from all patients and weeks of treatment for both the
primary tumor and mediastinal lymph nodes (Table 1.1: study cohort 1).
The difference in the average and RMS SSD between forward and inverse registrations
was, on average, less than 0.5 mm using either EDM or SEDM. However, using the EDM, the
difference in the maximum SSD between forward and inverse (B-spline) registrations was
2.9 ± 3.1 mm for the primary tumor and 1.5 ± 2.2 mm for the lymph nodes. Using the SEDM,
these differences were reduced to 0.8 ± 0.9 mm and 0.4 ± 0.4 mm for the primary tumor and
lymph nodes, respectively.

This shows that the SEDM improved the inverse consistency

between forward and inverse registrations with respect to the maximum SSD. It should be noted,
however, that SEDM does not guarantee an inverse consistent registration with respect to the
transform parameters.
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Figure 2.5. Comparison between the unidirectional and symmetric Euclidean distance metrics for
the primary tumor (top row) and mediastinal lymph nodes (bottom row). For each pair of
registered meshes, the average, root-mean-square (RMS), and maximum symmetric surface
distance (SSD) of the forward registration was subtracted by the corresponding result from
inverse registration. The mean and standard deviation of the absolute value of these differences
were then computed for all patients and weeks of treatment (Table 1.1: study cohort 1).
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Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
As mentioned above, an optimization routine is required to determine the set of transform
parameters, , that best aligns the fixed and moving meshes. This is accomplished in the current
work using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm, a popular least-squares minimization
technique for non-linear problems. The EDM and SEDM may be considered non-linear cost
functions due to discontinuities that arise when revised transform parameters alter the nearestneighbor point-to-point correspondences between the fixed and moving meshes. According to
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(

the mesh registration formalism, a transform
(

) is desired to align two point sets,

and

), as closely as possible. This requires minimizing the square of the SEDM with

respect to the transform parameters, given by the following cost function:
( )

‖ ( (

)

)‖

[2.9]

This cost function may be solved iteratively using a non-linear least-squares optimizer.
The LM algorithm may be thought of as an interpolation between Gauss-Newton (GN)
and gradient-descent (GD) methods of least-squares optimization.75
revised set of transform parameters,

Both seek to obtain a

, by computing a vector of small corrections

during

each iteration of the optimization process. Using the gradient-descent method, minimization is
achieved by moving in the direction of the negative gradient of the cost-function, with a step size
related to the gradient magnitude,
(

)

[2.10]

This typically promotes fast initial convergence down steep cost function gradients. However,
convergence becomes much slower for shallow gradients, especially for those often found in the
neighborhood of a local minimum. In the Gauss-Newton method, corrections are computed by
first-order Taylor expansion, (

)

( )

( )

, of the cost function,

(

).

This can be written as
[ (

)

]

[ (

)

]

(

[ (

)

]

)

[2.11]

or more simply,
[2.12]
In Equation 2.12,

(

)

is the Jacobian matrix of the similarity function with respect to

the transform parameters. It is computed numerically using a finite difference method, as no
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straightforward analytic expression exists for the SEDM gradient. Substituting Equation 2.12
into Equation 2.9 and setting

⁄

results in
[2.13]

from which

can be computed. The Gauss-Newton method can provide relatively large

corrections in shallow gradient regions of the cost function. However, smaller corrections must
be made near steep gradients to avoid large extrapolation errors, i.e., in

( )

.

Gauss-Newton and gradient descent can be viewed as complementary methods that excel
under opposite conditions of the cost function gradient. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
improves the overall rate of convergence by prioritizing the method, GN or GD, that is expected
to converge more rapidly during the current iteration. Priority is assigned by introducing a scalar
parameter, , into Equation 2.13:
(
As

)

[2.14]

, this equation reverts to the Gauss-Newton method given by Equation 2.13, whereas

for larger values of , the diagonal elements of

are more heavily weighted to promote

gradient-descent. A set of rules governs the magnitude of

after each iteration, such that the

optimization gradually transitions from GD to GN.
Mesh registration as a validation standard for block-matching
Appendix II briefly asserts that DMR can be a useful tool for general validation of
intensity-based registration algorithms. However, mesh registration is particularly suited for
validating the block-matching algorithm in this dissertation. As previously mentioned, blocks
will be placed on or near the surface of primary lung tumors to exploit the high-contrast gradient
between tumors and the surrounding lung tissue. The close proximity of blocks to the surface
mesh ensures that DMR will reliably estimate the desired block transform (Appendix II).
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Figure 2.6. Comparison of block-matching and deformable mesh registrations.
Left:
displacements from block-matching registration. Center: displacements from deformable mesh
registration. Right: the difference between registration techniques (Equation 2.15). Top, middle,
and bottom rows provide axial, coronal, and sagittal views, respectively.

The first important consideration for DMR-based validation involves registration
conventions. Specifically, it is necessary to perform the inverse registration of the fixed mesh
from the planning CT to the moving mesh on weekly CTs. The associated SEDM is given by
(

), which emphasizes that the fixed mesh is actually being transformed into the frame
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of reference of the moving mesh. This convention is consistent with block matching, in which
blocks will always be identified on the planning CT and registered to on-treatment images. Each
block displacement can thus be directly compared against a transform vector extrapolated from
( ) for the i-th block centered at point

DMR. Given the block-matching transform

,a

second important consideration is how to extrapolate the desired transform vector from DMR.
Although the mesh registration was computed between two surfaces, the result is actually valid
over a finite region within the B-spline grid (Figure 2.2). A grid margin of 5 mm was used to
expand the valid B-spline region, thereby expanding the volume in which the DMR transform
could be extrapolated. The mesh transform vector

( ) can be determined for any point

within this valid region using Equations 2.1 and 2.2. The discrepancy between the actual and
predicted block transforms can then be computed as
( )

( )

( )

[2.15]

Figure 2.6 illustrates the application of DMR in assessing the registration of a distribution of
blocks.
The metric in Equation 2.15 provides a consistency measure between two distinct
registrations techniques. However, this should not be mistaken for a measure of absolute error.
Although the physician contours serve as the ground truth for GTV localization, discrepancies
between block-matching and deformable mesh registration may result from several sources of
uncertainty. Variability in target delineation, for example, may cause slight deviations between
DMR and BMR.76 The impact should be less substantial where distinct tumor borders are
present but could become larger in less distinct regions around the GTV.

DMR also

demonstrated vertex registration errors averaging 1 mm for artificially deformed meshes, and
registration of physician-delineated targets resulted in symmetric surface distances averaging
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2 mm (Appendix II). This limits the expected precision with which DMR can validate blockmatching accuracy. Finally, the major underlying assumption in DMR validation was that
changes in the GTV contours reflect physical changes in the primary tumor and surrounding
anatomy. Systematic discrepancies between DMR and BMR may exist where this assumption is
invalid. As a result of these uncertainties, DMR was a considered a bronze standard for blockmatching accuracy.
Conclusions
A deformable mesh registration algorithm has been implemented for the purpose of
validating intensity-based registrations algorithms, particularly the block-matching registration
technique to be explored in the following chapter. This tool requires that contours exist on all
registered images and is limited by the presence of both contouring and registration uncertainties.
However, based on the current assessment, DMR is capable of generating accurate and reliable
local displacements near the tumor surface that will be essential in the evaluation of blockmatching accuracy in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. BLOCK MATCHING REGISTRATION: IMPLEMENTATION

Introduction
Having established the framework to assess block-matching accuracy in Chapter 2 and
Appendix II, the next major aim of this dissertation is to implement a block-matching
registration (BMR) algorithm and characterize its ability to localize locally-advanced lung
tumors. Appendix III describes the principal components of the BMR algorithm and reports the
accuracy of this tool after several important modifications.

The current chapter provides

supplementary information intended to better motivate developments in the algorithm design.
First, a study is conducted to identify optimal image intensity features for block placement.
Block-matching is then executed and evaluated based on the deformable mesh registration tool
from Chapter 2. Several key results not included in Appendix III are reported here to better
motivate each major development in the block-matching algorithm. Finally, the Procrustes
analysis is presented, along with advantages and limitations of this approach for target
localization.
3.1. Feature identification and block placement
The BMR algorithm in this dissertation was based on an existing open source physicsbased non-rigid registration (PBNRR) module from the Insight Segmentation and Registration
Toolkit (ITK: version 4.2.0).54 One of the primary reasons for selecting this code was a feature
extraction and block placement module consistent with the intended design of the BMR
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algorithm in this work. A binary image mask was used to limit block placement to the GTV
surface on the planning CT. Each unmasked voxel represented the center of a potential block for
registration. For each potential block, the variance of voxel intensities was computed as an
estimate of the underlying tissue “structure”, where more accurate registrations were expected
for blocks that contained more prominent soft-tissue features. Finally, a user-specified fraction
of blocks with the highest variance was extracted for registration, subject to the constraint of a
block spacing parameter.
The PBNRR workflow and all corresponding parameters were originally established for
fast deformable registration of brain MRIs.54

It was therefore important to adapt these

parameters for the current purpose of lung tumor registration. The following sections summarize
a series of tests to establish (1) a suitable block size and similarity metric, (2) an optimal image
intensity feature for predicting accurate block registrations, and (3) a reliable strategy for
distributing blocks on the planning CT to ensure robust tumor localization.
Block-matching parameters
One of the most important parameters in a block-matching algorithm is the nominal block
size.52,59

Smaller blocks reduce computational complexity and generally contain less

deformation for more accurate rigid registration. However, blocks must also be large enough to
provide a sufficient level of structural content for reliable registrations, which depends to some
extent on the similarity metric. The combination of these two parameters—nominal block size
and the similarity metric—have the potential to influence all other components of the BMR
algorithm. As such, the purpose of the current evaluation was to determine the nominal block
size and similarity metric most suitable for registration of primary lung tumors.
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Table 3.1. Nominal and actual block sizes. Differences between the nominal and actual block
sizes were the result of including an integer number of voxels in each dimension. Image
resolution was 1.2 mm axially (XY) with a slice thickness (Z) of 2.0 mm. Mean relative
registration times are also provided for the normalized cross correlation (NCC), correlation ratio
(CR), and normalized mutual information (NMI) algorithms.
Relative
Registration Time
Nominal Block Size:
XY / Z (mm)

Actual Block Size:
XY / Z (Voxels)

Actual Block Size:
XY / Z (mm)

NCC

CR

NMI

5/5

5/3

5.9 / 6.0

1

2

12

10 / 10

9/5

10.5 / 10.0

2

4

16

15 / 15

13 / 7

15.2 / 14.0

6

10

24

20 / 20

17 / 9

19.9 / 18.0

13

21
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This study relied on the registration of artificially-deformed images for a subset of 12
patients from study cohort 1 (Table 1.1), also described in Appendix III (section II.B.1). Block
registration errors were computed as the difference between actual block displacements and the
known deformation. To isolate the effect of the nominal block size on registration accuracy, the
effects of block spacing and distribution parameters were mitigated by identifying a dense
collection of closely spaced feature points within 2 mm of the GTV surface. The same feature
point distribution was used in the separate registration of four nominal block sizes (Table 3.1) for
each of three different similarity metrics including the normalized cross correlation (NCC),
correlation ratio (CR), and normalized mutual information (NMI). Nominal and actual block
sizes differed due to the discrete nature of voxel dimensions, as an integer number of voxels was
specified in each direction.
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Figure 3.1. Block registration errors as a function of block size for normalized cross correlation,
correlation ratio, and normalized mutual information cost functions. Registrations were
performed using artificially-deformed images for a subset of 12 patients from study cohort 1
(Table 1.1).

Figure 3.1 shows the median, 75th-percentile, and 90th-percentile of block registration
errors as a function of nominal block size. The largest registration errors were noted for 5 mm
blocks. The 10, 15, and 20 mm blocks demonstrated a decreasing trend in 75th- and 90thpercentile errors, but median errors varied by less than 1 mm. Although execution times were
not a primary endpoint, the fastest registrations were provided by the NCC metric (Table 3.1).
CR approximately doubled the execution time, and NMI increased registration times by a factor
of 3 to 12. Note that in this preliminary evaluation, similarity metrics were not optimized for
efficiency. These results were only tabulated to ensure that the block-matching algorithm was
reasonably efficient for a routine clinical workflow.
In choosing an optimal block size and similarity metric, registration accuracy and
robustness were most highly prioritized. From this standpoint the 15 mm and 20 mm block sizes
demonstrated a slight advantage in reducing large registration errors. However, median errors
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were equally small for the 10 mm block size, which had the added benefit of improved efficiency
(Table 3.1). Therefore, a nominal block size of 10 mm was selected for all following studies.
Finally, in choosing a suitable similarity measure, registration between CT and CBCT
images was anticipated to require a multi-modality metric. This requirement was satisfied by CR
and NMI, of which CR was approximately 4 times more efficient. Therefore, the correlation
ratio was used in conjunction with 10 mm blocks for all subsequent work. These preliminary
conclusions were amenable to future revisions as necessary, but these parameters were found to
be applicable for the remainder of this dissertation.
Feature detection
Given a reasonable set of initial block registration parameters, the next stage of
development addressed the problem of feature detection and block placement. Ideally, blocks
should be placed in regions that are likely to be well-registered between planning and ontreatment images.

This is possible by identifying image regions that contain highly

discriminative intensity features, common examples of which include notable bony landmarks or
distinct soft-tissue structures. The placement of blocks in such distinct regions facilitates more
accurate block registrations, reduces the number of block mis-registrations, and results in a more
robust displacement vector field. The purpose of the following evaluation was to compare four
different intensity features in their capacity to predict accurate block registrations. The optimal
intensity feature could then be incorporated into the current block placement algorithm.
One common intensity feature is the local intensity variance (“Variance”), which was
computed over all voxels in each block. This is the feature detector included as part of the initial
PBNRR algorithm,54 but many other feature detectors were also possible. Because the proposed
BMR algorithm in this work relied on block placement near the tumor surface, edge detectors
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were hypothesized to be robust predictors of block registration accuracy. Included in this
evaluation were measures of the gradient magnitude (“Gradient”) and the Laplacian magnitude
(“Laplacian”), the respective first and second-order derivatives with respect to voxel intensities
within each block.
A final feature detector was chosen to identify corner-like structures, which were
anticipated to result in the least ambiguous block registrations. This was quantified using the
minimum local gradient eigenvalue (“Eigenvalue”). Let vector

represent the directional

components of the intensity gradient at a single voxel within a given block,
(

)

[3.16]

The gradient structure tensor for the current voxel is a
(

)

(

matrix computed as

), where the superscript denotes a transposed array. The element-wise summation

of the structure tensors was computed for all voxels in a given block,
∑

[

(

)

(

)]

[3.17]

yielding a matrix representation of the predominant intensity changes within that block. A
Gaussian weighting function

was used to eliminate the dependence of the final structure

tensor on the image coordinate system, thus enabling the gradient to be determined at arbitrary
angles. Eigen-decomposition of the final structure tensor matrix resulted in a set of orthonormal
vectors that represented the predominant directions of the intensity gradients within each block.
The corresponding eigenvalues indicated the gradient magnitude in each predominant direction.
As the minimum eigenvalue increases, a larger intensity gradient is observed in all three
orthogonal directions. This indicates that the given block is more likely to contain a corner-like
structure.
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Figure 3.2. Registration errors as a function of intensity feature values for the voxels contained
within each block. Registrations were performed with a 10 mm nominal block size and the
correlation ratio similarity metric. Data were categorized into true positives (TP: lower right
quadrant), false positives (FP: upper right quadrant), true negatives (TN: upper left quadrant),
and false negatives (FN: lower left quadrant).
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The Variance, Gradient, Laplacian, and Eigenvalue intensity features were compared
using the same patient images, block distributions, and registration errors as the previous study.
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC)-based analysis was used to distinguish the predictive
capabilities of each feature. Block registrations were categorized as “accurate” if registration
errors were less than 5 mm and “inaccurate” if registration errors exceeded this threshold. For a
voxel size of 1.2 mm axially and 2.0 mm in the slice direction, inaccurate registrations included
displacement errors greater than 4 voxels axially, greater than 2 voxels in the slice direction, or
equal to 2 voxels simultaneously in all directions. Thresholds of 3 mm and 8 mm were also
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tested in preliminary work, with no observed impact on the relative results between intensity
features. Figure 3.2 shows the classification of block registrations into true positives (TP), false
positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN).
Figure 3.3. Mean positive predictive value (PPV) for four intensity features as a function of the
percent of points included in each PPV calculation. Registrations were performed using
artificially-deformed images for a subset of 12 patients from study cohort 1 (Table 1.1).

The presence of a large fraction of FN registrations caused a substantial reduction in the
sensitivity, or true positive fraction (TPF), defined as TP / (TP + FN). The resulting ROC curve
failed to distinguish between the intensity features. Instead, the positive predictive value (PPV)
was computed for each intensity feature as TP / (TP + FP). PPV therefore represented that
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fraction of all blocks containing sufficient structural content (i.e., predicted to be well-registered)
that were actually well-registered. A major limitation to this approach was the dependence of the
PPV on the intensity feature threshold, which affected the total number of positive blocks (TP +
FP) included in the analysis. To extract consistent data for all intensity features, registration
errors were separately ranked according the values of each intensity feature. The PPV was then
computed for the top 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 100% of blocks with respect to the ranked
intensity features.
Figure 3.3 shows the mean PPV for all patients as a function of the number of blocks
included in each PPV calculation.

At 100% of blocks, the PPV for all intensity features

converged to the same value. This reflected the fact that when all blocks were included in the
analysis, the fraction of accurate block registrations remained the same regardless of the intensity
feature. The variance measure used in the original PBNRR algorithm resulted in the lowest PPV
in this study, regardless of nominal block size or similarity metric. The top 10% of points ranked
according to variance had a predictive value less than or approximately equal to that of 100% of
points, indicating that feature detection with a variance measure could actually be detrimental to
the final registration accuracy. For NCC and CR metrics, the highest PPV was provided by the
minimum gradient eigenvalue. This was also demonstrated by NMI registration with a nominal
block size of 15 mm, although less evident for 10 mm blocks. Using the combination of CR and
10 mm blocks, the top 5% of blocks with respect to Eigenvalue features were registered with
99% accuracy.
Although the similarity metrics may also be considered intensity features, they were not
actually suitable for predicting accurate block registrations. This was because their values were
only known after each block was registered. Selection of a subset of blocks would therefore
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require all blocks to be registered, resulting in a highly inefficient algorithm. Instead, block
selection required intensity features that could be computed prior to registration. This enabled a
large number of (indistinct) blocks to be discarded to improve the overall efficiency of
registration. Furthermore, the remaining blocks were expected to contain high structural content,
improving registration accuracy.

While the similarity metrics may still provide useful

information on the quality of block-matching, that information is best applied after blockmatching has completed.
The results of this study support the existing workflow for automatic block identification,
namely, sorting blocks according to a measure of distinctiveness and extracting a user-specified
fraction of the most distinct blocks for registration. However, in direct contrast to the original
PBNRR code, variance was found to poorly predict accurate block registrations. Instead, the
minimum gradient eigenvalue is recommended in conjunction with the CR metric and 10 mm
blocks. This combination was implemented for all subsequent registrations.
The previous studies relied on the registration of an extremely dense distribution of
overlapping blocks, which severely limited the efficiency of the block-matching algorithm. In
practice, a much smaller number of blocks are necessary for determining a reliable target
registration. By selectively registering only those blocks with distinct intensity features (i.e.,
according to the minimum gradient eigenvalue), a greater fraction of these blocks is expected to
be well-registered.

The net result is a more accurate and more efficient block-matching

algorithm. The workflow for extracting a sparse block distribution is described in the following
section.
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Sparse block distribution
A final modification of the block identification paradigm was necessary due to
fundamentally different requirements for target localization, as compared with deformable
registration provided by the original PBNRR code. Despite the fact that some image regions
provided more discriminative structures for block-matching than other regions, the most reliable
target localization required that all portions of the tumor surface were equally important in the
block-matching algorithm.

Therefore, feature points were drawn from both distinct and

indistinct regions along the tumor surface. Finally, the total number of feature points was not
constrained by a user-specified fraction but was given by the maximum number of points that
could be identified based on block size and block spacing parameters.
Even with blocks distributed throughout the entire surface, the identification of distinct
soft-tissue features was still an important requirement. The order of feature point selection
depended on the magnitude of the minimum gradient eigenvalue, but in contrast to Figure 3.3,
the final distribution of blocks did not correspond to a percentage of the most distinct blocks. As
briefly mentioned in Appendix III, it was desirable that the first few blocks be placed in (i.e.,
centered on) the most distinct regions of the image. Subsequent blocks could then be placed
according to a decreasing measure of distinctiveness until no additional non-overlapping blocks
could be placed on the tumor surface. The block placement algorithm was fully automatic, and
the block distribution was reproducible.
3.2. Block-matching modifications
Because blocks were distributed throughout the entire tumor surface, registrations were
performed for both distinct and indistinct image regions. This increased the probability of block
mis-registrations (Figure 3.2), which led to poor initial results as shown by Appendix III, Figures
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3 and 4. Evaluation of initial block registration errors motivated two major developments to the
BMR algorithm: multi-resolution pyramid registration and the multiple-candidate registrations
(MCR) technique. Briefly, the multi-resolution strategy involved the registration of images
down-sampled by a factor of 4, down-sampled by a factor of 2, and at full resolution. The
coarse-to-fine registration sequence enables efficient and accurate block-matching within a
relatively large search window. The MCR technique served to address block mis-registrations
that resulted from similar anatomical features located in distinct regions of the search window.
In addition to extracting a single block displacement with the maximum similarity score, this
method also considers displacements with near-optimal similarity scores.

The final

displacement is then iteratively determined to better reflect local changes at the tumor surface.
This section highlights the observations that motivated these improvements as well as the
development process that contributed to the final block-matching algorithm.
Pyramid registration: Motivation and implementation
Large block registration errors from the initial BMR algorithm were associated with large
displacements that differed substantially from the mean block displacement (Figure 3.4). It was
possible to reduce the impact of these large errors by discarding statistical outliers. However, the
resulting set of blocks would no longer be distributed uniformly throughout the target surface.
To avoid eliminating blocks from the initial distribution, a better solution involved multiresolution pyramid registration.
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Figure 3.4. Relationship between block displacements and registration errors in left-right (LR),
anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) directions. Patients refer to Appendix III,
Figure 3 (see also: Table 1.1, study cohort 1).
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By itself, pyramid registration did not lead to dramatic improvements. In addition to the
correlation between large block displacements and large registration errors, it was also observed
that registration errors at coarse resolutions impacted the accuracy of higher-resolution
registrations (Figure 3.5).

To prevent error propagation throughout pyramid registration,

displacements were regularized using a median filter.77

The ability to correct block

displacements during registration was a major advantage of the multi-resolution pyramid
approach. However, this method required a sufficiently dense distribution of blocks for reliable
median filtering, and it was possible that large, accurate displacements were incorrectly
modified. In general, eliminating large displacement errors was more beneficial to the total
registration accuracy than preserving the relatively small number of large, accurate
displacements.
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Figure 3.5. Block registration errors (BRE) after registration at coarse, intermediate, and full
resolutions for patient 8 (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.6 demonstrates the registration accuracy of the initial block-matching algorithm
(“Initial”) compared with pyramid registration without the median filter (“Pyramid-Unfiltered”)
and with the median filter (“Pyramid-Filtered”). For artificially-deformed images, five patients
demonstrated errors of 1 mm from the Initial registration, which remained approximately 1 mm
for Pyramid-Unfiltered and Pyramid-Filtered registrations. Of the remaining seven patients,
Pyramid-Unfiltered and Pyramid-Filtered registrations reduced mean errors by an average of
1.9 mm and 4.3 mm, respectively. Registration of the weekly patient images better demonstrated
the necessity of median filtering. Pyramid-Unfiltered registration reduced mean errors by just
1.5 mm and increased systematic and random errors by 1.2 and 0.8 mm, respectively.

In

contrast, Pyramid-Filtered registrations reduced errors by 6.3 mm compared to the Initial
registration, with reductions in systematic and random errors by 1.7 and 6.9 mm, respectively.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of the initial block-matching algorithm against pyramid registrations
with and without median filtering. Registrations were performed for a subset of 12 patients from
study cohort 1 (Table 1.1).

Although pyramid registration with median filtering reduced block-matching errors for
all patients, the potential for large registration errors remained. For patient 8, this was attributed
to complications in registering a sub-carinal tumor with more substantial deformation (due to
anisotropic target volume regression and re-expanded airways) than demonstrated by other
patients. For registrations of the weekly patient images, registration errors were computed by
comparison against deformable mesh registration (Chapter 2, Appendix II), which introduced an
inherent uncertainty of 1 to 2 mm in these results. Additional sources of error were primarily
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due to block mis-registrations, which motived the exploration of the multiple-candidate
registrations technique.
Multiple candidate block registrations
As described in Appendix III, large registration errors were commonly observed for
blocks that contained soft-tissue features matching at multiple locations in the search region.
Problems arose when the highest degree of similarity (e.g., the maximum correlation ratio) was
located in a region distant from the tumor surface. These large errors could be mitigated by
median filtering, but the corrected displacement was only an indirect estimate of the desired
registration. A better solution was to directly compute the expected registration during blockmatching. This was possible by searching for all near-optimal block displacements with respect
to the similarity score, then extracting the single displacement which best agreed with those of
neighboring blocks. To quantify the agreement between neighboring block displacements, a
measure of “local variance” (LV) was computed within each block neighborhood to reflect the
consistency of displacement vectors. Large variations in neighboring block displacements, for
example due to potential mis-registrations, result in a larger measure of LV. When summed over
all possible block neighborhoods, the “total local variance” (TLV) can be used to compare two
sets of displacement vectors resulting from the same distribution of blocks. The following
formalism illustrates this calculation.
Let each block be defined by the coordinates of its central voxel, bi. The neighborhood
of blocks surrounding bi was defined in Appendix III as
( )

{

‖

‖

}

[3.18]

Note that block bi is included in its own neighborhood by this definition. The factor of
was used so that only immediately adjacent blocks (bj) were considered
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neighbors. This parameter should be adapted for block distributions that differ from the current
spacing. In the following formalism, the number of blocks in neighborhood

( ) is given by

Ni, and the total number of blocks in the distribution is given by N.
Assume for now that each block is associated with a single displacement,
(

). The set of all displacements in a neighborhood of blocks is given by
(

)

{

}

The mean and variance of the displacement vectors in

(

[3.19]
) can be respectively computed

(separately in each direction) as:
〈 (

[ (

)〉

)]

∑

∑(

[3.20]

〈 (

)〉 )

[3.21]

The local variance can now be defined for the given neighborhood as the scalar sum of the
variance in each direction, or
[ (

)]

[ (

)]

[ (

)]

[ (

)]

[3.22]

As the LVi approaches zero, all displacement vectors within the given neighborhood of blocks
become more similar. In contrast, larger values indicate an increased degree of variability in the
displacement vectors. Because neighboring regions of the tumor were expected to demonstrate
similar displacements, lower values of LVi were associated with better local registration of the
tumor surface. The TLV for all block neighborhoods is given by the sum of the LV for each
neighborhood,
∑
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[3.23]

TLV can be interpreted in a similar manner as the LV. Smaller values indicated that
displacement vectors were more consistent across small block neighborhoods throughout the
entire tumor surface.
The TLV was designed to compare multiple sets of displacement vectors for the same
distribution of blocks. Specifically, this measure can be quickly recomputed for each set of
displacement vectors to determine the set with the highest degree of local consistency. This
strategy was used to detect the most likely registration for each block from the collection of
multiple candidate registrations. Assume that a given block bi now has a total of n candidate
registrations, {

}.

The TLV was recomputed separately for each candidate

registration, resulting in the set of TLV measures {

(

)

(

)

(

)}. The

most likely registration was selected as the one with the minimum TLV,
[{

(

)

}]

[3.24]

By repeating this process for each block with multiple candidate registrations, it was possible to
determine a set of displacement vectors that better registered the target surface, as compared with
the initial set of displacements having the maximum correlation ratio. Figure 3.7 provides an
example of this iterative process.
The primary advantage of the MCR technique is that it enables the exact calculation of
the desired block registrations at the tumor surface. This is superior to regularization (e.g., using
a median filter), which indirectly estimates the desired block registration and ultimately depends
on the accuracy of surrounding block displacements.

However, MCR also has several

limitations, including the possibility that none of the candidate registrations provides the desired
registration. In this case, the MCR method is not expected to detract substantially from the
overall registration accuracy, and median filtering is used to mitigate large block mis60

registrations. A second limitation is that convergence of the iterative solution (Figure 3.7) is not
guaranteed. To avoid potential non-convergence, several constraints were imposed to limit the
number of candidate registrations for each block. In Appendix III, it was found that more than
40% of block registrations resulted in a single possible displacement. These displacements were
essential for influencing the selection of all other block displacements to arrive at a unique
solution. Finally, although MCR demonstrated substantial improvements compared to the initial
BMR implementation, the benefit of MCR was less substantial when used in conjunction with
pyramid registration. This was primarily attributed to the larger search window necessary in the
initial implementation, which increased the potential magnitude of individual block corrections
and resulted in a larger fraction of corrected blocks (Appendix III, Figure 5). Because MCR
required a very small percentage of the total registration time and reduced registration errors for
patients in this study, MCR was considered to be a recommended approach for improving the
robustness of block-matching registration.
Implications for capturing local tumor changes
The above modifications to the block-matching algorithm had several implications in
registering small portions of the tumor surface. First, the pyramid down-sampling scheme
enabled the registration of both coarse and fine-level details. At the coarsest resolution, a
nominal block size of 40 mm enclosed a large portion of both the primary tumor and surrounding
anatomy. This generally promoted accurate registrations even in cases of moderate to substantial
target volume regression. By progressively registering finer image details, the algorithm could
effectively pinpoint the desired block displacements that reflected the true underlying
pathological changes.

In practice, however, block mis-registrations at coarse resolutions

severely limited the accuracy of the algorithm at full resolution (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.7. One-dimensional example of the multiple candidate registrations iterative workflow.
Top: candidate registrations (vertical displacements) are shown for a series of six blocks. Black
vectors denote “active” displacements, which initially correspond to the registrations with
maximum correlation ratio. Iteration 1: candidate registrations are tested for a single block at a
time. Red vectors show modified “active” displacements. These displacements are not actually
updated until all blocks have been evaluated for the current iteration. Iteration 2: additional
iterations result in further modifications to the displacement vectors. Iterations continue until no
more vector modifications are necessary. Bottom: the final set of displacement vectors ideally
represents the most consistent spatial configuration.

To more accurately register the tumor surface at each resolution, the algorithm employed
the MCR technique followed by median filtering. Both approaches regularized the sparsely
sampled displacement vector field, but each method provided unique advantages and
disadvantages.

MCR was executed first as a method of identifying all near-optimal

displacements for each block. The subsequent iterative selection process (Figure 3.7) then
identified the set of displacements that best satisfied the local consistency requirement of
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Equation 3.24. The resulting displacements therefore reflected some degree of interdependence,
in contrast to the completely independent block displacements without MCR.

The major

advantage of MCR was the ability to replace large initial block mis-registrations (i.e., before
MCR) with displacements that better approximated the true changes in the tumor surface
(Appendix III, Figure 5). As a potential disadvantage, MCR was still prone to block misregistrations. The accuracy of MCR ultimately depended on the successful registration of a
majority of blocks in order for the iterative selection process to properly converge. Furthermore,
even the best registration for an individual block could demonstrate large residual errors. This
emphasizes the need for additional regularization, which was provided by a final median filtering
step.
The primary benefit of the median filter was to reduce the impact of large block misregistrations, which served two important roles in the BMR algorithm.

First, block

displacements computed using low resolution images initialized subsequent registration of higher
resolution images. Median filtering therefore improved the initialization of block registrations
for all but the first pyramid level. Second, after all pyramid levels had been evaluated, the final
set of displacement vectors were likely to contain some residual uncertainties. Median filtering
improved the final registration accuracy by reducing these uncertainties.

As a potential

disadvantage, displacement vectors after median filtering only approximated the true underlying
pathological changes. Block registrations were generally close to, but not necessarily equal to,
the optimal match with respect to the similarity metric.

A second disadvantage was the

underlying assumption that large block displacements always corresponded to large registration
errors. While this assumption was generally true, it was possible that median filtering incorrectly
modified large but accurate block displacements.
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One example of this effect was observed for blocks partially containing bony structures.
For these blocks, registrations tended to prioritize the alignment of high-intensity bone rather
than the surface of the primary tumor. The resulting displacement vector therefore promoted the
alignment of rigid objects such as bones. Despite the advantages of such a registration, these
displacements could be modified by median filtering to obtain a better approximation of local
changes in the tumor surface. This outcome was consistent with the initial design goals of the
BMR algorithm. Disabling the median filter would prevent the modification of large, accurate
block displacements, but this solution fails to mitigate the effect of mis-registrations. More
complex regularization schemes could be devised, but the impact on block registration (and
target localization) accuracy was not projected to be substantial.
The combination of multi-resolution pyramid registration, the MCR technique, and
regularization through median filtering resulted in reasonably accurate block registrations for
both artificially-deformed and weekly patient images, with mean block registration errors of
1.7 mm and 4.8 mm, respectively. These errors were not an indication of target localization
accuracy but rather reflected the capacity of the final BMR algorithm to match small regions of
the tumor surface. Further modifications to the block-matching workflow were not anticipated to
substantially improve block registration accuracy, so final efforts were focused on global image
alignment and the assessment of target localization accuracy.
3.3. Target localization via Procrustes analysis
To compute the optimal tumor registration, it was necessary to reduce the sparsely
sampled displacement vector field to a set of three translations and three rotations representing a
couch shift for patient setup corrections. This was a major departure from the existing PBNRR
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code. A Procrustes analysis was implemented for this purpose, the advantages and limitations of
which are presented in the following section, but first, another potential solution is discussed.
Ourselin et al. designed a BMR algorithm for the purpose of fast and robust, generalpurpose rigid registration of medical images.56 Their solution for global image registration
involved a least trimmed squares (LTS) method that explicitly accounted for potential block misregistrations. Briefly, the residual distance between an initial and registered block pair, (ai, bi), is
given by ri = ai – T(bi), where T(x) represents the global rigid transform of the on-treatment
image.

This transform is computed such that the sum of squared residuals is minimized.

According to the “trimmed” version of least-squares analysis, a given fraction of the largest
residuals are excluded from the calculation. This eliminates the influence of outliers on final
global registration.
Although robust from a statistical point of view, the LTS method was not optimal for the
BMR algorithm in this work, in which it was undesirable to discard blocks from the initial
distribution. For reliable target localization, all blocks were required to contribute to the final
image registration.

Eliminating displacements from a portion of the tumor surface could

potentially skew the global image registration in favor of the remaining blocks, leading to
suboptimal target localization. A traditional least-squares solution might have been more closely
aligned with the current block-matching algorithm, but the Procrustes analysis was pursued as an
alternative solution.
The Procrustes solution is a common method of shape analysis that can be used to
determine the optimal orientation between two corresponding point distributions.70

This

approach benefits from straightforward calculation of the translations, rotations, and optional
scaling parameters in a least squares sense. Scaling parameters do not apply to patient setup
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corrections, but this information may allow target volume changes to be estimated and tracked
throughout treatment. The solution is analytical, requires very little computational time, and can
be modified by weighting factors associated with each block. Although outlier displacements
will affect the final Procrustes solution, developments in the current BMR algorithm have limited
the magnitude of large registration errors to minimize their influence on the final target
alignment.
The results in Appendix III highlight the improvements in target localization from BMR
with an unweighted implementation of the Procrustes solution.

An initial bony anatomy

alignment resulted in median and 10th-percentile target volume overlaps of 0.82 and 0.51,
respectively. One patient demonstrated no overlap during the final three weeks of treatment.
This was due to a pleural effusion that progressed throughout treatment, causing notable
systemic offsets in tumor position relative to bony anatomy. After applying the Procrustes
solution, BMR increased the median and 10th-percentile volume overlaps to 0.94 and 0.79. A
minimum overlap of 0.59 indicated that BMR was a more robust method of primary tumor
localization than bony anatomy alignment. BMR also facilitated smaller treatment margins for
all patients in the current study population (Table 1.1: study cohort 1), with reductions of
3.5 mm, 6.9 mm, and 5.0 mm in the left-right, anterior-posterior, and superior-inferior directions.
Even more substantial improvements were noted for the subset of patients demonstrating
atelectasis and pleural effusion.
It may be possible to further improve the Procrustes solution using block weighting
factors, for example based on the minimum gradient eigenvalue, correlation ratio, or local
variance from MCR.

However, because the final displacement vector field is regularized

through both median filtering and the MCR technique, it is currently uncertain whether such a
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weighting scheme would substantially influence the final target registration. This marks an area
of potential improvement in the event that future registrations require more accurate target
localization.
Conclusion
In this work, the three primary stages of block-matching registration were assessed for
the specific purpose of lung tumor localization.

Several developments were necessary to

improve robustness including more reliable feature detection, multi-resolution pyramid
registration, and a novel multiple candidate registration technique. Although the BMR algorithm
has only been tested for CT-CT registration, similar results are anticipated for the CT-CBCT
registrations that will be explored in the following chapter. The final specific aim involves a
comparison between BMR and several other registration algorithms for direct tumor localization.
Registrations will be performed for a broader dataset including CBCT images, providing a more
clinically relevant assessment of these algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPARISON OF AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION
ALGORITHMS FOR LUNG TUMOR LOCALIZATION

Introduction
The previous chapter and the results of Appendix III indicate that block-matching
registration (BMR) is capable of robust lung tumor localization. However, these preliminary
findings were based on the registration of high-quality computed tomography (CT) images, and
improvements were only demonstrated relative to bony anatomy alignment. To establish BMR
as a viable tool for online image-guided patient setup, robust registrations must be demonstrated
for cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images more representative of online imageguided patient setup. Furthermore, it is necessary to compare BMR against other potential
solutions for direct lung tumor localization. The purpose of this final study was to evaluate the
accuracy of automatic registration algorithms for the direct localization of locally-advanced lung
tumors. This study is presented in Appendix IV. In the following sections, the extension of
BMR to CT-CBCT registration is first discussed, followed by a summary of the implications of
this work.
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Figure 4.1. Rigid tumor localization resulting from four automatic soft-tissue-based registration
algorithms. The primary gross tumor volume (GTV) is shown for the planning CT (yellow) and
CBCT (blue). For block-matching, SICLE, and Demons, deformation vectors were computed at
the surface of the GTV, from which the global rigid transform was computed. Differences
between these images were the result of rigid shifts alone.
Rigid Registration

Block-Matching Registration

SICLE

Demons

Block-matching registration for CBCT images
Figure 3.4 shows an example of the automatic soft-tissue-based registrations included in
Appendix IV. For rigid registration, the translations and rotations were computed directly. For
the remaining registrations, it was necessary to reduce the resulting displacement vector fields to
a global image transform.

This was accomplished by applying the Procrustes solution to
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displacement vectors computed at the surface of the target on the planning CT. Thus, regardless
of the complexity of the various registration algorithms, the final comparison addressed target
registration errors due to rigid shifts alone.
All automatic registration algorithms significantly improved target volume overlap (VO)
compared to the initial bony anatomy alignment. This highlights the importance of computing
setup corrections based directly on the primary tumor, as opposed to tumor surrogates. BMR
significantly improved target VO over all other automatic registration algorithms. The minimum
VO for BMR was 0.61, whereas the minimum VO for the other algorithms ranged from 0.23 to
0.34. This further illustrates the robustness of BMR in localizing primary lung tumors. Finally,
BMR required the smallest overall treatment margins, which averaged 11.7 mm in all directions.
The remaining algorithms required margins ranging from 12.8 to 14.9 mm on average. The
accuracy and robustness of BMR makes this algorithm appealing for routine clinical use.
However, with treatment margins still exceeding 10 mm, purely rigid shifts were unable to
account for all sources of inter-fractional variability throughout treatment.
While the primary goal of Chapter 3 was to develop an accurate and robust BMR
algorithm, additional consideration was given to the efficiency and versatility of the algorithm.
This was reflected in the choice of the correlation ratio (CR) as a reasonably efficient similarity
metric that was also capable of multi-modality registration.78 This metric is similar to the
correlation coefficient, but rather than computing linear relationships, CR quantifies functional
relationships in the data. Therefore, differences in the intensity values of CT and CBCT images
were not expected to affect block registration accuracy.
Another potential complicating factor was the presence of increased noise and reduced
contrast in CBCT images. These factors reduced the clarity of distinct tissue features, potentially
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increasing the proportion of block mis-registrations.

Optimization of the block-matching

algorithm specifically for CT-CBCT registrations remains the subject of future work. As shown
in Figure 4.2, the volume overlap for registrations in Appendix IV was significantly lower than
results from CT-CT registration in Appendix III (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.001). These
differences must be interpreted with caution, however, as multiple factors were likely to
contribute. For example, images were acquired in the previous study using an active breath-hold
protocol, whereas registrations in the current study included the end-of-inspiration phase image
from four-dimensional scans. Furthermore, delineation uncertainties are generally larger on
CBCT images due to decreased visualization of soft-tissue borders.79 The results of this study
may therefore include a greater degree of uncertainty in target definition. Finally, volume
overlap differences could be a direct result of differences in target volume regression or shape
change throughout treatment. A more conclusive comparison between CT-CT and CT-CBCT
registrations would require evaluation of both registration types for the same patient cohort.
Despite the fact that improvements in the BMR algorithm may be possible for CT-CBCT
registrations, the current implementation still provided the most robust results in Appendix IV
and demonstrated significantly greater overlap than all other automatic registration algorithms.
Modifications to the current algorithm would only serve to further distinguish BMR as the
recommended approach for localizing locally-advanced lung tumors.
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Figure 4.2. Differences in target volume overlap between study cohorts (Table 1.1). Study
cohort 1 included CT-CT registrations, whereas study cohort 2 included CT-CBCT registrations.
Although these cohorts were not directly comparable, significant differences highlighted the
potential for reduced CBCT image quality to negatively impact the accuracy of block-matching
registration.
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Implications and future direction
In addition to the demonstrated improvements in lung tumor localization, BMR may
provide a wide assortment of other benefits to image-guided patient setup corrections. This
algorithm is fast and efficient to implement, yet provides a wealth of information throughout the
registration process.

This has several implications that may help to further reduce inter-

fractional uncertainties throughout treatment.
Simultaneous registration of multiple targets
To this point, analyses have only considered the alignment of the primary lung tumor
resulting from intensity-based registration of blocks on the tumor surface. Because such small
portions of the planning and on-treatment images were included in the registration, the final
tumor alignment cannot guarantee that other structures in the thorax are properly aligned. These
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uncertainties can lead to under-dosing of other cancerous lesions (e.g., mediastinal lymph node
involvement) as well as over-dosing of risk structures. For reliable setup corrections in a true
clinical setting, the block-matching algorithm must incorporate these additional structures into
the final registration.
The fast and efficient nature of BMR should lend well to the simultaneous localization of
multiple structures. For patients presenting with two or more primary lesions, blocks can be
distributed throughout the surface of each individual target. Then, after all blocks have been
registered, one of several aggregation strategies may be employed. It is possible to perform the
Procrustes analysis for all blocks simultaneously, although targets with a greater number of
blocks will have a greater influence over the final registration. A second and more preferable
option may be to compute a weighted Procrustes solution, with weighting factors computed to
remove the influence of different tumor sizes. As a final option, the Procrustes analysis could be
performed for each individual target, from which the simultaneous alignment of all targets may
be obtained.
In addition to the registration of multiple primary tumors, these methods may also extend
to the registration of metastatic lymph nodes or neighboring risk structures.

BMR could

potentially be used to register each target directly. However, it is equally possible that each
different target benefits from a unique registration strategy. As an example, registration of the
carina has been recommended as a reliable surrogate for mediastinal lymph nodes.68

A

reasonable patient setup correction could potentially incorporate BMR-based alignment of the
primary tumor and carina-based alignment of the mediastinum. Although such studies remain
the subject of future work, the versatility of the BMR algorithm provides much flexibility in
registering multiple structures simultaneously.
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Identifying tumor trends
Each of the three stages of BMR (feature identification, block-matching, and target
localization) provides important information related to the final tumor alignment.

This

information may also be useful for detecting trends in tumor position or volume over time.
Examples of useful information include the minimum gradient eigenvalue from feature detection,
the correlation ratio from block-matching, or the total local variance from the multiple candidate
registrations technique. While these measures may not be particularly meaningful for individual
blocks, more reliable statistics could be obtained by averaging over the entire block distribution.
Changes in this data over time could then be used as an indicator of potential tumor changes,
leading to timely clinical decisions that could help to reduce uncertainties throughout treatment.
The Procrustes analysis provides two additional noteworthy quantities. The first is a
measure of relative scaling between the initial and registered block distributions. This parameter
does not influence the accuracy of target localization, but it could potentially be used to estimate
tumor growth or regression throughout treatment. The second measure represents how closely
the registered block distribution matches the initial distribution.

Known as the Procrustes

distance, this measure is computed as the square root of the sum-of-squared distances between
all corresponding initial and registered block pairs. Large deviations in this measure throughout
treatment may indicate corresponding changes in tumor shape. Correlation studies or receiver
operating characteristic (ROC)-based analyses (Chapter 3) could be used to elucidate these
trends in future work.
Reducing treatment margins
As acknowledged in Appendix IV, treatment margins were undesirably large even after
robust localization with BMR. This is not necessarily a limitation of the current BMR algorithm
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but rather indicates the inability of rigid couch shifts to correct for all sources of inter-fractional
variability. Adaptive radiotherapy (ART) may be required to further reduce treatment margins. 39
However, ART is not always indicated for improving the efficacy of treatment delivery. Tanyi
and Fuss found that routine image-guidance increased the frequency of adaptive re-planning at
their oncology center, but that less than a quarter of patients required plan modifications.23
Woodford et al. observed that for ART to benefit outcomes for lung cancer patients, a 30% or
greater reduction in the target volume was necessary within the first 20 treatment fractions.80 For
patients not meeting this requirement, an accurate and robust target registration tool is essential
to ensure that the initial static treatment plan is adequately delivered. It is therefore anticipated
that high quality target localization, such as provided by the current BMR algorithm, will remain
an important part of image-guided radiotherapy.
Conclusion
Block-matching registration is a promising approach for high-quality localization of locallyadvanced lung tumors. In addition, this tool may be useful in identifying patient and tumorspecific trends to influence clinical decisions throughout treatment. Before implementing this
tool in a clinical setting, further assessment is needed for simultaneous registration of multiple
treatment targets and risk structures.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

This dissertation focused on the direct, automatic registration of primary lung tumors to
reduce target localization uncertainties throughout image-guided radiotherapy. By reducing
these uncertainties, it becomes possible to decrease the size of treatment margins without
sacrificing dosimetric target coverage. Smaller treatment fields spare a greater volume of normal
tissue from radiation-related toxicities, enabling more aggressive doses to be delivered to the
patient and potentially improving outcomes for advanced-stage disease.
Safe dose escalation requires that normal tissues are adequately spared from excess
radiation during treatment and, even more importantly, that primary tumors are well-localized
within the highly conformal radiation fields. Therefore, accurate and robust target localization is
essential to safe dose escalation. Postulating that the most reliable tumor alignment is obtained
through direct target registration, preliminary research was conducted to assess automatic rigid
registration of lung cancer targets. As demonstrated in Appendix I, rigid registration resulted in
poor lung tumor localization, especially for patients with large target volume regression,
atelectasis, or pleural effusion. A more complex registration algorithm was necessary to capture
potentially large internal changes often demonstrated by lung cancer patients. This motivated the
implementation and evaluation of a block-matching registration (BMR) algorithm as the primary
focus of this dissertation. Chapter 1 introduced the rationale for this approach and the intended
algorithm design.
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To ensure that individual blocks were accurately registered, a gold standard was required
for computing local deformations near the tumor surface. Chapter 2 presented a deformable
mesh registration (DMR) tool for this purpose that was capable of registering the tumor surface
with an average error of 1 to 2 mm. The deformable transform could also be extrapolated up to 2
voxels away from the tumor surface with only marginal reductions in registration accuracy.
These results indicated that DMR is a reliable validation standard for BMR when blocks are
placed near the physician-delineated tumor surface. One limitation of DMR in this capacity was
that mesh registration errors could potentially contribute to the magnitude of block registration
errors. However, this contribution was observed to be relatively small and did not impact the
interpretation of block matching results.
In Chapter 3, the BMR algorithm was implemented with careful attention to each stage of
the registration process. First, the minimum eigenvalue of the local intensity gradient was shown
to predict the greatest fraction of accurate block registrations. This measure was used to guide
the placement of blocks in order of decreasing distinctiveness, with the first blocks containing
prominent soft-tissue features and the final blocks confined to less prominent regions. Next,
evaluation of block registration errors motivated two major revisions to the initial code,
including multi-resolution pyramid registration and a novel multiple-candidate-registration
technique.

Median filtering was also included to regularize block displacements, further

improving registration accuracy. Finally, a Procrustes analysis was used to compute the nominal
global tumor registration, corresponding to the couch shift for patient setup correction.
Compared to an initial bony anatomy alignment, substantial improvements in target localization
accuracy were observed for all patients regardless of changes in target shape, target volume,
atelectasis, or pleural effusion.
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Chapter 4 involved further evaluation of the BMR algorithm against other potential
solutions for direct, automatic target localization during image-guided radiotherapy. In this
analysis, BMR provided significantly better target volume overlap than all other registration
algorithms. Furthermore, BMR provided the most robust target alignment as the only algorithm
without any failed registrations. Based on the reproducibility of tumor borders, BMR required
the smallest treatment margins averaging 11.7 mm in each direction. Block-matching was thus
the recommended algorithm for automatic registration of locally-advanced lung tumors.
Despite providing superior target localization, BMR still resulted in relatively large
treatment margins for the given study population. Registration uncertainties contributed to these
large margins, but the predominant source of uncertainty was attributed to variability in tumor
shape and size throughout treatment. This demonstrated that couch shifts alone could not
account for all sources of inter-fractional uncertainty, and that adaptive radiotherapy may be
necessary to address more substantial changes. Future work is needed to differentiate between
cases that require plan adaptation to improve patient outcomes and those for which high-quality
target localization is sufficient.
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Purpose: To evaluate localization accuracy resulting from rigid registration of locally-advanced
lung cancer targets using fully automatic and semi-automatic protocols for image-guided radiation
therapy.
Methods: Seventeen lung cancer patients, fourteen also presenting with involved lymph nodes,
received computed tomography (CT) scans once per week throughout treatment under active breathing control. A physician contoured both lung and lymph node targets for all weekly scans. Various
automatic and semi-automatic rigid registration techniques were then performed for both individual
and simultaneous alignments of the primary gross tumor volume (GTVP) and involved lymph nodes
(GTVLN) to simulate the localization process in image-guided radiation therapy. Techniques
included “standard” (direct registration of weekly images to a planning CT), “seeded” (manual prealignment of targets to guide standard registration), “transitive-based” (alignment of pretreatment and
planning CTs through one or more intermediate images), and “rereferenced” (designation of a new
reference image for registration). Localization error (LE) was assessed as the residual centroid and
border distances between targets from planning and weekly CTs after registration.
Results: Initial bony alignment resulted in centroid LE of 7.3 6 5.4 mm and 5.4 6 3.4 mm for the
GTVP and GTVLN, respectively. Compared to bony alignment, transitive-based and seeded registrations significantly reduced GTVP centroid LE to 4.7 6 3.7 mm (p ¼ 0.011) and 4.3 6 2.5 mm
(p < 1  103), respectively, but the smallest GTVP LE of 2.4 6 2.1 mm was provided by rereferenced registration (p < 1  106). Standard registration significantly reduced GTVLN centroid LE
to 3.2 6 2.5 mm (p < 1  103) compared to bony alignment, with little additional gain offered by
the other registration techniques. For simultaneous target alignment, centroid LE as low as
3.9 6 2.7 mm and 3.8 6 2.3 mm were achieved for the GTVP and GTVLN, respectively, using rereferenced registration.
Conclusions: Target shape, volume, and configuration changes during radiation therapy limited
the accuracy of standard rigid registration for image-guided localization in locally-advanced
lung cancer. Significant error reductions were possible using other rigid registration techniques,
with LE approaching the lower limit imposed by interfraction target variability throughout
C 2012 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.3671929]
treatment. V
Key words: non-small cell lung cancer, lymph nodes, image registration, image-guided radiation
therapy

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major limitations in lung cancer radiotherapy
involves the localization of targets before and during a treatment fraction.1 Geometric uncertainties inherent in the preparation and execution of each fraction are typically mitigated
by the use of treatment margins to ensure that target coverage is maintained to within a clinically acceptable probability.2 Improving target localization will therefore decrease
the size of treatment margins and spare an increased volume
of healthy tissue from irradiation.3 This increases the potential for dose escalation,4 which has been shown in numerous
studies to increase local tumor control and ultimately lead to
better patient outcomes.5,6
330
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Image-guided radiotherapy has become a widespread clinical tool7 with numerous applications to the treatment process,8 one of which includes patient setup. Three-dimensional
and even four-dimensional pretreatment imaging techniques
facilitate substantially better target localization than traditional guidance practices, such as the use of in-room lasers or
planar portal imaging.9,10 With these older methods, patient
setup was generally accomplished by aligning external surrogates or bony-anatomy.11 However, the correlation between
these features and lung cancer targets may be poor.12–14 Pretreatment volumetric imaging provides superior visualization
of internal anatomy and makes possible the use of soft-tissue
surrogates,15–17 although these features may also fail to correlate with the position and motion of lung cancer targets.5,18
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In theory, direct registration of targets should provide optimal localization,19 but this strategy presents difficulties as
well. Significant pathological changes are possible throughout
treatment, including lung tumor regression20–24 and changes
in metastatic nodal volume.10,25 In addition, pathology of the
ipsilateral lung such as pleural effusion and atelectasis (which
we term “pathology-induced changes”) can alter the local
environment surrounding lung cancer targets.4 Finally, the
configuration between primary tumors and lymph nodes may
change over time due to intertarget variability.18,25,26 These
effects complicate manual target alignment and the use of
rigid registration algorithms.24,26 Deformable registration
may be better suited to address moderate pathological and
pathology-induced changes, but substantial variation throughout treatment may lead to misregistration.27 Furthermore, validation of deformable algorithms is not yet available for the
setup of lung cancer patients, and relatively long computation
times have inhibited clinical implementation to date for
patient setup.28 As a result of the limitations of deformable
registration, and because rigid registration is the current clinical standard for image-guided radiation therapy, we set out to
assess the performance and limitations of rigid registration
algorithms for the setup of lung cancer patients. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate localization error resulting from
automatic rigid registration applied directly to the alignment
of primary lung tumors and involved lymph nodes. The secondary purpose was to develop and evaluate practical adaptations of this rigid registration protocol to reduce the residual
localization error.
II. METHODS
II.A. Patient population

Seventeen patients with stage IIA to IV locally-advanced
non-small cell lung cancer received weekly computed tomography (CT) scans under active breathing control according to
a protocol approved by the local institutional review board.
Details of the imaging protocol were described by GlideHurst et al.29 Briefly, all patients completed an initial coaching session on the Active Breathing Coordinator (version 2.0,
Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden). Breath-holds were conducted at
80% of the end-of-normal inspiration lung volume for 8–15 s.
Patient characteristics are summarized in Table I.
II.B. Image acquisition

Weekly CT images were acquired without contrast using a
16-slice helical CT scanner (Brilliance Big Bore, Philips
Medical Systems, Andover, MA). Four to seven imaging sessions were completed for each patient throughout treatment,
for a total of 99 images. The week 1 planning CT was designated as the reference image, R, and all other weekly CTs
were designated as secondary images, Sn, for registration. To
eliminate patient setup uncertainties, each secondary image
was manually translated and rotated to match the bonyanatomy of the reference CT [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] in a
research version of the PINNACLE3 treatment planning system
(version 8.1y, Philips Medical Systems, Fitchburg, WI). The
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012
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TABLE I. Population characteristics.
Treatment target
Description
Total number of patients
With pathology-induced
changes
Atelectasis
Pleural effusion
Number of patients with:
1 Contoured target
2 Contoured targets
3 Contoured targets
Number of imaging
sessions
Total number of CT scans
Number of registrations
Target volume:
Average 6 St dev (cm3)
Range (cm3)
Change per weeka

Primary tumor

Lymph nodes

17

14

5
2

5
2

16
1
0
4–7

9
4
1
4–7

99
82

83
69

67.8 6 83.0
0.4–377.4
7.6%
(R2 ¼ 0.28,
p < 1  106)

5.7 6 7.2
0.2–27.0
6.5%
(R2 ¼ 0.17,
p < 1  103)

a
As determined from linear regression between normalized tumor volume
(relative to week 1 for each patient) and treatment week.

gross tumor volume (GTV) was contoured by a physician for
all lung cancer targets, including primary tumors (GTVP) and
metastatic lymph nodes (GTVLN). For patients with multiple
targets of each type, the final GTVP and GTVLN were defined
as the union of all contoured primary tumors and involved
lymph nodes, respectively. Bony alignment error was defined
as the centroid and border displacements between corresponding targets from R and Sn in this initial alignment.
II.C. Individual target registration

Table II lists the registration strategies evaluated in this
study. We first explored “standard” registration of all secondary images to the planning CT in the PINNACLE3 treatment
planning system. Automatic, intensity-based rigid registrations were used to directly align the treatment targets from
each Sn to R [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. The registration volume
on R was limited to either the GTVP or GTVLN plus a uniform 1 cm margin, which was found in initial tests to provide
the best target localization compared to other margin sizes.
No volume limits were applied to Sn to avoid potentially
cropping the secondary target, which was assumed to be
uncontoured and unknown a priori on weekly images. Only
translational degrees of freedom were performed to simulate
shifts in the treatment couch. Separate registrations were performed for the GTVP and GTVLN using each of the available
algorithms in PINNACLE:3 local correlation, cross correlation,
and normalized mutual information (NMI). Localization
error (LE) was computed as the residual displacement
between manually-delineated targets from R and Sn after
automatic registration. To address instances of large residual
LE from standard registration, a “seeded” registration strategy was also explored in which secondary images were
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FIG. 1. Overlay image showing the registration of targets from reference and secondary CTs from two different patients. Images were initially aligned using
bony-anatomy (a)–(b). Pleural effusion likely contributed to the initial misalignment of an involved lymph node in (b). Automatic, rigid registration improved
the localization of both the primary tumor (c) and involved lymph nodes (d) for patients in this study. The smaller surface meshes (foreground) represent targets from weekly CT images, whereas the larger surface meshes (background) represent targets from the initial planning CT. An additional contour is provided
to demonstrate the registration volume obtained by a 10 mm isotropic expansion of targets from the planning CT.

brought into better initial alignment to guide standard registration. Specifically, secondary images were manually translated to align the centroids of planning and weekly target
volumes to reduce the impact of large initial displacements
on the accuracy of automatic registration. Because seeded
registration required a manual pre-alignment of targets, it
was considered a semi-automatic localization strategy.
Further reductions in target LE were sought by mitigating
the gradual but sometimes substantial deformations observed
throughout treatment, including both pathological and
pathology-induced changes. This was accomplished using a
“transitive-based” (TB) registration technique similar to that

explored by Skrinjar
et al.30 Briefly, any two images in a
sequence (e.g., R and Sn) can be registered by matching each
to an arbitrary intermediate image, Sm, where 1 < m < n for
the present study. According to the transitivity property,30
the registration between Sn and R should be equal to the
composition of intermediate registrations
TðSn ! RÞ ¼ TðSm ! RÞ  TðSn ! Sm Þ;

(1)

where TðA ! BÞ is the transformation resulting from registration of image A to image B, and  denotes the composition
of two separate registrations. In general, CT scans acquired
with fewer fractions between them demonstrated less substantial deformation of internal anatomy. Transitive-based
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012

registrations were therefore expected to achieve lower LE
than standard registrations as long as the composition of intermediate steps did not propagate target LE substantially.
Two subtypes of TB registration were explored, termed
“intermediate” and “consecutive.” Intermediate-TB registration involved the alignment of all weekly images acquired
during or after the fourth week of treatment to the week 3
CT, S3. This result, in turn, was composed with the registration between S3 and R, or

TðS3 ! RÞ  TðSn ! S3 Þ 3 < n
TB
Tintermed ðSn ! RÞ ¼
:
1< n  3
TðSn ! RÞ
(2)
The week 3 CT was designated as the sole intermediate
image for several reasons. Underberg et al. showed that significant target volume regression was possible by the fourth
week of treatment.31 Similarly, Woodford et al. observed
that adaptive planning is most beneficial for targets regressing by at least 30% within the first 20 fractions.32 Although
adaptive planning was not considered in this study, the week
3 CT was still hypothesized to provide reasonable localization accuracy between targets from intermediate and reference images, while enabling reasonable registration of all
subsequent weekly images that may be subject to these large
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TABLE II. Summary of nine registration techniques explored in this study. The nominal techniques provide a lower bound on LE for each metric. As such, it is
unnecessary to compute border LE for centroid alignment and centroid LE for border alignment. Therefore, only eight registration techniques are presented
for each LE metric in the remaining tables and in Figs. 3–6. NMI: normalized mutual information.
Registration

Short name

Description

Implementation

Bony-anatomy

Bony

Manual

Standard NMI

Standard

Manual alignment of the spine, sternum, and ribs using translations and
rotations. All other registrations use translational degrees of freedom only
Direct, automatic registration of lung cancer targets, including the primary tumor
and=or involved lymph nodes, between on-treatment and planning images
Quick, approximate manual prealignment of targets, followed by standard registration
Alignment of on-treatment and planning images by composing the separate
registrations of each to a single intermediate image [Eq. (2)]
Alignment of on-treatment and planning images by composing the separate
registrations between all consecutive weekly images [Eq. (3)]
Designation of a single, intermediate weekly CT as the new reference for
registration of all subsequent treatment fractions, given that the relative
orientation is known between the new reference and planning images [Eq. (4)]
Designation of the previous weekly CT as the new reference
for registration of the current on-treatment image, given that the relative orientation
is known between the new reference and planning images [Eq. (5)]
Registration to minimize centroid localization errors for all targets simultaneously

Seeded NMI
Intermediate
transitive-based
Consecutive
transitive-based
Intermediate
rereferenced
Consecutive
rereferenced
Nominal centroid
alignment
Nominal border
alignment

Seeded
Intermediate-TB
Consecutive-TB
Intermediate-RR

Consecutive-RR

Centroid
Border

Registration to minimize the distance between reference and secondary
target borders in the left–right, anterior–posterior, and superior–inferior
directions, computed directly from the manual contours

volume deformations. In the consecutive-TB strategy, each
weekly CT was registered to the on-treatment image from
the previous week. The relative orientation between secondary and reference images was then computed as the composition of all consecutive registrations, or

Automatic
Semi-automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Semi-automatic

Semi-automatic

Computed from
target contours
Computed from
target contours

to the week 3 CT, given that the transformation between the
week 3 CT and the reference image was known,

Tknown ðS3 ! RÞ  TðSn ! S3 Þ 3 < n
RR
:
Tintermed ðSn ! RÞ ¼
1<n3
TðSn ! RÞ
(4)

TTB
sequential ðSn ! RÞ ¼ TðS2 ! RÞ  TðS3 ! S2 Þ
 …  TðSn ! Sn1 Þ:

(3)

Each individual registration in this series exploited the greatest similarity of internal anatomy by matching sequential
weekly CTs. However, the propagation of residual LE from
each consecutive registration could also result in unacceptable target localization if not carefully controlled at each
step. Both intermediate-TB and consecutive-TB registrations
were considered fully automatic, as the composition of multiple registrations should not require manual interaction.
The final localization technique, termed “rereferenced”
(RR) registration, was similar to the transitive-based strategy. Weekly images were still registered to an intermediate
CT, but the intermediate CT was established as a new reference image for registration, requiring the relative orientation
between new and original reference images to be determined
(e.g., through offline review prior to the current treatment
fraction). Specifically, this was accomplished by performing
a nominal centroid alignment between contoured targets
from the new and original reference images. Because this
transform was known, it did not contribute to the propagation of residual target LE. As with TB registration, two subtypes of RR registration were explored. Intermediate-RR
registration involved the registration of all weekly CTs
acquired during or after the fourth week of treatment directly
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012

Consecutive-RR registration required that each weekly CT
was registered directly to the on-treatment image from the
previous week, given that the transformation between the
previous weekly CT and the reference image was known,
TRR
sequential ðSn ! RÞ ¼ Tknown ðSn1 ! RÞ  TðSn ! Sn1 Þ:
(5)
In both cases, we assumed that manual interaction was necessary to determine the known transformations, resulting in
semi-automatic registration techniques.
II.D. Simultaneous target registration

Because lung cancer targets are not typically treated as
separate structures in planning, a single transformation was
sought that simultaneously optimized the alignment of both
the primary tumor and lymph nodes for treatment. Only, the
fourteen patients presenting with both primary and lymph
node GTVs were considered for this analysis. Two strategies
were tested for localizing these two volumes concurrently.
In the first method, termed “collective” registration, the
GTVP and GTVLN were combined into a single structure for
registration, but with LE determined for each target separately. The second method, referred to as “averaged” registration, involved separate registrations of the GTVP and
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GTVLN, with a final transformation computed as the
unweighted average of the two individual alignments. All
registration strategies for individual target localization were
also implemented for both collective and averaged simultaneous target alignment.
II.E. Data analysis

Evaluation of registration accuracy was based on target
centroid and border LE. Centroid LE was defined as the displacement in the center-of-volume of secondary targets from
that of the corresponding reference target. Because centroid
LE may not be fully sufficient to characterize localization
accuracy in cases of large target deformation and volume
change,29 target border LE was considered as an alternative
metric. Border LE was defined as the shift of a secondary
target border radially outward from the corresponding border
of a reference structure in each of the cardinal directions:
left–right (LR), anterior–posterior (AP), and superior–
inferior (SI). A radially inward shift implied that the border
of the secondary target was contained within the reference
structure, resulting in an increased probability of adequate
target coverage along that border. Therefore, only outward
shifts were considered in this analysis, similar to the method
used previously by Hugo et al.33 A threshold of 2 mm for
border LE was selected as a reasonable clinical action level,
below which corrections would not be performed.33 Because
the number of targets with border LE varied among registration strategies, the mean border LE provided an inconsistent
comparison. Instead, we compared the fraction of targets
with border LE, defined as the percentage of all target borders with errors greater than the given threshold. For example, a value of 1 implied that all borders had LE greater than
2 mm, whereas a value of 0 indicated that no borders had LE
exceeding 2 mm.
Using these error metrics, nominal registrations were
determined to provide optimal target localization from the
manually-delineated structures, as follows. First, nominal
centroid alignments were computed as the transformation
minimizing the displacement of target centroids, considering
only translational degrees of freedom. The nominal centroid
alignment for an individual target volume was given by perfectly overlapped centroids (i.e., LE of 0 mm) and was not
considered for statistical analysis. For simultaneous target
registration, all centroid displacements were minimized concurrently, yielding a nonzero error magnitude. Nominal border alignments were also performed to minimize the
distance between reference and secondary target borders in
the cardinal directions (i.e., along the LR, AP, and SI axes),
again considering only translational degrees of freedom.
Potentially nonzero border LE was possible for both individual and simultaneous nominal border alignment. Note that
optimal centroid and border LE were determined from separate registrations. Also, because these nominal, contourbased registrations served only to determine the lower bound
of each respective LE metric, it was not necessary to compute border LE for centroid alignment or centroid LE for
border alignment.
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To test for significant differences between various registration techniques, a one-way, repeated measures analysis of
variance known as the Friedman test was performed for centroid LE. Because the centroid LE was non-normally distributed, this nonparametric test was chosen to perform analysis
of variance using the ranks of centroid LE data across all
registration techniques, providing a more conservative analysis than the corresponding parametric test. Intercomparisons between registration techniques were made using the
Tukey range test. For individual target registration, this analysis was applied separately for GTVP and GTVLN centroid
LE (Fig. 3), whereas for simultaneous target registration, a
single analysis was applied over the centroid LE from both
targets collectively (Fig. 5).
Studies have shown that target volume regression can
compromise target shape and position reproducibility.4,29,34
Linear regression was used to determine correlation of LE
magnitude with regressing target volumes throughout treatment. Registrations were considered more robust against
volume regression as the R2 value decreased. In addition to
these effects, pathology-induced changes, including atelectasis and pleural effusion, may affect tissue contrast adjacent
to targets and impact the accuracy of rigid registration. In
this study, five patients demonstrated atelectasis and two
patients demonstrated pleural effusion, all of which either
fully or partially resolved or progressed during treatment. To
determine the significance of these effects, we compared the
centroid LE for patients with and without pathology-induced
changes using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. This nonparametric
analysis was chosen to address the non-normal distribution
of centroid LE. If patients with pathology-induced changes
did not demonstrate centroid LE significantly greater than
patients without such changes, then registrations were considered robust against this influence.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Individual target registration

Manual alignment of bony-anatomy resulted in initial
centroid LE of 7.3 6 5.4 mm for the GTVP and 5.3 6 3.4 mm
for the GTVLN. As shown in Fig. 2(a), bony alignment error
demonstrated moderate correlation with the normalized primary tumor volume throughout treatment (R2 ¼ 0.396). This
relationship was less evident for lymph nodes [Fig. 2(b),
R2 ¼ 0.197]. In this initial alignment, patients with pathologyinduced changes had mean GTVP LE of 9.2 6 6.9 mm, compared to 6.0 6 3.7 mm for patients without these changes
(p ¼ 0.10). GTVLN LE were 7.3 6 3.6 mm and 3.5 6 1.7 mm
for patients with and without these changes, respectively
(p < 0.001).
Automatic registration using the cross correlation algorithm
increased centroid LE to 10.0 6 8.5 mm and 6.9 6 4.4 mm for
the GTVP and GTVLN, respectively. Local correlation slightly
reduced corresponding LE to 6.5 6 5.5 mm and 4.8 6 4.1
mm, but the NMI cost function provided the lowest absolute
mean LE of 5.8 6 6.0 mm and 3.2 6 2.5 mm. NMI registration also reduced the correlation of centroid LE with normalized target volume throughout treatment (GTVP, R2 ¼ 0.203;
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FIG. 2. Magnitude of centroid LE after manual bony-anatomy registration, plotted against the normalized target volume relative to the beginning of treatment
for (a) the primary tumor and (b) involved lymph nodes.

GTVLN, R2 ¼ 0.080). Patients with pathology-induced changes
still demonstrated GTVP LE approximately 1.5 times larger
than patients without these changes (p > 0.10); however, the
difference between GTVLN LE was reduced to just 0.8 mm
for these patient subgroups as a result of NMI registration
(p > 0.10). Because NMI demonstrated the most potential to
improve target localization, this similarity metric was used for
all remaining studies.
Seeded NMI registration further improved centroid LE
for both the GTVP and GTVLN, respectively (Table III and
Fig. 3). The overall reduction in LE, however, stemmed
from just a handful of registrations with substantially
improved localization. Compared to standard NMI alignment, only 8 out of 82 seeded GTVP registrations improved
LE by more than 2 mm, but with an average improvement
of 15.9 mm (range: 3.7–28.5 mm). Likewise, only 4 out of
69 seeded lymph node registrations improved LE, but with
an average improvement of 7.1 mm (range: 2.8–10.5 mm).

Large centroid LE persisted for remaining registrations, with
35% of GTVP and 10% of GTVLN registration errors still
exceeding 5 mm. Despite these limitations, seeded registrations reduced the difference in centroid LE to just 0.5 mm
between patient subgroups with and without pathologyinduced changes (p > 0.10). The correlation between centroid LE and normalized target volume was also weak
(GTVP, R2 ¼ 0.03; GTVLN, R2 ¼ 0.11).
Similar LE magnitudes were obtained from intermediateTB and consecutive-TB registration techniques. Linear propagation of residual errors contributed to the magnitude of LE
for these registrations. Rereferenced registrations demonstrated the lowest centroid LE for both targets in this study,
although the improvements in target localization were much
more pronounced for the GTVP than the GTVLN. As with
seeded registrations, TB and RR registration strategies produced negligible differences in centroid LE between patient
subgroups with and without pathology-induced changes for

TABLE III. Mean (standard deviation) of the magnitude of centroid LE for both individual target registration (GTVP or GTVLN) and simultaneous target registration (collective or averaged). “Collective” registration involved the simultaneous alignment of the GTVP and GTVLN using a single registration, whereas
“averaged” registration consisted of separate alignments for each individual target volume, which were then averaged together to obtain the final transform.
Primary tumor registration (mm)
Registration
Bony-anatomy
Standard NMI
Seeded NMI
Intermediate transitive-based
Consecutive transitive-based
Intermediate rereferenced
Consecutive rereferenced
Nominal centroid alignment

Lymph node registration (mm)

Short name

GTVP

Collective

Averaged

GTVLN

Collective

Averaged

Bony
Standard
Seeded
Intermediate-TB
Consecutive-TB
Intermediate-RR
Consecutive-RR
Centroid

7.3 (5.4)
5.8 (6.0)
4.3 (2.5)
4.7 (3.7)
4.8 (3.7)
3.2 (3.0)
2.4 (2.1)
0.0 (0.0)

7.3 (5.7)
6.7 (6.9)
6.0 (6.1)
6.3 (7.2)
7.8 (12.3)
5.5 (5.8)
5.0 (5.2)
3.3 (2.3)

7.3 (5.7)
5.7 (5.5)
4.6 (3.1)
4.9 (4.2)
5.1 (3.8)
4.2 (3.3)
3.9 (2.7)
3.3 (2.3)

5.3 (3.4)
3.2 (2.5)
2.8 (1.8)
3.0 (2.0)
3.3 (1.7)
2.6 (2.2)
2.2 (1.4)
0.0 (0.0)

5.3 (3.4)
4.9 (4.1)
5.1 (4.4)
5.7 (5.0)
6.9 (10.7)
5.2 (4.3)
4.9 (3.7)
3.3 (2.3)

5.3 (3.4)
4.0 (2.7)
3.9 (2.3)
3.6 (2.1)
3.8 (2.2)
3.9 (2.5)
3.8 (2.3)
3.3 (2.3)

Note: GTVP: primary gross tumor volume; GTVLN: lymph node gross tumor volume; NMI: normalized mutual information algorithm.
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FIG. 3. Mean absolute centroid LE in the LR, AP, and SI directions and in three-dimensional (3D) magnitude after individual registration of (a) the primary tumor and (b) involved lymph nodes. Standard normalized mutual information (NMI) and transitive-based registrations were fully automatic, whereas seeded
NMI and rereferenced registrations required varying degrees of manual interaction and were considered semi-automatic. Single asterisks denote significantly
improved target localization relative to the initial bony-anatomy alignment, and double asterisks show additional significant improvement relative to other
automatic registration techniques. Nominal centroid alignment of individual target volumes (GTVP or GTVLN) resulted in perfect centroid overlap, corresponding to zero centroid LE.

both the GTVP (p > 0.07) and GTVLN (p > 0.10). In addition, RR registrations were also robust against target volume
regression, as the correlation between centroid LE and normalized target volume was largely eliminated (GTVP,
R2  0.07; GTVLN, R2  0.006).
A Friedman test was used to compare initial bony alignment errors against centroid LE from individual target registration using the NMI algorithm (Table III). Significant LE
reductions were observed for both the primary tumor
(p < 1  109) and lymph nodes (p < 1  109). As shown in
Fig. 3(a), all GTVP registration techniques significantly
improved primary tumor LE over bony alignment except for
standard registration. In addition, rereferenced registrations
demonstrated significant improvement over standard and

transitive-based techniques. No significant difference was
found between intermediate-RR and sequential-RR registrations. For the lymph nodes, all registration techniques
provided significant improvement over bony alignment
[Fig. 3(b)]. The consecutive-RR technique provided additional significant reductions over standard and transitivebased techniques but was not significantly better than seeded
or intermediate-RR alignments.
Unlike centroid LE, the frequency of border LE greater
than 2 mm, defined as the fraction of all target borders
with LE greater than this threshold, demonstrated less substantial variation between different registration techniques
(Table IV and Fig. 4). The frequency of GTVP border LE
decreased from 0.21 for bony alignment to between 0.12

TABLE IV. Fraction of all target borders demonstrating border LE greater than 2 mm for both individual target registration (GTVP or GTVLN) and simultaneous target registration (collective or averaged), as defined by the Table III caption.
Primary tumor registration

Lymph node registration

Registration

Short name

GTVP

Collective

Averaged

GTVLN

Collective

Averaged

Bony-anatomy
Standard NMI
Seeded NMI
Intermediate transitive-based
Consecutive transitive-based
Intermediate rereferenced
Consecutive rereferenced
Nominal border alignment

Bony
Standard
Seeded
Intermediate-TB
Consecutive-TB
Intermediate-RR
Consecutive-RR
Border

0.185
0.152
0.132
0.124
0.128
0.124
0.140
0.077

0.169
0.169
0.143
0.145
0.147
0.147
0.152
0.116

0.169
0.133
0.109
0.111
0.123
0.106
0.114
0.116

0.126
0.082
0.072
0.080
0.063
0.068
0.070
0.010

0.126
0.140
0.157
0.171
0.135
0.157
0.162
0.099

0.126
0.106
0.111
0.099
0.111
0.114
0.126
0.099

Note: GTVP: primary gross tumor volume; GTVLN: lymph node gross tumor volume; NMI: normalized mutual information algorithm.
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FIG. 4. Frequency of target border LE greater than 2 mm in the LR, AP, and SI directions and in all three dimensions (3D) after individual registration of (a)
the primary tumor and (b) involved lymph nodes. Nominal border alignment was defined as the transformation that minimized localization errors for opposing
target borders in each cardinal direction. In several cases, this provided localization of all borders in a given direction to within 2 mm, corresponding to a frequency of zero. NMI: normalized mutual information.

and 0.15 for the automatic and semi-automatic registration
techniques. Nominal GTVP border alignment indicated that
border LE frequencies as low as 0.09 were possible. This
nonzero frequency was attributed to target growth and
shape change throughout treatment. For the GTVLN, the

frequency of border LE was reduced from 0.17 for bony
alignment to between 0.06 and 0.08 for automatic and
semi-automatic registration. Nominal border alignment
showed that a frequency of 0.01 was possible for the lymph
nodes.

FIG. 5. Mean absolute centroid LE in the LR, AP, and SI directions and in three-dimensional magnitude (3D) after simultaneous “Averaged” registration of
both the primary tumor and involved lymph nodes. This registration technique involved separate alignments of each individual target volume, which were
then averaged together to obtain the final transform. Nominal centroid alignment was defined as the registration that minimized centroid LE for all targets
simultaneously using only translational degrees of freedom, indicating the degree of intertarget variability throughout treatment. Asterisks denote significantly
improved target localization relative to the initial bony-anatomy alignment. NMI: normalized mutual information.
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012
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FIG. 6. Frequency of target border LE greater than 2 mm in the LR, AP, and SI directions and in all three dimensions (3D) after simultaneous “Averaged”
registration of both the primary tumor and involved lymph nodes. This registration technique involved separate alignments of each individual target volume,
which were then averaged together to obtain the final transform. Nominal border alignment was defined as the transformation that minimized localization
errors for opposing target borders in each cardinal direction. NMI: normalized mutual information.

III.B. Simultaneous target registration

The collective method for simultaneous target registration
demonstrated centroid LE ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 times
greater than the corresponding averaged technique (Table III).
Because averaged registrations consistently performed better
for the current study population, this technique was exclusively chosen for further analysis. Figure 5 shows the mean
absolute centroid LE for the primary tumor and involved
lymph nodes using the averaged method of simultaneous
target registration. Using a Friedman test, all automatic
and semi-automatic registrations provided significant improvement over the initial bony alignment (p < 0.020).
Consecutive-RR registration also reduced target centroid LE
relative to standard registration by a significant margin
(p ¼ 0.012). Using nominal centroid alignment, minimum
centroid LE of 3.3 6 2.3 mm from manual target alignment
was possible. These errors were significantly lower than all
other registrations (p < 0.012) and provided an indication of
intertarget variability throughout treatment.
In terms of border localization (Table IV, Fig. 6), the frequencies of border LE greater than 2 mm from bony alignment were 0.169 for the GTVP and 0.126 for the GTVLN. As
with centroid LE, border LE frequencies were generally
larger for collective registration than for averaged registration. The frequency of errors for averaged registration
approached and in some cases surpassed the LE frequency
from manual border alignment, generally at the expense of
larger border LE for the other target. Seeded, averaged
registration provided the most consistent border alignment,
with frequencies of 0.11 for both targets. For comparison,
minimum frequencies of 0.12 and 0.10 for the GTVP and
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012

GTVLN, respectively, were obtained from nominal border
alignment.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, we aimed to evaluate the performance of
rigid registration for localizing targets in locally-advanced
lung cancer and to devise techniques to reduce LE for this
task. Despite the use of active breathing control, the initial
bony alignment resulted in large interfraction LE for the
GTVP, with systematic and random components consistent
with those from other studies involving active breathing control.29,34,35 Initial lymph node LE was also large and was
comparable to centroid errors reported by Juhler-Nøttrup
et al. from respiratory gated CTs acquired throughout treatment.10 It was possible to reduce LE for both targets using
automatic rigid registration. In particular, the NMI algorithm
demonstrated better centroid alignment than either the local
correlation or cross correlation algorithms. Significant
improvements were observed for the GTVLN; however, large
GTVP LE persisted, due in part to pathological and
pathology-induced changes throughout treatment.
Seeded NMI registrations further reduced LE for the both
targets. This strategy simulated a quick, approximate, manual pre-alignment of treatment targets performed by a clinician to guide the automatic registration. Although not a fully
automated technique, manual pre-alignment of targets prior
to automatic registration substantially improved 38% of
GTVP and 18% of GTVLN cases having initial bony alignment errors greater than 10 mm. In addition, substantial
improvements were demonstrated in 67% of both targets that
had LE greater than 10 mm from standard registration.
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A more profound improvement was noted for primary tumor
localization, as only slight overall LE reductions were noted
for the lymph nodes. In practice, no means exist to assess target LE during online image guidance, so this error threshold
of 10 mm would be difficult to implement. Instead, clinician
judgment would be required to gauge the necessity of seeding to guide automatic registrations.
Transitive-based registrations addressed the potentially
large deformations observed in some patients but resulted in
larger centroid LE than seeded registrations. Ideally, alignment of images acquired with fewer fractions between them
should be more robust against such changes. Transitivebased registrations therefore resulted in the alignment of
targets with increased similarity in size, shape, and configuration, which helped to reduce LE. In practice, during
routine online guidance, intermediate-TB and consecutiveTB techniques only require a single registration between the
on-treatment and intermediate images, as the relative orientation between intermediate and planning CTs will have
been established during a previous treatment fraction. Therefore, transitive-based registration is no more costly than
standard registration. One disadvantage of transitive-based
registration, however, is the propagation of target LE.
While a quality assurance protocol should be an integral
part of any automatic registration strategy, this would be
especially important for transitive-based registration to avoid
composing poor intermediate alignments.36 Not only would
this improve the localization of lung cancer targets but quality assurance may also prevent risk structures from entering
treatment fields. For example, as Fig. 1 demonstrates, the
correction of lymph node targets may induce large shifts in
risk structures, potentially causing sensitive organs like the
spinal cord and esophagus to be overdosed. It may be argued
that automatic registration with quality assurance would
overcomplicate the patient setup process, as an experienced
therapist could provide adequate target alignment in a reasonable amount of time. However, for less experienced
therapists, and for challenging patient cases (e.g., multiple
targets, substantial pathological changes, or pathologyinduced changes), an accurate automatic registration tool
would greatly assist with target localization. Automatic
registration may also improve the consistency of target localization, as manual alignments, including those performed by
experts, are prone to some degree of variability.16
The most accurate target localization in this study was
achieved using the intermediate-RR and consecutive-RR
techniques. By establishing an intermediate weekly CT as
the new reference for registration, transitive error propagation no longer impacted localization accuracy. The consequence, however, involved offline review to determine the
relative orientation between new and original reference
images. In the current study, this was accomplished by computing a nominal centroid alignment using existing target
contours, which in practice would require recontouring of all
target structures for each new reference image. As an alternative, new and original reference images could also be
aligned using manual target localization16 or deformable
registration,27,28 requiring the propagation of corresponding
Medical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012
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geometric uncertainties into the final LE. Because of the
workload associated with rereferencing all intermediate
images, consecutive-RR registration was considered too
demanding for routine clinical protocols. Instead, we recommend intermediate-RR registration, particularly for patients
with substantial target volume regression or pathologyinduced changes.
The optimal week for rereferencing was found to be
patient specific and difficult to predict a priori. The week 3
CT proved to be a reasonable intermediate image for most
patients in the current study population, although this was not
necessarily the optimal week for rereferencing. Both the normalized target volume and the time span between ontreatment and reference images were poor predictors of the
potential improvement of rereferenced registration, relative to
standard registration. However, rereferenced registration was
considered robust against normalized target volume regression and provided insignificant LE differences between
patient subgroups with and without pathology-induced
changes. Therefore, establishing a new reference image may
only be necessary for patients demonstrating these changes.
Such a decision could be implemented as part of a quality
assurance protocol. That is, if pathological or pathologyinduced changes are observed to complicate automatic registration, centroid LE may be reduced by establishing the current on-treatment image as a new reference for subsequent
fractions. More than one intermediate image may be necessary for patients with extraordinarily large deformations, as
was the case for one patient whose GTVP regressed 51% by
week 3 and 81% by week 7. Replanning may be required to
mitigate the dosimetric effect of such significant geometrical
changes. This introduces the additional complication of target
volume redefinition, as microscopic disease within the clinical
target volume (CTV) may not necessarily demonstrate the
same changes as the GTV. Rather than regenerating the CTV
by expansion of each newly contoured GTV throughout treatment, the original CTV could be deformably propagated using
the methods of Hugo et al., thus preserving the original volume of soft-tissue for irradiation.33 Note that recontouring
does not necessarily imply replanning, as the orientation of
each weekly image is ultimately determined relative to the
original planning CT [Eqs. (4) and (5)]. Replanning may further improve treatment delivery but evaluating this hypothesis
was outside the scope of the current study.
Prioritizing the alignment of primary tumors at the
expense of lymph node targets produced substantial LE due
to intertarget variability, consistent with findings from other
studies.18,37 This could lead to clinically relevant deviations
in lymph node dose as well as increased dose to nearby risk
structures.38 Knap et al. reported that registration of the internal target volume (containing both the GTVP and GTVLN)
was preferable to the alignment of bony-anatomy or individual targets.39 However, even though collective registration
tended to reduce centroid LE relative to bony alignment,
large residual errors persisted for patients in this study. Better
target localization was achieved by registering the primary tumor and lymph node targets separately, then computing the
unweighted average of individual target registrations. Using
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nominal centroid alignment based on target contours, minimum centroid LE exceeding 3 mm were observed due to differential variability between primary lung tumors and
involved lymph nodes throughout treatment. This indicates
that simple couch shifts were not sufficient to correct all
interfractional geometric uncertainties.16,37 Various adaptations of standard registration provided simultaneous target
localization that approached this lower threshold, particularly
using rereferenced registrations. Further reductions in centroid LE would likely require some form of adaptive radiotherapy, which could compensate for changes in target shape,
volume, and configuration.
Coupling adaptation with optimal target localization techniques may provide a more efficient form of adaptive radiotherapy, where rereferenced registration and replanning are
not required daily. For example, daily online replanning
could theoretically reduce interfractional geometric uncertainties to near zero. However, online replanning remains an
expensive process in terms of personnel, process costs, and
the time each patient would spend on the treatment table.
Instead, a high quality online registration could help to identify cases where replanning is required or where a simple
online couch shift is sufficient for target localization. This
would reduce the frequency of online replanning in many
cases, improving the efficiency of the adaptive process. Furthermore, replanning implies the selection of a new reference
image for registration of future fractions. This form of adaptation could therefore reduce the lower bound of target LE
and minimize registration errors. More treatment fractions
would rely on automatic registration, improving the efficiency of adaptive radiotherapy by reducing the necessary
frequency of replanning.
One limitation of this study involved the registration of
helical CT scans to simulate patient setup. More realistic
clinical protocols would require registration between a planning CT and a cone-beam or megavoltage CT, in which
image quality will differ. With cone-beam CT, no difference
would be expected in the alignment of high-contrast boundaries between lung tumors and the surrounding lung parenchyma, but poor soft-tissue differentiation of mediastinal
tumors and involved lymph nodes may increase LE and
complicate registration techniques explored in the current
study. Soft-tissue surrogates such as the carina may be necessary to assist with the localization of mediastinal targets
from CBCT images. As such, the reader should consider the
results of this study to be a lower bound on LE for lung cancer targets during image-guided radiotherapy. This also
implies a lower limit on the required size of treatment margins. However, we refrain from computing margins for the
current study population because only one source of uncertainty—interfractional geometric variability—was considered. Margin formulations are most useful only when they
consider all sources of uncertainty throughout treatment.
As a second potential limitation, comparison of the various
registration techniques was based solely on centroid and border LE for the GTV, which may not necessarily correlate with
those of the CTV.33 Optimal GTV localization may also place
nearby critical structures at higher risk of irradiation, particuMedical Physics, Vol. 39, No. 1, January 2012
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larly for tumors demonstrating anisotropic regression. CTV
and critical structure localization is the subject of future study.
Despite the use of PINNACLE3 as the only tested platform for
data collection, the registration algorithms of this treatment
planning system should be generalizable to other registration
platforms as well. Finally, only translational degrees of freedom were used in this study to simulate couch shifts, but further improvements in target alignment may be possible by
including rotations,40 especially for simultaneous registration.
All of these considerations are important to achieve optimal
tumor coverage and normal tissue sparing.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Locally-advanced lung cancer presents a challenge to
standard, rigid image registration due to target shape, volume, and configuration changes commonly observed in this
disease. To improve target alignment with image-guided
radiation therapy, periodically establishing a new reference
image for automatic or semi-automatic registration is suggested, particularly for primary lung tumors. For simultaneous alignment of the primary tumor and involved lymph
nodes, individual targets should be registered separately and
the resulting transformations averaged, rather than aligning
the collective volume of all targets with a single registration.
Despite improvement in target alignment with these methods, intertarget variability limits the accuracy of simultaneous target registration, indicating that couch shifts cannot be
used to correct all localization errors.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To evaluate deformable mesh registration (DMR) as a tool for validating automatic
target registration algorithms used during image-guided radiation therapy.
Methods: DMR was implemented in a hierarchical model, with rigid, affine, and B-spline
transforms optimized in succession to register a pair of surface meshes. The gross tumor volume
(primary tumor and involved lymph nodes) were contoured by a physician on weekly CT scans
in a cohort of lung cancer patients and converted to surface meshes. The meshes from weekly
CT images were registered to the mesh from the planning CT, and the resulting registered
meshes were compared with the delineated surfaces. Known deformations were also applied to
the meshes, followed by mesh registration to recover the known deformation. Mesh registration
accuracy was assessed at the mesh surface by computing the symmetric surface distance (SSD)
between vertices of each registered mesh pair. Mesh registration quality in regions within
10 mm of the mesh surface was evaluated with respect to a high quality deformable image
registration.
Results: For 18 patients presenting with a total of 19 primary lung tumors and 24 lymph node
targets, the SSD averaged 1.3 ± 0.5 mm and 0.8 ± 0.2 mm, respectively. Vertex registration
errors (VRE) relative to the applied known deformation were 0.8 ± 0.7 mm and 0.2 ± 0.3 mm for
the primary tumor and lymph nodes, respectively. Inside the mesh surface, corresponding
average VRE ranged from 0.6 to 0.9 mm and 0.2 to 0.9 mm, respectively. Outside the mesh
surface, average VRE ranged from 0.7 to 1.8 mm and 0.2 to 1.4 mm. The magnitude of errors
generally increased with increasing distance away from the mesh.
Conclusions: Provided that delineated surfaces are available, deformable mesh registration is an
accurate and reliable method for obtaining a reference registration to validate automatic target
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registration algorithms for image-guided radiation therapy, specifically in regions on or near the
target surfaces.
Key words
Image-guided radiation therapy, deformable registration, localization, lung cancer

I. INTRODUCTION
Image-guided radiotherapy has facilitated substantial improvements in target localization
accuracy.1 Many studies have explored the use of direct target alignment to reduce treatment
margins and improve the overall precision of radiotherapy delivery.2–4 For lung cancer alone,
several groups have demonstrated the feasibility and benefit of automatic or semi-automatic softtissue-based rigid registration for localizing primary tumors.5,6 The ability of these registration
algorithms to provide fast, reproducible target alignment makes them attractive for patient
positioning. However, large anatomical changes during treatment and the limited image quality
of onboard imaging systems can impact the accuracy of automated rigid target registration. 7 As
a result, interest in deformable and semi-deformable registration during image-guided radiation
therapy is mounting, with efforts including the multi-region of interest registration technique for
head-and-neck tumors8 and model-based registration for liver tumors.9 In locally-advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer, targets are often dynamic, demonstrating substantial shape and volume
change

throughout

conventionally

fractionated

radiotherapy.10,11

Development

and

implementation of deformable registration to guide online tumor localization would also be
warranted in this site.
During algorithm development and before clinically implementing deformable
registration algorithms for the purpose of target localization, an important preliminary step
involves their validation and establishing residual error that can be used to help determine
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appropriate margins. A tumor is considered to be well-localized during treatment if its surface
can be positioned inside the same target from the planning CT. Validation must therefore be
capable of identifying potential misalignments in the tumor surface resulting from automatic
registration. A common strategy involves physician delineation of targets on both planning and
localization images. By propagating the target contour through registration from one image to
the other, the propagated and delineated contours can be compared as an assessment of
registration quality.
An appropriate measure must be selected for comparing propagated and delineated
contours that provides information on the accuracy of the registration algorithm.

In this

application, strategies such as volume overlap3 are not useful for comparing the contours, as they
provide no information on spatial error that can be used for margin formulation. Surface border
error12,13 and other distance-to-surface methods provide a measure of spatial accuracy. However,
because manual delineated contours lack point-to-point correspondence information, distance-tosurface metrics measure radial errors between surfaces, and cannot identify exact distance
between corresponding points on the surfaces. Identification of a distribution of corresponding
intensity features or landmarks between the two registered images may solve this problem, but
seems superfluous if the physician-delineated target contours are already available on both
images.
Furthermore, direct comparison of surfaces with a distance-to-surface metric results in
high sensitivity to the high-frequency component of manual delineation error. For example,
delineation on axial slices is known to result in substantial slice-to-slice variability, which leads
to rough surface contours. In the case of perfect registration, the rough surface contours would
result in the distance-to-surface metric being on the order of the slice-to-slice contour variability.
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This issue makes it difficult for distance-to-surface metrics to distinguish between registration
accuracy and delineation error.
To solve these problems, we propose to use deformable mesh registration (DMR)
algorithm to align surface meshes from physician-delineated targets, and to parameterize the
resulting transform with a cubic B-spline algorithm. This basis was selected 1) so that the
transform can be estimated near as well as on the surface, and 2) so that the coarseness of the Bspline grid can be controlled to reduce the effect of manual delineation error on the registration.
The primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of an in-house DMR algorithm
using meshes with known vertex-to-vertex correspondence. The accuracy of this tool is assessed
by comparison against a known transform from intensity-based deformable image registration
(DIR). Evaluation is conducted for the target surface as well as for regions near the surface. We
also assess the ability of DMR to align physician-delineated surface meshes where the vertex-tovertex correspondence is unknown.

II. METHODS
A deformable mesh registration tool was developed for the non-rigid alignment of a pair
of surface meshes. The accuracy of this tool was assessed using physician-delineated targets as
well as deformably-propagated targets generated from a known transform. Deformable mesh
registration was then compared against this known deformation to evaluate the registration
accuracy both on and near the mesh surface.
II.A. Deformable mesh registration
An in-house DMR tool was implemented using the Insight Segmentation and
Registration Toolkit14 (v3.20) to consist of three transforms optimized sequentially, as shown in
Figure 1. First, a rigid similarity transform provided translational and rotational degrees of
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freedom in addition to a single uniform scaling parameter. This scaling promoted a more robust
initial alignment for regressing target structures than rigid registration without scaling. The next
step involved an affine transform with three-dimensional scaling and shearing parameters in
addition to any further translational and rotational corrections. Lastly, a deformable B-spline
transform fine-tuned the registration and yielded the final mesh alignment.
The similarity between reference and moving meshes was computed using the symmetric
Euclidean distance. Briefly, the magnitude of all nearest-neighbor distances was calculated in
both directions: from reference mesh vertices to the moving mesh and from moving mesh
vertices to the reference mesh. This accounted for the orientation of both surfaces relative to
each other, as opposed to the unidirectional Euclidean distance commonly employed in point set
registrations.15 Although this did not guarantee symmetry in the final forward and inverse
transforms, preliminary tests demonstrated that the symmetric Euclidean distance did increase
the consistency between these transforms.

These distances were minimized during the

registration process using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which was applied separately for
each of the three sequential transforms.16
II.B. Physician-delineated and deformably-propagated surface meshes
Computed tomography (CT) images were acquired once per week throughout
radiotherapy treatment for 18 lung cancer patients using an active breath-hold technique. Four to
seven weekly CTs were available for each patient. Refer to Weiss et al. for details on the study
population and to Glide-Hurst et al. regarding the imaging protocol.10,17 One patient presented
with two primary tumors, and 15 patients presented with between 1 and 4 involved lymph nodes,
for a total of 19 tumors and 24 involved lymph nodes in this study. Treatment targets were
contoured on all images by a physician and converted to surface meshes using the Pinnacle3
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treatment planning system (version 8.1, Philips Medical Systems, Fitchburg, WI). Primary
tumors ranged in size from 0.6 to 377.3 cm3 (median: 50.8 cm3) and contained between 414 and
3097 mesh vertices (median: 2350). The lymph node targets ranged from 0.4 to 17.8 cm3
(median: 2.2 cm3) and contained 266 to 2170 mesh vertices (median: 448). Meshes contained an
average of 50 vertices per cm2 surface area, which provided sufficiently accurate registrations
without demanding extensive run times.

Registrations were performed on the Pinnacle

workstation and required between 5 and 25 minutes to compute all three transforms.
The first image (labeled ‘week 1’) generally corresponded to the planning CT, so all
targets from the week 1 CT were designated as reference meshes for deformable registration.
Corresponding weekly tumors and involved nodes designated as moving meshes. All weekly
images were initially registered to the planning CT by manually aligning bony-anatomy. A total
of 93 primary tumor registrations and 119 lymph node registrations were then performed using
these surface meshes. For patients presenting with multiple primary tumors and/or multiple
metastatic lymph nodes, each individual target structure was contoured and registered separately.
Physician-delineated meshes marked the ground truth for this study, but no
correspondence existed between the vertices from reference and moving meshes, which
precluded the calculation of mesh registration errors. To provide a known correspondence for
initial validation of the deformable mesh registration, a second set of moving meshes was
generated by deformably propagating the reference meshes to all other weekly images using a
known transform. The known transform was obtained from previous intensity-based deformable
image registration studies in this dataset18 using the small deformation, inverse consistent linear
elastic (SICLE) algorithm.19 Briefly, SICLE uses a cost function composed of a sum of squared
distances similarity metric, a linear elasticity penalty term, an inverse consistency penalty term,
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and a Fourier basis to represent the transform. For two patients, resolving atelectasis throughout
treatment prohibited accurate image registration with SICLE, so their treatment targets were
excluded from the analysis of deformably-propagated meshes. Thus, 104 and 135 primary tumor
and lymph node meshes were included in 86 and 112 registrations, respectively.
II.C. Analysis
II.C.1. Mesh registration accuracy
Registrations were first performed for the deformably-propagated meshes. Because the
correspondence of vertices was preserved after applying the known transform, it was possible to
compute the distance from each vertex on the moving mesh to its known location on the
reference mesh. These distances provided a measure of the vertex registration error (VRE).
Prior to and after each step in the registration process, the average, root-mean-square (RMS), and
maximum VRE were tabulated. The mean and standard deviation for each of these statistics was
then computed separately over all primary tumor registrations and all lymph node registrations.
Next, registrations were performed for the physician-delineated meshes. In this case, no
correspondence existed between vertices of reference and moving meshes, precluding the
calculation of VRE. The quality of mesh alignment was instead computed using the symmetric
surface distance (SSD), a metric very closely related to the symmetric Euclidean distance
utilized in DMR.20 Prior to and after each step in the registration, the average SSD was given by
the mean of all nearest-neighbor vertex distances in both directions (reference mesh vertices to
the moving mesh as well as moving mesh vertices to the reference mesh); the RMS SSD was
given by the square root of the mean of the squared nearest-neighbor distances in both directions;
and the maximum SSD was given by the single largest nearest-neighbor distance in either
direction (also known as the Hausdorff distance).
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As with VRE, the mean and standard

deviation for each of these statistics was computed separately over all primary tumor
registrations and all lymph node registrations. Note that the SSD did not constitute a true error
metric. This measure only indicated how closely the vertices of two surface meshes were
aligned.
II.C.2. Mesh registration regional consistency
In order for mesh registration to provide a useful validation for target localization from
intensity-based registration algorithms, the mesh registration tool must be accurate not just on the
surface but near it as well, since presumably a deformable target localization algorithm will use
intensity information near the surface to drive the registration. The following methods were
designed to extend the VRE analysis to regions surrounding the surface of target meshes. After
deformable registration of propagated meshes, the resulting B-spline transform was sampled at
the center of all voxels on or near the surface of the reference mesh. The resulting deformation
vectors were compared against the known intensity-based deformation that was used to generate
these propagated meshes.

At the surface of the meshes, the two deformation fields were

expected to demonstrate accuracy similar to the VRE measured above. Therefore, the goal of
this analysis was to quantify the accuracy of deformable mesh registration near, but not on, the
surface.
To accomplish this goal, the reference mesh was converted to a binary surface mask to
limit the analysis to only those voxels within a narrow band on the mesh surface. A distance
map was then used to compute the proximity of all neighboring voxels to the binary mask,
measured in an integer number of voxels.14,21 This allowed the binary mask to be expanded
(positive voxels) or contracted (negative voxels) for analysis of additional bands of image voxels
which varied with proximity to the surface of the reference mesh. Expansions and contractions
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of up to 5 voxels were considered in this study, corresponding to distances of up to 10 mm from
the mesh surface for 1.2×1.2×2.0 mm3 voxels. On a voxel-by-voxel basis within each narrow
band, the difference vectors were computed between the deformation fields from DMR and the
known transform. The absolute mean, RMS, and maximum of the magnitude of the difference
vectors were tabulated for each propagated mesh registration.

These statistics were then

averaged over all primary tumor registrations and all lymph node registrations.
To further evaluate the regional consistency of DMR with respect to the known
deformation, a sub-volume was defined around each voxel, spanning a diameter of 1 to 17
voxels. Then, all difference vectors within a given sub-volume were averaged to obtain a
measure of the local agreement between DMR and the known deformation. This analysis was
conducted as a function of distance from the mesh surface, with the absolute mean and maximum
magnitude of difference vectors recorded for each propagated mesh registration.

III. RESULTS
III.A. Mesh registration accuracy
Figure 2 shows the vertex registration errors (VRE) for the deformably-propagated target
meshes in their initial alignment and following each transform in the registration process. Errors
for the unregistered primary tumor averaged 7.2 ± 4.5 mm, but individual vertices demonstrated
maximum errors as large as 11.9 ± 7.2 mm.

The rigid transform reduced the average and

maximum errors to 2.3 ± 1.6 mm and 5.3 ± 3.5 mm, respectively, with additional improvements
provided by the affine and B-spline transforms. After registration, the final average VRE was
0.8 ± 0.7 mm (range: 0.0 to 1.5 mm), with maximum errors of 3.2 ± 2.9 mm (range: 0.0 to
10.1 mm). Lymph node registrations demonstrated a similar trend. Average VRE for this target
was 5.9 ± 3.9 mm prior to registration and 0.8 ± 0.5 mm after the rigid transform. Final average
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and maximum VRE were 0.2 ± 0.3 mm (range: 0.0 to 0.8 mm) and 0.8 ± 1.1 mm (range: 0.0 to
3.4 mm), respectively.
For comparison between VRE and SSD metrics, we also computed the SSD for the
deformably-propagated target meshes.

After the final B-spline transform, the average and

maximum SSD were 0.7 ± 0.5 mm and 2.0 ± 1.5 mm for the primary tumor, and 0.2 ± 0.2 mm
and 0.6 ± 0.7 mm for lymph nodes.
For physician-delineated meshes, Figure 3 summarizes the SSD throughout the
registration process. The average primary tumor SSD was 4.1 ± 2.8 mm prior to registration,
with maximum SSD of 15.2 ± 7.9 mm.

After deformable mesh registration, the B-spline

transform resulted in an average SSD of 1.3 ± 0.5 mm (range: 0.1 to 9.0 mm) and a maximum
SSD of 4.5 ± 1.9 mm (range: 1.2 to 9.9 mm). For the lymph nodes, the average SSD prior to
registration was 3.2 ± 2.1 mm, with a maximum SSD of 8.4 ± 4.4 mm. The B-spline transform
resulted in an average SSD of 0.8 ± 0.2 mm (range: 0.1 to 0.9 mm), with a maximum SSD of
2.1 ± 0.8 mm (range: 1.3 to 3.7 mm).
III.B. Mesh registration regional consistency
Figure 4 highlights the results of a voxel-by-voxel comparison of the transform vectors
from deformable mesh registration and the known deformation field. At the surface of primary
lung tumors, the magnitude of transform vector differences averaged 0.6 ± 0.5 mm and
demonstrated maximum differences of 2.5 ± 2.5 mm. These differences were noted to increase
with increasing distance from the mesh. Inside the reference mesh (represented by negative
voxel distances), differences averaged 0.6 to 0.9 mm. Average vector differences outside the
mesh surface ranged from 0.7 to 1.8 mm, with maximum differences ranging from 3.3 to
8.2 mm. For lymph node registrations, the average and maximum transform vector differences
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were 0.2 ± 0.3 mm and 0.6 ± 1.0 mm at the surface of these targets. Average vector differences
ranged from 0.2 to 0.9 mm inside the lymph node surface and 0.2 to 1.4 mm outside the surface.
Maximum errors of1.1 ± 0.8 mm and 5.5 ± 6.1 mm were computed at a distance of five voxels
inside and outside the mesh surface, respectively.
Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of local averaging within regions of varying diameter.
On the surface of primary tumor meshes, the average magnitude of differences between DMR
and the known deformation ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 mm. At a distance of five voxels, average
differences were 0.5 to 0.9 mm inside the mesh and 1.6 to 1.8 mm outside the mesh. In both
cases, the differences were generally reduced as the region diameter increased. The maximum
differences for primary tumor registrations ranged from 2.4 to 2.8 mm at the mesh surface, from
1.3 to 2.0 mm five voxels inside the mesh surface, and from 6.7 to 8.2 mm five voxels outside
the mesh surface. Similar trends were noted for lymph node registrations. Average differences
of 0.2 to 0.5 mm, 0.2 to 0.9 mm, and 0.9 to 1.4 mm were observed on the mesh surface, five
voxels inside the mesh, and five voxels outside the mesh, respectively. Corresponding maximum
errors for the lymph nodes were 0.5 to 1.2 mm, 0.2 to 1.1 mm, and 2.7 to 5.5 mm. At a distance
of 5 voxels inside or outside the mesh surface, differences were again reduced as the region
diameter increased.

IV. DISCUSSION
This study aimed to evaluate deformable mesh registration as a validation tool for
deformable and semi-deformable image registration algorithms for automatic target localization
in image-guided radiation therapy.

The developed DMR algorithm demonstrated vertex

registration errors for the deformably-propagated meshes that were less than the voxel size for
images in this study. Primary tumor registrations contributed larger errors than lymph node
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registrations. This was because the primary tumors were generally larger and more irregularly
shaped than the lymph nodes, and thus underwent greater shape and volume change (by absolute
distance and volume).

Results in this study are relatively consistent with intensity-based

registrations, which often demonstrate accuracy on the order of the voxel size or less. This is
also less than the range of typical action levels for patient setup corrections, where treatment
couch shifts less than 2 to 3 mm are generally ignored.2,22,23
Using DMR, intensity-based registration algorithms for online target localization could
be validated on and near the target surface by comparison against the DMR transform. It should
be noted that DMR was not intended for online validation during image-guided radiotherapy
(e.g., as a ‘second check’ of automated registration). Rather, this validation tool was designed
for use during the development and validation of intensity-based target localization algorithms to
be implemented during online guidance. Because DMR relies solely on the alignment of surface
mesh vertices, this approach provides a method of validation that is independent of local
intensity values and that is expected to be more robust than DIR against large deformation and
tissue change.
The above analysis provides a straightforward method for validating deformable image
registration using DMR, an example of which is provided in Figure 6. However, this technique
may also be applied to other types of image registration. One particularly suitable application is
block-matching registration, in which the rigid alignment of a series of small blocks of image
content yields an effective global registration of the entire image.24,25 In this case, the expected
transform for an individual block placed near the surface of a contoured target could be predicted
by DMR. If all blocks are registered consistently with the corresponding DMR transforms, then
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it is likely that the global image registration will adequately capture the contoured target volume.
Similar methods may be extended to the validation of rigid and affine transforms as well.
Because the deformably-propagated meshes were generated from intensity-based
registration of the weekly CTs, these meshes were reasonably similar to the physician-delineated
meshes for the patients in this study. Exceptions were noted for two patients with resolving
atelectasis, which was why these patients were excluded from VRE-related studies and limited to
SSD-based analysis.

The final VRE results were thus expected to provide an estimate of

registration errors for physician-delineated meshes, which lacked a known vertex
correspondence. Differences between the VRE and SSD were analyzed by computing both
metrics for artificially-deformed meshes. As expected, slight reductions were noted for the
average SSD, indicating that the nearest-neighbor vertices were generally located very close to
the actual corresponding vertices. However, substantially larger differences were noted between
the maximum VRE and maximum SSD. This result highlights the potential for large registration
errors parallel to the target surface, where nearest-neighbor vertices may be somewhat removed
from the true corresponding vertices. The maximum SSD of physician-delineated meshes may
therefore be somewhat underestimated. When applying DMR as a validation tool, the average
SSD should be computed as the more reliable measure, specifically by considering the transform
vectors from a distribution of points throughout the entire target surface.
The SSD for physician-delineated meshes was actually found to be somewhat larger than
the VRE of the artificially-deformed meshes, the reason for which may be twofold. First,
although contouring uncertainties may impact the initial target from the planning CT, no
additional contouring variability was present for the remaining artificially-deformed meshes. In
contrast, the physician-delineated meshes were all created independently, and contouring
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variability between targets could have potentially contributed to larger SSD results. The second
reason likely stemmed from the fact that the known deformation in this study only approximated
the true underlying anatomic and pathological changes for patients in this study. Because the
physician-delineated meshes were identified on the actual patient images, these meshes likely
incorporated a greater degree of irregularity that was actually present in the weekly CTs. These
mesh irregularities could have also potentially contributed to larger SSD results.
The final DMR transform, as well as the magnitude of the SSD metric, has some
dependence on the density of points in the surface mesh. In this work, targets contained an
average of 50 vertices per cm2 (range: 12 to 120) along their surface, which was selected to
balance registration accuracy and execution time. Increasing the density of mesh vertices would
have likely had a negligible influence on the final DMR transform and on the SSD reported in
this study. However, decreasing the number of mesh points could potentially introduce a slight
degree of variability in the final transform and could also increase the SSD by a small amount.
The extent of this effect would depend on how sparsely distributed the mesh vertices were. In
general, we anticipate a very small impact on the DMR transform for all but the most sparsely
sampled vertex distributions.
The focus of this study involved the application of DMR to validate intensity-based
registration of local image sub-volumes. For image voxels at the surface of the propagated
meshes, the transform vectors from deformable mesh registration demonstrated sub-millimeter
agreement with a known deformation field. The average magnitude of vector differences was
found to be consistent with the average VRE, as expected. Furthermore, these discrepancies
remained relatively constant inside the surface of target meshes. Larger discrepancies, however,
were noted outside the surface of these meshes. This indicates that while DMR may be a reliable
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validation tool on or just inside the target surface, uncertainties can become much more
substantial at distances farther outside these volumes. It was possible to reduce uncertainties by
averaging the result of DMR over localized regions, but as evident in Figure 5, large
uncertainties persisted at greater distances outside the mesh surface. The scope of DMR as a
validation tool should thus be limited to regions near the target surface. Registration accuracy in
these regions is one of the primary concerns for target localization, which stems from the
importance of orienting the target entirely within the intended radiation fields.

For other

applications such as dose mapping and adaptive radiotherapy tasks, the requirement for accurate
surface alignment is necessary but may not be sufficient, illustrating one of the limitations of our
method.
Because DMR relies on target contours, this method is also inherently limited by
contouring variability. The surface of primary lung tumors is generally well-visualized against
the surrounding lung parenchyma, improving the reliability of contours in these regions. Larger
variability may be expected for tumors extending into the mediastinum or bordering atelectasis.
Systematic contouring errors along these parts of the tumor surface would lead directly to local
systematic errors in the deformable mesh transform, consequently leading to larger discrepancies
between DMR and DIR in these regions. Because of the reduced contrast in the mediastinum or
near atelectasis, however, discrepancies between the two algorithms could also stem from
uncertainties in the intensity-based registration. Operator judgment may be necessary to resolve
the true source of discrepancies in this case.
Contouring variability with high spatial frequency, such as slice-to-slice variability, is not
anticipated to substantially detract from the final DMR transform. This is because B-spline
registration provides a locally smooth transform in which the effect of purely random
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fluctuations should cancel out. Relatively few B-spline control points are used in this study to
promote a smooth transform and avoid over-fitting the mesh models.

This effect can be

observed in the rightmost panel of Figure 1, where the high-frequency ‘roughness’ of the
contours has not been smoothed out by the registration.
As a final limitation, deformable mesh registration cannot be considered a “ground truth”
for determining the registration errors of other algorithms because of potential contouring
variability noted above as well as the registration errors reported in this work. Instead, in lieu of
a ground truth, DMR is intended to serve as a standard metric for comparing different intensitybased registrations at or near the tumor surface(Figure 6). We expect that DMR provides a
reasonably accurate approximation of the true underlying changes in anatomy as it is based on
the physician’s clinical judgment and potentially other sources of clinical information (e.g.,
PET/CT). In general, a DIR algorithm in better agreement with DMR is more likely to reflect
the underlying anatomical changes at the target surface than another algorithm with worse
agreement. This logic may also be applied to algorithm development, where two different
versions of a code could both be compared against DMR to determine which better localizes the
target surface. Future work will involve the application of DMR in this capacity, as we work
toward robust automatic registration tools for target localization.

V. CONCLUSION
A deformable mesh registration tool has been implemented for the purpose of validating
the quality of target localization from automatic image registration in image-guided radiation
therapy. The sub-voxel accuracy of this tool was reasonable for the specific application of target
localization, with errors less than the typical action levels of modern patient setup protocols.
Although this tool is limited to validating registrations of the image sub-volumes encompassed
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by the given meshes, its applicability extends to both rigid (including affine) and non-rigid
registration problems.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Figure 1. Starting with the initially unregistered meshes, deformable mesh registration proceeds
through three sequential steps: (1) a rigid similarity transform that includes an isotropic scaling
parameter, (2) an affine transform, and (3) a B-spline deformable transform.
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Figure 2. Average, root-mean-square (RMS), and maximum vertex registration errors between
reference and deformably propagated surface meshes at each step in the registration process.
Error bars represent one standard deviation across all target registrations.
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Figure 3. Average, root-mean-square (RMS), and maximum symmetric surface distances
between reference and physician-delineated meshes at each step in the registration process.
Error bars represent one standard deviation across all target registrations.
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Figure 4. Average, root-mean-square, and maximum of the magnitude of the differences between
transform vectors from deformable mesh registration and the known deformation, plotted as a
function of distance (in voxels) from the fixed mesh surface. Positive distances represent
outward displacements from the surface mesh.
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Figure 5. Average (top row) and maximum (bottom row) of the regional differences between
deformable mesh registration and a known deformation for primary tumor meshes (left column)
and lymph node meshes (right column). Results were assessed as a function of both region size
and the distance from the center voxel of a given region to the mesh surface.
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Figure 6. Deformable mesh registration (DMR) for validation of automatic intensity-based target
registration algorithms. The initial primary GTV (top left) demonstrated some regression and
shape change by week 5 of treatment (top center). Intensity-based deformable image registration
(DIR) was performed between these two CTs (top right), and the transform vectors were
computed from DIR at each vertex on the initial GTV surface mesh (bottom left, shown for the
current slice only). By comparing these transform vectors against those from DMR (bottom
center), the resulting differences (bottom right) can be used to detect inconsistency between
DMR and DIR. In this case, it is clear from the top right panel that the DIR algorithm
underestimated the magnitude of tumor volume change, consistent with the difference between
DMR and DIR deformation fields.
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To implement and evaluate a block-matching registration (BMR) algorithm for locallyadvanced lung tumor localization during image-guided radiotherapy.
Methods: Small (1 cm3), non-overlapping image sub-volumes (“blocks”) were automatically
placed on the planning image throughout the entire tumor surface using a measure of the
gradient. Blocks were independently and automatically registered to the on-treatment image
using a rigid transform. A multi-resolution strategy was implemented for improved speed and
accuracy. At each resolution, multiple potential displacement vectors were initially permitted for
each block. Then, after all blocks were registered, the final set of displacement vectors (one per
block) was iteratively determined to maximize the local displacement consistency across
immediately neighboring blocks. Finally, the optimal rigid transform for the on-treatment image
was extracted using a Procrustes analysis, providing the couch shift for patient setup correction.
This algorithm was evaluated for 18 locally-advanced lung cancer patients, each with 4 to 7
weekly on-treatment CT scans having physician-delineated gross tumor volumes (GTV).
Volume overlap and radial border error (RBE) were calculated relative to the nominal physicianidentified targets to establish residual error after registration.
Results: Implementation of multi-resolution registration improved block matching accuracy by
39%. By also permitting multiple potential displacements per block, initial errors were reduced
by 65%. After BMR with the final implementation, left-right, anterior-posterior, and superiorinferior systematic RBE were 3.2, 2.4, and 4.4 mm respectively, with random RBE of 2.4, 2.1,
and 2.7 mm. Required margins included both localization and delineation uncertainties and
ranged from 5.0 to 11.7 mm, an average of 40% less than required for bony alignment.
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Conclusions: BMR is a promising approach for automatic lung tumor localization. Further
evaluation is warranted to assess the accuracy and robustness of BMR against other potential
localization strategies.

Key words
Non-small-cell lung cancer, image registration, image-guided radiation therapy

I. INTRODUCTION
Online image guidance is an established and powerful tool for reducing geometric
uncertainties in radiotherapy.1 For example, inter-fractional errors resulting from patient setup
variability are routinely corrected by on-treatment imaging immediately prior to each fraction.2,3
Using volumetric imaging, direct visualization of primary tumors has enabled accurate and
robust localization, particularly for lung tumors. Precision in patient setup is essential for
modern treatment techniques that utilize narrow margins, steep dose gradients, and
hypofractionated treatment regimens.
Direct localization of primary lung tumors is possible using both manual4,5 and
automatic6–8 registration techniques.

However, these approaches predominantly apply to

stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT), where targets are generally small and wellFurthermore, with treatments lasting only 1 to 2 weeks, changes in pathology and surrounding
anatomy are generally limited,9 resulting in straightforward target localization. This is not the
case for locally-advanced lung tumors, where tumor shrinkage over time and pulmonary
conditions such as atelectasis or pleural effusion introduce substantial geometric variability
throughout treatment.10 These pathoanatomical changes present a major challenge to manual and
automatic rigid registration algorithms11,12 as well as commonly-available deformable
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registration algorithms.13

A more robust registration technique is needed to improve the

reliability of target localization for locally-advanced lung cancer patients.
The current study explores the feasibility of an automatic block-matching registration
(BMR) algorithm as an alternative for improved lung tumor localization. This registration
technique is carried out in three subsequent steps.14,15 First, small image sub-volumes, termed
“blocks”, are identified and distributed on the planning CT to prioritize the registration of
distinct tumor features. Each block is then independently registered to the on-treatment image
using an automatic rigid transform. Finally, the displacement vectors from each separate block
registration are reduced to a global registration of the on-treatment image, representing a couch
shift for patient setup corrections. This registration strategy offers several key advantages to its
novel application of target localization. Because this algorithm relies on the rigid alignment of
many small image blocks, BMR is expected to execute as quickly as rigid registration of the
entire target volume and faster than rigid registration of the entire on-treatment image.16,17
Furthermore, because each block is registered independently, complex deformations such as
shearing and tissue topology changes can be recovered. Lastly, the set of block displacement
vectors can be regularized or filtered to reduce the impact of mis-registrations on the final image
alignment.18–20
The purpose of this study is to implement and evaluate a block-matching registration
algorithm specifically for the localization of locally-advanced lung tumors. The accuracy and
robustness of block-matching is assessed for several different BMR implementations, including a
new algorithm based on the identification of multiple candidate registrations for each individual
block.
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II. METHODS
The block-matching registration algorithm in this study was implemented based on an
existing framework for physics-based non-rigid registration.15 Advantages of this algorithm
include parallel execution, block placement using both image intensity features and a binary
mask, and an open source implementation as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration
Toolkit (ITK, version 4.2.0). The following sections describe the developments tailoring this
algorithm to the specific purpose of lung tumor localization.
II.A. Algorithm implementation
II.A.1. Block placement
As an important requirement for reliable target localization, the surface of the ontreatment target must be well-aligned with (or, in the case of shrinking targets, entirely within)
the surface of the planning target. Surface alignment was prioritized by placing blocks in close
proximity to existing target contours. Although this algorithm required target contours on the
planning CT, this condition is easily met in the context of image-guided radiation therapy.
Contours were converted to a binary image mask, which was then dilated by 2 mm to provide a
larger region near the tumor surface in which optimal soft-tissue features could be identified.
Blocks were then distributed such that the center voxel was contained within the dilated mask
region. The resulting block distribution was intended to capture the high contrast gradients
commonly observed between lung tumors and the surrounding lung parenchyma, increasing the
potential accuracy of block registrations.
In general, smaller blocks may fail to reliably match corresponding intensity features
between two images, whereas larger blocks may capture regions containing substantial
deformations that complicate the local rigid registration.21 Preliminary tests revealed a nominal
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block size of 1 cm3 to balance these competing factors. The voxel size was 1.2 by 1.2 mm2
axially with a slice thickness of 2.0 mm for images in this study. Blocks were first placed in the
most distinct regions of the planning target surface, as determined by the minimum eigenvalue of
the structure tensor reflecting the local intensity gradient.22

A larger minimum gradient

eigenvalue indicated that a given block was more likely to contain a distinct, corner-like
structure. This provided a better predictor of block-matching accuracy than edge-based feature
detectors such as gradient magnitude or local intensity variance. Blocks were then distributed
without overlap in order of decreasing distinctiveness throughout the rest of the GTV surface.
By covering the entire surface with blocks, the final registration effectively incorporated local
changes occurring anywhere along the tumor surface.
II.A.2. Block registration
Each block was individually registered from the planning CT to a predefined window
region in the on-treatment image. In initial tests, a search radius of 2.5 cm was necessary to
capture the displacement of the tumor surface for all patients in the current study population.
However, for more general clinical application, a search radius exceeding 3 to 4 cm may be
necessary to account for target shape and volume variability and positional uncertainties (e.g.,
initial setup errors, respiratory motion, etc.)23 Registrations were performed using an exhaustive
search over all possible translations within the window region. Rotations were not included for
efficiency purposes. Block similarity between planning and on-treatment images was computed
using the correlation ratio.
Initial data analysis revealed that large block displacements were correlated with large
block mis-registrations. To reduce the impact of these large errors, a multi-resolution pyramid
registration scheme was employed. Sequential registrations were performed for images down-
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sampled by factors of 4, 2, and 1, with block diameters of 4 cm, 2 cm, and 1 cm respectively.
Because of down-sampling, blocks contained the same number of voxels at each physical
dimension. The window region spanned 8 cm, 4 cm, and 2 cm respectively in the on-treatment
image.
After all blocks were registered at a given resolution, the resulting displacement vectors
were regularized using a median filter.18 The median displacement was computed separately for
each Cartesian axis within small neighborhoods of immediately adjacent blocks. Specifically,
the neighborhood

( ) for the block centered at point

centered at points less than twice the block diameter from
( )

{

‖

was defined to include all blocks
:

‖

}

This definition was necessary to account for the non-uniform block distribution employed in this
study. After regularization, the final displacements were used to initialize the position of the
window region for subsequent registrations at finer resolutions.
A second major development in the current BMR algorithm addressed blocks that were
registered with a high similarity value, but that were not matched to their expected location near
the tumor surface. These blocks often contained degenerate features such as edges or planes that
matched at multiple locations within the window region. In many cases, it was possible to
recover the expected displacement by searching for “near-optimal” registrations in a strategy
referred to as multiple candidate registration (MCR). During the exhaustive search over all
possible translations, a similarity map of the correlation ratios was generated, from which a set of
candidate registrations was extracted. Starting with the maximum correlation ratio, additional
candidate registrations were identified in order of decreasing correlation ratio according to the
following constraints:
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i.

the correlation ratio was at least 95% of the true maximum,

ii.

the correlation ratio was greater than 0.75, and

iii.

the distance between candidate registrations was greater than the block radius.

The first constraint ensured that only near-optimal displacements were considered as potential
candidate registrations. The second constraint was heuristically based on preliminary data that
associated lower correlation ratios with less accurate block registrations. Finally, the third
constraint limited the identification of degenerate block registrations along smooth, planar tissue
surfaces. After all blocks were registered, a post-processing step was used to extract the single
most likely displacement for each block. Assuming that the registration of immediately adjacent
blocks on the tumor surface should demonstrate a high degree of consistency, the final set of
block registrations (one per block) was iteratively selected to minimize the variance of the
displacement vectors for all local block neighborhoods. Figure 2 demonstrates an example of
block-matching with MCR. For pyramid registrations using the MCR method, the median filter
was always applied to the final set of displacements from MCR (Figure 2, right panel).
II.A.3. Target localization
The sparsely sampled displacement vector field provided an estimate of the true
underlying changes in pathology and local anatomy between the planning and on-treatment
images. To compute the optimal rigid transform between images to be used for setup correction,
a Procrustes analysis was implemented. Briefly, translational corrections were given by the
mean of the displacement vectors in each cardinal direction. To determine rotational corrections,
it was first necessary to compute the covariance matrix between the center coordinates of blocks
from the initial and registered distributions. Singular value decomposition of the covariance
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matrix yielded a rotation matrix that optimally oriented the two block distributions. This final,
global transform was applied to on-treatment images for analysis.
II.B. Analysis
According to a protocol approved by the local institutional review board, weekly breathhold CT scans were acquired for 18 locally-advanced lung cancer patients throughout 4 to 7
weeks of conventionally fractionated radiotherapy.10,24 One patient presented with two tumors
that were registered and analyzed separately. The primary gross tumor volume (GTV) was
delineated by a physician on each image. Prior to automatic block-matching registration, manual
bony-anatomy registrations were performed to align all weekly CTs with the planning CT.
II.B.1. Block registration errors
The implementation and development of the current BMR algorithm was assessed using
the week 4 CT for a randomly-selected subset of 12 patients. The week 4 CT was selected (1)
for consistency, as not all patients had images acquired after this week of treatment, and (2) to
provide an intermediate degree of variability in tumor shape and volume and in pathoanatomical
conditions such as atelectasis or pleural effusion.12
Because blocks were distributed along the surface of the primary tumor, physician
contours were used to compute block registration errors. No point-to-point correspondence
existed between contoured targets from the planning and weekly CTs, so an in-house deformable
mesh registration tool was used to generate the nominal transform between target surfaces.25
Block registration errors were then computed as the difference between these nominal
displacements and the observed block displacements.

Large discrepancies between block-

matching and deformable mesh registration were a strong indicator of poor block registration
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quality. In contrast, better agreement between these two registration techniques indicated a more
reliable registration of blocks between the target surfaces.
Contouring variability inherently limited the accuracy of deformable mesh registration as
a validation tool for BMR. To circumvent this problem, BMR was also evaluated for a set of
artificially-deformed images. These images were previously generated for the current study subpopulation26 using the small deformation, inverse consistent linear elastic (SICLE) algorithm.27
The deformed images thus provided a reasonable approximation of the actual internal changes
for these patients. Block registration errors were computed in this case as the difference between
the known deformation and the observed block displacement. Unlike the block registration
errors defined for weekly image registrations, these errors were not affected by delineation
uncertainties.
II.B.2. Target registration errors
Using the multi-resolution pyramid technique with multiple candidate registrations, the
final block-matching algorithm was used to register all 18 patients and all available weekly
images, for a total of 93 registrations. Target registration errors were assessed by computing
radial border errors (RBE) and volume overlap. In both cases, the physician-delineated target
volume on the planning CT was compared with the physician-delineated target from the
registered on-treatment image. Target borders were defined by the lower and upper corners of
the bounding box enclosing the target volume. Positive RBE were then defined as any shift of
the on-treatment target borders radially outward from the respective borders of the planning
target. Likewise, negative RBE were scored for inward shifts of the on-treatment target borders.
The group mean (G) and the systematic (Σ) and random (σ) variability were computed separately
in each cardinal direction (left-right [LR], anterior-posterior [AP], and superior-inferior [SI]),
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from which the required margins were computed.28 Finally, volume overlap was computed as
the intersection of planning and registered target volumes divided by the registered target
volume.
Because patient setup uncertainties may be influenced by pathoanatomical conditions
(PAC) such as atelectasis or pleural effusion,10 border errors and volume overlap were
recomputed separately for patient sub-populations with and without the presence of PAC.
Patients with these conditions were referred to as the PAC-positive group (N=7; 35
registrations), while patients without these conditions were referred to as the PAC-negative
group (N=11; 58 registrations).

III. RESULTS
III.A. Block registration accuracy
Figures 3, 4, and 5 highlight the accuracy of block-matching for 12 of the 18 patients in
the current study population. These figures show patients listed in order of increasing tumor
size. For patients 1 – 7, the GTV ranged from 0.6 to 46.6 cm3 initially and from 0.6 to 32.0 cm3
by the fourth week of treatment. These targets regressed by an average of 35% (range: 0% to
64%) during this period. For patients 8 – 12, the initial GTV ranged from 58.3 to 241.9 cm3,
with the week 4 GTV ranging from 35.6 to 181.5 cm3. Mean target volume regression was 37%
(range: 25% to 45%). Figure 5 provides the number of blocks included in each registration,
which ranged from 13 to 181. Two PAC-positive patients were included in this sub-population,
one of which (patient 2) had a pleural effusion that progressed throughout treatment and another
(patient 8) with atelectasis that resolved by the fourth week of treatment.
Figure 3 shows the average magnitude of RBE after registration of the artificially
deformed images. The initial BMR implementation resulted in mean block displacement errors
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of 4.1 mm for all patients (Σ = 4.4 mm, σ = 7.8 mm). The MCR modification reduced group
mean errors to 2.5 mm (Σ = 3.0 mm, σ = 4.7 mm). With pyramid registration and median
filtering, group mean errors were 1.7 mm (Σ = 1.2 mm, σ = 1.8 mm) without MCR and 1.7 mm
(Σ = 0.8 mm, σ = 1.3 mm) with MCR.
Figure 4 shows the magnitude of discrepancies resulting from comparison between
block-matching registration of weekly CTs and deformable mesh registration. The initial BMR
implementation resulted in mean block displacement errors of 11.5 mm (Σ = 4.9 mm, σ =
10.0 mm). Using MCR, mean errors were reduced to 7.6 mm (Σ = 4.0 mm, σ = 6.5 mm). With
pyramid registration and median filtering, errors averaged 5.2 mm (Σ = 2.2 mm, σ = 3.1 mm)
without MCR and 4.8 mm (Σ = 1.9 mm, σ = 2.6 mm) with MCR.
Figure 5 demonstrates the impact of MCR by only considering blocks that were modified
by this regularization strategy. The top panel illustrates improvements relative to the initial
BMR algorithm, whereas the bottom panel includes pyramid registration. According to the top
panel, between 7% and 62% of block displacements were modified by the MCR technique. For
these blocks, separate application of median filtering and MCR resulted in respective block
registration errors of 7.9 ± 4.9 mm and 7.8 ± 4.9 mm. The combined approach of MCR with
median filtering reduced registration errors to 6.2 ± 3.5 mm. In the bottom panel, one patient did
not have any block displacements modified by MCR. The remaining patients had between 4%
and 57% of block displacements modified using the MCR technique. For these blocks, the
smallest registration errors of 6.2 ± 3.5 mm were again provided by the combined approach of
MCR with median filtering.

III.B. Target localization accuracy
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Table 1 lists the border errors for bony anatomy alignment and block-matching
registration. The negative group means indicated that target borders were predominantly shifted
inward, and that tumor volumes generally regressed throughout treatment for the study
population. Compared to bony alignment, BMR reduced systematic and random border errors
by 1.2 to 2.4 mm and 0.5 to 0.9 mm respectively for all patients. For PAC-negative patients,
BMR reduced systematic and random border errors by 0.4 to 1.1 mm and 0.3 to 0.8 mm
respectively. Corresponding error reductions for PAC-positive patients were 1.5 to 4.0 mm and
0.8 to 1.1 mm respectively. These reductions translated to improvements in the required margins
ranging from 3.5 to 6.9 mm (all patients), 1.9 to 3.1 mm (PAC-negative), and 4.4 to 11.4 mm
(PAC-positive).
Figure 6 shows the volume overlap of targets after bony alignment and block-matching
registration. BMR improved the overall volume overlap of PAC-negative patients by an average
of 0.10 ± 0.12 (range: -0.03 to 0.45), with 88% of registrations resulting in better overlap. Of
these registrations, initial VO of 0.81 ± 0.14 was increased to 0.93± 0.07. The remaining 12% of
registrations reduced the VO by an average of 1% from 0.88 ± 0.06 to 0.87 ± 0.06. For PACpositive patients, the volume overlap improved by an average of 0.20 ± 0.32 (range: -0.19 to
0.98). Bony alignment resulted in no target overlap for three weeks of treatment for the same
patient. Block-matching improved the volume overlap in 21 of 33 registrations from an initial
average of 0.59 ± 0.31 to 0.94 ± 0.05. The 12 registrations with reduced volume overlap
changed from 0.89 ± 0.08 to 0.83 ± 0.12.

IV. DISCUSSION
A block-matching registration algorithm has been implemented to improve the
localization of locally-advanced lung tumors. Eventually, such an algorithm could be used to
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automate registration of on-treatment imaging for image-guided setup correction.

By

concentrating blocks near the surface of tumors, this algorithm prioritizes surface alignment as
an important requirement for target localization, and it exploits the high-contrast gradients
commonly observed between lung tumors and the surrounding lung tissue. Accurate and robust
block-matching was possible using multi-resolution pyramid registration in conjunction with the
multiple-candidate registrations technique. This led to reductions in systematic and random
border variability and improved volume overlaps for both PAC-positive and PAC-negative
patient sub-populations.
The accuracy of block registrations was evaluated using both weekly on-treatment
images and artificially deformed images. Because the deformed images were generated directly
from the weekly CTs, they provided a reasonable approximation of the pathological and
anatomical changes demonstrated by these patients. Comparison of block displacement vectors
with the expected transform from deformable image registration yielded an error metric affected
solely by inaccuracies in the block-matching process. However, because deformed images may
not represent the full extent of irregular target volume changes (e.g., abrupt changes in the tumor
surface or dissolving of the tumor interior), these errors may have potentially underestimated
block-matching accuracy for the weekly patient images.

In general, any changes between

planning and weekly CTs that could not be modeled by pure deformation would likely increase
the block-matching errors shown in Figure 3.
Assessment of block-matching accuracy was not as straightforward for weekly CT
registrations, as no ground truth existed for local deformations along the tumor surface. To
establish an estimate of block-matching accuracy, deformable surface-mesh registration was
used to orient the physician-delineated targets from planning and weekly CTs. Previous work
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has demonstrated this method to be accurate to within 2 to 3 millimeters at the tumor surface.
The block registration errors in Figure 4 include uncertainties in deformable mesh registration
and target delineation, implying that uncertainties arising solely from block-matching may be
less than the errors actually reported in this case. Therefore, these results are considered an
upper bound on the true accuracy of BMR at the tumor surface. Note that block-matching errors
do not directly correspond to projected errors in target localization. Rather, these measures
tended to be randomly distributed, which helped to reduce the impact of block-matching errors
on the final target registration.
Two strategies were implemented in this work to improve block registration accuracy.
First, pyramid registration was employed to better capture both coarse and fine details in the
registration. Down-sampling by a factor of 4 enabled an initial 8 cm window region in the
moving image, sufficient for the registration of images with target volume regression, respiratory
excursion, or slight initial misalignment. Pyramid registration also provided the opportunity for
intermediate data regularization. Initial block matching errors could thus be corrected before
they were propagated to subsequent registrations at finer resolutions.
The second improvement involved the detection of multiple candidate registrations as
part of the block-matching process. This enabled the algorithm to correct large block registration
errors by searching for near-optimal displacements (with respect to the correlation ratio) that
were more consistent with other neighboring block registrations.

Although block mis-

registrations were not guaranteed to be corrected by this method, results demonstrated that the
new block displacements were on average more consistent with changes in the target surface, as
determined by deformable mesh registration. Despite these improvements, Figure 3 and Figure 4
both include cases where the overall accuracy becomes worse as a result of pyramid registration
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with MCR. This was attributed to regularization with the median filter, which provided a
somewhat variable degree of improvement on the final registration results.
The final block-matching algorithm led to substantial gains in target localization
compared to bony anatomy alignment. However, required margins still ranged from 5.0 to
11.7 mm after block-matching registration. These relatively large margins resulted from the
combined effects of localization error, delineation uncertainty, and target volume variability (i.e.,
changes in tumor shape and size). This implies that even with high-quality target registration,
purely rigid shifts have a limited ability to correct for all sources of uncertainty throughout
treatment. To further reduce margins, strategies to manage target volume variability (such as
adaptive radiation therapy) and delineation error are required.
Yeung et al. conducted a similar study for lung cancer patients also receiving
conventionally fractionated radiotherapy.29

In their retrospective review, automatic rigid

registration of the spine was compared against automatic soft-tissue-based registration of the
planning target volume. Variations in the relative treatment couch shifts were used to formulate
margins, which were shown to decrease by 5 to 14 mm after direct tumor registration. However,
these margins did not account for potential residual errors in the tumor registration. More
modest gains ranged from 3.5 to 6.9 mm for patients in the current study, likely because target
registration errors were directly assessed for both registrations.
Larger gains were demonstrated for the PAC-positive subgroup. PAC-positive patients
demonstrated larger variations between planning and on-treatment CTs due to changes in tumor
volume, atelectasis, and pleural effusion.10 This led to larger initial target registration errors
from bony anatomy alignment and larger potential corrections after BMR. Block-matching led
to systematic and random border errors with an average improvement of 46% and 28%,
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respectively, for the PAC-positive patients. This resulted in a 52% overall decrease in margin
size.
The current study sought to establish block-matching as an accurate and robust
registration technique for locally-advanced lung tumors. To date, this has been demonstrated
using CT-CT registration for images acquired with an active breath-hold protocol. Further
evaluation of this tool for CT-CBCT registration is pending. The correlation ratio similarity
metric is suitable for multi-modality registration and should not impact the results of CT-CBCT
registrations. The presence of additional noise, potential image artifacts, and respiratory motion
in CBCT images may all impact the accuracy reported in this study.

However, BMR is

anticipated to be robust against these complications due to the independent registration of each
image sub-volume. Mis-registration of a reasonably small number of blocks can be corrected
through a combination of pyramid registration, the multiple candidate registrations technique,
and median filtering, leading to robust target localization and reduced patient setup uncertainties.
Future work will also consider the simultaneous registration of multiple treatment targets,
as direct tumor alignment may result in poor localization of other lesions such as metastatic
lymph nodes.30 Furthermore, direct tumor alignment may increase the dose delivered to nearby
risk structures.7

Because block-matching provides local displacements of the entire tumor

surface, it may be possible to adapt the final tumor registration in order to better localize other
lesions or better spare risk structures.

V. CONCLUSION
A block-matching registration algorithm has been implemented specifically for the
localization of locally-advanced lung tumors. Through a combination of regularized pyramid
registration and a new multiple candidate registrations strategy, substantial improvements were
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demonstrated relative to an initial bony anatomy alignment in systematic and random border
errors, margin sizes, and target volume overlap. Accurate and robust registrations were observed
for patients both with and without the presence of pathoanatomical conditions such as atelectasis
or pleural effusion. Future work is warranted to evaluate block-matching against other potential
localization strategies for routine image-guidance.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Figure 1. Workflow for block-matching registration. Left: Blocks are placed on the reference
(planning) image at the surface of the initial gross tumor volume (red contour). Center: Each
block is independently registered to the moving image using an exhaustive search over all
translations in a predefined window. The blocks in this center image show the registered
location of the blocks from the left image; two additional blocks registered into the current image
slice. The weekly physician contour is provided in yellow for reference. Right: The resulting
transform vectors are aggregated to obtain the global image registration. This corresponds to the
couch shift required for patient setup correction.
Reference Image

Moving Image
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Final Registration

Figure 2. Block-matching with multiple candidate registrations. The initial block displacements
(left) correspond to registrations with the maximum correlation ratio. However, by also
considering near-optimal block displacements (center), it becomes possible to extract a set of
displacements more consistent with registration of the tumor surface (right).
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Figure 3. Magnitude of block matching errors from registration of artificially deformed images.
Results are shown for the initial BMR implementation, multiple candidate registrations (MCR),
multi-resolution pyramid registration, and the combined effect of MCR and pyramid registration.
The final group (“All”) represents the mean and random error for all registrations.
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Figure 4. Magnitude of discrepancies between block-matching registration of weekly CT images
and deformable mesh registration (annotations according to Figure 3.)
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Figure 5. Registration accuracy for the subset of block displacements that were modified by the
multiple candidate registrations (MCR) strategy (annotations according to Figure 3). The
fraction of modified block displacements is provided beneath each patient index. All results
correspond to registration of weekly images.
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Figure 6. Cumulative histograms of the volume overlap between planned and treatment GTV
after bony anatomy alignment (Bony) and block-matching registration (BMR). Results are
shown for patients stratified according to the presence of pathoanatomical conditions (PAC) such
as atelectasis and pleural effusion.
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Table 1. Mean ( ), systematic ( ), and random ( ) border displacement errors (in millimeters),
along with required margins ( ) in the left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and superiorinferior (SI) directions. Results are shown for all patients, for the sub-group without
pathoanatomical conditions (PAC-negative), and for the sub-group with pathoanatomical
conditions (PAC-positive).
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To assess the accuracy of locally-advanced lung tumor localization resulting from
automatic soft-tissue-based registration.
Methods: Four different registrations were evaluated in this study: rigid registration of the gross
tumor volume (GTV), block-matching registration (BMR), deformable registration with the
small deformation, inverse consistent linear elastic (SICLE) algorithm, and deformable
registration with a diffeomorphic demons algorithm (Demons). For BMR, SICLE, and Demons,
deformation vectors were extracted at the surface of the GTV from the planning CT. These
vectors were used to compute the translations and rotations that best rigidly aligned the surface
of the GTV from on-treatment images. For 16 non-small-cell lung cancer patients, the endinspiration phases from a four-dimensional (4D) planning CT and 6 to 8 weekly 4D kilovoltage
cone-beam CT images were registered. After registration, radial border errors were defined as
outward displacements of the registered GTV surface relative to the planning GTV and were
used to formulate margins to compensate for registration error. Volume overlap (VO) was
defined as the intersection of planning and registered target volumes divided by the registered
target volume.
Results: Bony anatomy alignment resulted in margins of 11.4 to 18.4 mm and a median VO of
0.73 (minimum: 0.24). All soft-tissue-based registrations provided significantly better VO than
bony alignment (p < 0.05). BMR resulted in the most robust target localization with margins of
11.1 to 12.9 mm and a significantly greater VO than any other registration (p < 0.05; median:
0.83; minimum: 0.61). Required margins from rigid, SICLE, and Demons registrations ranged
from 11.0 to 18.0 mm with median (minimum) VO of 0.77 (0.34), 0.80 (0.23), and 0.77 (0.25)
respectively. A maximum VO of 0.99 was achieved for all registrations.
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Conclusions: Automatic soft-tissue-based registration significantly improved VO for locallyadvanced lung tumors, with block-matching registration being the most robust and accurate.
Treatment margins also improved but remained relatively large, confirming that target
localization alone cannot account for all sources of uncertainty in these patients.

Key words
Non-small-cell lung cancer, image registration, image-guided radiation therapy

I. INTRODUCTION
The accuracy of lung tumor localization during image-guided radiotherapy can be
influenced by a number of different factors, especially for locally-advanced disease. Several
studies have demonstrated the potential for large variations in tumor shape and volume,1–3 with
target volume regression exceeding 80% in extreme cases.4 Other pathoanatomical conditions
such as atelectasis and pleural effusion may also increase variability in tumor position relative to
bony anatomy or neighboring soft-tissue landmarks.3–5 Further complications arise for patients
with multiple primary lesions or metastatic lymph nodes, where configurational changes between
targets may limit the localization accuracy of each individual target.6,7 All of these uncertainties
require generous treatment margins to compensate. This leads to larger target volumes and a
corresponding increase in the risk of normal tissue toxicities, limiting the potential tumor dose.8
Treatment-related uncertainties must therefore be carefully controlled to facilitate safe dose
escalation for improved local tumor control.9
Image-guided radiation therapy is a powerful tool for mitigating many of these
uncertainties. For example, imaging immediately prior to each treatment fraction has enabled
highly accurate patient setup to reduce inter-fractional variability. Higgins et al. demonstrated
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that registration of tumor surrogates including the spine and carina can be used for efficient and
reproducible patient setup.10 Mohammed et al. further demonstrate that patient setup based on
bony anatomy alignment provides reasonable simultaneous localization of the primary tumor and
involved lymph nodes, with only slight improvements offered by direct simultaneous registration
of the tumor and nodes.7 However, tumor surrogates do not always reflect potential changes in
target position or configuration.5

Direct target registration should therefore provide more

reliable localization throughout treatment. Because manual target registration is prone to interand intra-observer variability,10 automatic target registration provides the most attractive solution
for robust tumor localization.
The purpose of this study is to compare the accuracy of lung tumor localization resulting
from several soft-tissue-based automatic registration algorithms. Rigid tumor registration is
included as a common approach to online localization, providing efficient and reasonably
accurate alignment of targets with slight to moderate changes in shape and size.6 Deformable
image registration is also assessed to address more substantial internal changes often observed
for locally-advanced lung cancer patients. Finally, we evaluate a sparsely-sampled deformable
block-matching registration algorithm, which detects local tumor changes through independent
rigid registration of many small image sub-volumes near the tumor surface.11 The current study
aims to evaluate and compare these algorithms for potential use during image-guided
radiotherapy.

II. METHODS
II.A. Registrations
Four soft-tissue-based automatic registration algorithms were evaluated in this work,
including (1) rigid registration of the primary gross tumor volume (GTV), (2) block-matching
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registration of the primary GTV, (3) deformable registration with the small deformation, inverse
consistent linear elastic (SICLE) algorithm, and (4) deformable registration with the
diffeomorphic demons algorithm. Refer to Balik et al.12 for details on rigid and deformable
registrations and to Robertson et al.11 for details on block-matching registration.
For the first test algorithm, rigid tumor registrations were performed using in-house
software, in which the optimal translations and rotations were computed by minimizing the sumof-squared intensity differences. Only soft-tissue intensities were included in the registration,
with CT numbers adjusted on a per-patient basis to exclude bony anatomy. The registered
volume on each image was limited to the GTV bounding box plus a uniform 1 cm margin.
For the second test algorithm, a separate in-house block-matching registration tool was
also explored in this study. The details of this algorithm are described by Robertson et al.11
Briefly, small (1 cm3), non-overlapping image sub-volumes (termed “blocks”) were identified on
the planning CT near the tumor surface. Between 11 and 121 blocks were identified (median: 39
blocks), depending on the tumor size at the beginning of treatment.

Each block was

independently and automatically registered to the on-treatment image using only translational
degrees of freedom. Then, based on the resulting displacement field, the optimal translation and
rotation of the on-treatment image was computed using an orthogonal Procrustes analysis.11 This
method prioritized the alignment of the tumor surface as an important requirement for target
localization.

The BMR algorithm employed a hierarchical, multi-resolution approach with

regularization (median-filtering) performed after registration at each resolution. Previous work
has shown that BMR is capable of robust tumor alignment in CT-CT registrations.11
For the last two test algorithms, deformable registrations were performed for the entire
overlapping region between planning and on-treatment images.
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For the purpose of target

localization, it was necessary in this work to reduce the full deformable registration to a simpler
rigid transform representing the couch shift for patient setup corrections. This was accomplished
by computing the translations and rotations that best aligned the GTV surface between planning
and on-treatment images, consistent with the BMR algorithm. The physician-delineated tumor
from the planning CT was converted to a surface mesh and deformably propagated to the ontreatment image using either SICLE or Demons. Then, the optimal rigid transform between the
physician and propagated surface meshes was computed using the orthogonal Procrustes
analysis. The resulting transform was applied to the on-treatment image for analysis.
II.B. Analysis
Registrations were performed for 16 patients with locally-advanced non-small-cell lung
cancer.12

All patients received a planning four-dimensional (4D) fan-beam computed

tomography (FBCT) image at the beginning of treatment. Weekly 4D kilovoltage cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) images were also acquired for each patient throughout 6 to 8
weeks of conventionally fractionated radiotherapy, for a total of 111 CBCT images. The 4D
images were binned into 10 respiratory phases, of which only the end-of-inspiration (EOI) phase
was included in this study. Images were initially pre-aligned to bony anatomy using automatic
rigid registration, which served as a consistent starting point for all soft-tissue-based
registrations.
Each of the four registration algorithms was evaluated based on the accuracy of target
localization. Physician contours of the primary tumor were available for all EOI images from
FBCT and CBCT scans. Using these contours, target localization errors were assessed using
measures of border agreement and volume overlap. First, tumor borders were defined by the
minimum bounding box enclosing each target. Radial border errors were then computed as a
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displacement of the tumor borders from an on-treatment image relative to corresponding borders
from the planning CT. Outward border displacements were considered positive radial border
errors. The error distributions from opposing target borders (left-right [LR], anterior-posterior
[AP], and superior-inferior [SI]) were combined to compute the mean, systematic, and random
errors in each direction, from which the required margins were deterimined.13 Note that margins
primarily reflected large residual uncertainties in target localization due to target shape changes
and delineation error, with residual registration errors comprising a smaller component. This
served as a more clinically relevant endpoint for patient setup corrections.
Volume overlap was computed as the intersection between planning and registered target
volumes divided by the registered target volume. Statistically significant differences in volume
overlap between registrations were computed using SigmaPlot (version 12.3). Because the
overlaps were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk test, p < 0.05), statistical differences were
determined using the ranks of the data in Friedman’s repeated-measures analysis of variance test.
The bony anatomy registration and all four soft-tissue-based registrations were included in this
evaluation.

Pairwise comparisons between registration algorithms were performed using a

Tukey test at a significance level of 0.05.

III. RESULTS
Initial target volumes on the planning FBCT averaged 53.7 ± 51.3 cm3 (range: 7.3 to
192.1 cm3). Tumors regressed by an average of 42.7% ± 13.3% throughout treatment (range:
21.3% to 64.0%).
Table 1 lists the mean border errors from each registration technique separately in each
direction, and Figure 1 shows the systematic and random border errors and the corresponding
margins for each cardinal patient axis. Mean border errors ranged from -4.4 to -2.1 cm (LR), 162

2.6 to 0.9 cm (AP), and -2.7 to -0.6 cm (SI) for all registrations. Merging the error distributions
from opposing target borders resulted in mean differences of 0.3 mm or less between the
different registrations. Block-matching registration required the smallest margins in the AP and
SI directions (11.1 mm and 12.9 mm respectively) and the second smallest margin in the LR
direction (11.1 mm), for which SICLE demonstrated a small advantage (11.0 mm).
The distribution and cumulative histogram of target volume overlaps are shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3 respectively. According to Friedman’s test, significant differences were observed
between the various registration algorithms (p < 0.001). The best target volume overlap was
achieved by block-matching registration, which provided statistically significant improvements
over all other registration techniques. The 25th-percentile, median, and 75th-percentile volume
overlaps were 0.77, 0.83, and 0.90 respectively. All soft-tissue-based registrations provided
significantly better volume overlap than bony anatomy alignment. Of the soft-tissue-based
registrations, only the rigid and Demons algorithms were not statistically different at the 5%
level.

IV. DISCUSSION
In this study, target localization accuracy was assessed from several potential automatic
registration algorithms for use during image-guided radiotherapy. Block-matching registration
of locally-advanced lung tumors provided a clear advantage in terms of target volume overlap
and the required margins to account for border variability.

Furthermore, block-matching

registration did not result in any volume overlap outliers (Figure 2), indicating superior
robustness compared to the other registration techniques. Since BMR rigidly registers small
blocks of the image, it is likely less sensitive to cone beam CT image quality issues such as noise
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and scatter artifact than traditional deformable registration algorithms such as SICLE and
Demons.
Rigid registration was not anticipated to dramatically improve tumor localization
accuracy, as changes in target shape and size are often more substantial than can captured with a
purely rigid transform.6 Instead, we hypothesized that deformable image registration (DIR)
would provide the best target localization accuracy in this study.

These algorithms were

performed with a much larger number of parameters and were more capable of modeling
complex changes in the primary tumor and surrounding anatomy. For tumor localization, it was
necessary to reduce the full deformation field to the optimal set of translations and rotations
representing a treatment couch shift during online guidance. This process relied on accurate
propagation of target contours between planning and on-treatment CTs.

Although contour

propagation uncertainties were approximately equal to inter-observer delineation uncertainties,12
DIR uncertainties near the tumor surface directly contributed to target localization errors. SICLE
demonstrated smaller margins and significantly better volume overlap than Demons for targets in
this study, consistent with previous observations that SICLE provided more reliable contour
propagation as well.12
Despite the advantages offered by block-matching registration, relatively large margins
exceeding 10 mm were still necessary for the current study population as a result of several
contributing factors. First, delineation uncertainties can introduce systematic errors of 2 to
7 mm, especially near obscured regions of the tumor surface (e.g., bordering atelectasis).5 Even
greater uncertainties were possible for delineation of CBCT images, where reduced contrast can
further obscure tumor boundaries.14 Large delineation errors were anticipated to reduce the
apparent differences between algorithms.
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A second contributing factor to the large margins in Figure 1 involved changes in target
shape and volume throughout treatment. Target volume regression was greater than 40% on
average for patients in this study, consistent with published data by Fox et al. (44.3% after 50
Gy), Weiss et al. (35% after 5 weeks of treatment), and Lim et al. (51% after treatment
completion).1–3 Negative mean border errors were observed in all but the anterior direction,
further indicating the degree of target volume regression. Although the GTV appeared welllocalized throughout treatment, tumor regression also contributed to larger systematic and
random border errors, consequently resulting in larger treatment margins. Adaptive radiotherapy
may better account for inter-fractional tumor variability in order to obtain smaller treatment
margins without sacrificing dosimetric coverage.5
For clinical implementation, automatic registration algorithms should execute in a
reasonably short amount of time, such that patient setup errors may be corrected as quickly as
possible following image acquisition. Any patient motion that occurs between imaging and
setup correction is not measured and could reduce the accuracy of the correction. In the interest
of optimal target localization accuracy, registration times were not considered a primary
endpoint in this study, and both deformable registration algorithms were optimized for accuracy
rather than speed. However, the multi-threaded BMR algorithm was capable of computing
patient setup corrections in less than 15 seconds on a 16-core workstation, well within the
necessary time constraints for routine clinical use. A second important clinical consideration is
the simultaneous localization of multiple treatment targets (including metastatic lymph nodes)
and organs at risk. This remains the subject of future work.

V. CONCLUSION
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Four automatic soft-tissue-based registration algorithms have been assessed for the
localization of locally-advanced primary lung tumors.

All four algorithms significantly

improved target volume overlap compared to the initial bony anatomy alignment. The most
robust and accurate target localization was provided by block-matching registration, which
demonstrated the smallest treatment margins and significantly better volume overlap than all
other algorithms. However, relatively large margins exceeding 10 mm were still computed for
patients in this study, indicating that target localization alone is insufficient for addressing
potentially

large

interfractional

uncertainties

throughout

conventionally

radiotherapy.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
Table 1. Mean border errors (in millimeters) in each of the six patient-specific directions from
bony anatomy alignment, rigid tumor registration, block-matching registration (BMR), and
deformable registration using the SICLE and Demons algorithms. Positive values indicated a
predominantly outward shift of the on-treatment target borders relative to the corresponding
tumor border from the planning CT.
Registration

Right

Left

Posterior

Anterior

Superior

Inferior

Bony

-4.4

-2.1

-2.6

0.9

-1.1

-2.5

Rigid

-4.1

-2.2

-2.6

0.9

-1.9

-1.4

BMR

-3.4

-3.2

-1.5

0.0

-2.7

-0.6

SICLE

-3.1

-3.3

-1.6

-0.1

-1.8

-1.2

Demons

-3.1

-3.1

-2.6

0.8

-1.8

-1.4
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Figure 1. Systematic and random border errors and corresponding margins in the left-right (LR),
anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) directions. Registrations included bonyanatomy alignment, rigid tumor registration, block-matching registration (BMR), and deformable
registration with the SICLE and Demons algorithms.
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Figure 2. Distribution of target volume overlap indices (registrations as listed in Figure 1).
Boxes represent the 25th-percentile, median, and 75th-percentile of overlaps.
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Figure 3. Cumulative histogram of target volume overlaps (registrations as listed in Figure 1).
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